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SEPTEMBER 24,

USF Seeks- Permanent · Dean
For Future Medical School

1,6;

-·

By MARY McKEY

struction, the Veteran's Ad: Penrod considers the Medical class room is completed.
ministration Hospttal and the School to be at "ground zero"
Plans are also proceedng tCJ
State Mental Hospital. .
and is working on a new time- apply for federal funds to
The permanent dean of the
· He also cited the need for a table for the school that ·could match the monies available
USF medical school may be
school that :would be valuable include a first class, possibly for construction and operation
named by October 3.
to the state as a whole. ·" T~is the fall of '70. In this ca se, ex~ df the school, even though a
· Dr. Kenneth Penrod, acting
is, after all, a school for the isting facilities at USF would permanent dean has not been
dean of the medical school
be used until construction of named.
entire state of Florida.
said, "I have one man right
" 'With ·existing conditions
now that it conceivable that
here,
there are many factors
n_egotiations could jell and
that
\vill
influence the kind of
that he' would accept the posischool we will be establishing.
:tion and · things could fall into
"The decision has been
place quite rapidly."
made that we should not build
·. October ·J" is the next scheda university hospital now and
\
uled meeti_n g of the ·Board of
deveJop a self-contained kind
Regents.-~t.whi~hJime recomof medical school that is not a
The University Center (UC)
mendations from Penrod and
Individual s c h.o o 1 s
for ~e benefit of mankind." The of(icia.I state"· • • it is a place where !1ew knowledge is
part of and without roots in will begin a new era in enter- joined in circuits . based on
Pres. John Allen will be conthe community."
·
sought, a)Id o,ld knowledge is synthesized in . ment of purpose and goal of USF • • • hold . sidered and voted upon by the
tainment this fall at USF as · close g~ographic proximity.·
And
once
the
right
man
is
the
Intercollegiate C o f f e e An act appears for one week
board.
new ways through research and scholarship
them to it.
found, " . . . he must see the House Circuit comes to USF. at each of the schools in the
Penrod assumed the post of
task to be done, the people
Acting Dean just five days
c ircuit. Eventually, the .ma jor
,. . .
PENROD
with whom he· will be working
. · after being named Vice Chanperform.;nces of USF's circuit
. . . he has to evaluate this in
entertainment will be given in
cellor for Medical .Education
the proposed Rathskeller.
on the Florida Board of Re- dates with different personali- the light of how does' he want
. to spend the next ten years ?"
Some of the well-known en..
gents. He came to Flori~a ties needed.
'
"Tampa_will have different
.
tertainers who got their start
from the University of InOnce this man is found and
on the Collegiate Coffee House
diana where 'he served as needs because of local condi- - is agreeable to .the offer, Pentions in educational and pro- rod will m ake a recommenda- .
Circuit are The Pickle BrothHealth Provost.
ers, Brian Carney, Fred
Penrod said that he is still fessio:gal institutions that are tion to Pres. Allen.
Smoot, and .Jerry Jeff Walker.
·Allen will be . conferring
considertng . possibilities for to be found in the area."
Check publicity and The
As a n example of these dif- with Penrod during the search
.t h.e positjon ~nd as yet no one
Oracle, or call ext. 2637 for
.
f
·has been officially offered the ferences, Penrod explained and will .be familiar with the
·
post. "You have to find the that the USF medi~al school background for the selection.
P resident John S. Allen will more information.
will
not
have
its
own
hospital
If
Aµen
agrees
with
this
se,man
to
fit
the
job,"
he
said.
address
the
faculty
and
staff
GYM DANCES
other library and university ter will be a shell road conBy CHRIS CLIFFORD
"Deanships of M e d i c a I like the University of Florida, lection he will then in turn Friday, Sep'tember 26 at J
necting the two large parking
·The UC will present two
center.
Correspondent
· recommend the man to the a .m. in the Theatre Auditori- special Gym Dances during
Tra,ffic moving from Palm lots adjacent to the Fine Arts schools dHfer quite apprecia• but will use the exii;ting faciliReturning students w i\l 1
bly in parts of the country. ties available at Tampa Gen- Board of Regents with a vote um. Dr. Allen's address
and
Life
Science
buildings.
Qtr I. The first, scheduled
to Maple street will be routed
probably notice a few changes around the closed section via This will event~ally be paved. There are different kinds o~ eral, St. J oseph's, University deciding the issue that after- cover plans for the next ten Oct. 10, will feature the "Tip
years and will review major Tops" and will begin · at 8:30
at USF as t hey drive on cam- t he newly constructed extenCharels W. Butler, Director medical schools in different Community Hospial and t he noon.
However, in . the meantime , problem areas.
two
hospitals
now
under
con~ettings
with
different
manp.m. in the Gym. Admission is
pus ·this quarter. Elm. street, sion of Oak street. A rtew of Physical Plant, explained - -- - -- - -- -- - -- -- - -- - - -- - - - - -----'-- - - -- $1 per person.
'
Wives
are
invited
to
attend
which runs south of the parking lot is now located off that funds for the new lot a nd
The second Gym-Dance will
both Dr. Allen's address and
the road come from monies
Oak
street,
directly
south
of
B u s i n e s s, Administration
the reception to be given by be held Oct: 17, and will feathe Physical Educafion build- collected for vehicle registrabuilding, has been blocked ,at ing.
Mrs. Allen assisted by mem- ture the "Split Ends:" This ·
tion decals.
the intersection of Maple
bers of the Social Committee dance will begin at 9 p.m. in
Butler,. also chairman of the
I
•
•
•
•
TlllS WILL PROVIDE 446 traffi~.committe_e ~ emphasized
of the USF Women's Club, at the Gym. Admission is $1 per
street.
10 a.m. in the Green Room of person.
'Clyde B. , Hill, Assistant . spaces .with a n additional 141 • that all cars must be regisplaces
along
Elm
street.
the The\itre Arts Rehe-arsal
tered by the first day o
Dean .of Administration, said
F,OflLY NIGHT
-There
will
be
a
total
of
_
7
100
Building,
directly north of the
is
no
grace
peclasses.
There
this Was done to ease pedes"Family
Night in. Storybook .
Theatre Auditorium.
trian,traffic across Elm ·iri an- parking spaces on campus, riod for traffic violations of
Land"
is
the
theme for the
ticipation of the new Langu- and according to Hill this will any type.
U~'s 1969__ Annual Family
Started
in
June,
1961,
with and Business. majors. .
be
adequate
for
the
expected
USF
Cooperative
Educ~on
age-Literature building to be
Night Program. This night is
REGISf~TION now costs Program reached a milestone 18 students, the Co-op ProThe Co-op Program is destarted this quarter. Also. traffic load.
especially planned for the
$5
per
·
vehicle,
and
there
this month with the placement gram has since placed· stu- signed to give the student a
planned for this area are an- _ Another addition this quarchildren of married ·students,
is no limitation on the number of its 1,000th student since the dents in 17 states, Washing- balanced education by alferand faculty. Games, constaff
of vehicles r egistered by an beginning of the program ton, D.C., Puerto Rico and nating study quyrters and
tests,
costume parades, prizindivid'llal or family. Pre- eight years ago. ·
Trinidad. Nearly . 200 USF work quarters. Tlie student is
es, rides ·and refreshments
viosuly there was a limit of · Gl!orge H. Miller, in his sec- Co-op students were working placed with a firm that allows
are the highlights of the Haltwo vehicles.
ond year as president of the with the National Aeronautic him to receive first hand exactivities.
1oweeri-night's
v
The
Board
of
Regents
Non-moving traffic fines International Cooperative
and Space Administration perience in his chosen field.
Morrison's
Food Service
now
has
the
power
to
regu.
have also been changed. Education Association and di- (NASA) dur ing the Apollo 11 He ' also builds seniority with
will
.
prepare
a spec1allylate
for
the
discipline
of
There is n..9 longer a progres- rector of USF's program, said moon shot.
the firm.
priced, dinner for families to
students,
faculty
or
admlnsive incre.ase in the amount of that Rendall L. Huntzberry, a
Of its present 450 particiGraduates in the Co-op Prostart off the activities. Everyistrative p e r s o n n e 1 inthe
fine
as
before.
A
fixed
$2
pants
the Co-op Program con- gram generally have a startbusiness
administration
major
a nd booths seating up to 252
By VIC~ SMITHSON
thin~ except the family d,inner
in
disruptive
activivolved
charge
is
made
·
f
or
each
offrom Largo, became the sists of a thir d Engineering
persons.
Co~respoodent
is F REE!
salary
of
three
to
seven
ing
ties.
_l,OO0th student placed by the majors, a third Liberal Arts
A da nce floor and stage will fense.
It
is
now
against
the
v
The citation itself is new as Co-op Program.
The USF Rathskeller is now provide r oom for _dancing and
majors and a third Ed_ucation per cent higher than those
law for any person to ina definite reality. "The plans entertainment. The decor and well. It will be in the· form of
who do not go $rough the
tentionally
disrupt lawful
payment
can
an
envelope,
a
nd
are in the hands of the interi- menu will be European-style,
program, Miller said.
administratfon
or functions .
or decorator ,'' said Raymond making the_d ub the only one be mailed in the citation. Anyof
any
educational
instituKing, Director of· Housing a·nd
. one wishing t o appeal will be
of its kind ·o n campus.
tion
in
the
state.
Food Service.
. The catering contract for heard at cjty court in Tampa,
v Students and state
"We. are finishing up final food service has not been with bond Bayable a t USF.
.employees
on any campus
decisions on paneling," ·he
_agreed upon by the all Uniany
higher
lea91ing in•
of
added. "We anticipate beginversity Rathskeller Commitstitution
now
have
to give
Cashiers
Off
ice
Closed
ning construction -in the south
tee 'and King.
their
consent
to
abide
by
Because of registration, the
dining hall sometime this
as
early
Quarter
III,"
Lucas
The acquisition of a third
the r ules and regulations of
.
quarter."
.
THE · RATHSKELLER , v,i11 Cashier?s Office and the Divi- generation computer by USF -said.
that institution. Students
· May6r Dick Greco .will be
The computer, an IBM 360,
AS SOON AS final interior not serve beer, however:, until sion of Finance and Account- in January, 1970, will mean
John A. Thomson, 2 CBS,
can be expelled for being
the guest speaker at the first
decorating decisions are State Attorney General Earl
significant changes in regis• will enable the University to maJoring in English, has been
ing will_be closed today and tration procedures, according
found guilty of disrupting
business meeting of Quarter I
set up and maintain a Student selected as editor of The Oram ade, job orders can go out, Faircloth makes a decision on
campuses.
for Pi Sigma Epsilon.
.·
Data Bank. As a result all in- cle, the official campus newsand renova tion of the south , the legality of serving p.lcohol- Thursday. The Cashier's Of- to Registrar James Lucas.
~ Students arrested on
Pi Sig Ep, t he National Prodining hall can beg,in. Plans ic beverages on the· USF cam- fice hours Friday will be 12
"We are hoping to initiate formation on a student will be paper, for Quarter I.
drug cha rges will be susfessional Fraternity in Ma,•
now include tables, chairs, pus.
Thomson has served on The
noon until 3 p.m.
an audit form of r egistration stored in one location by their
pended
from
all
and
if
keting, Sales, Management
social security number.
Or acle as a staff writer since
found
guilty,
will
be
immeand
Selling, will sponsor the
J
une,
1968.
He
succeeds
Philip
Lucas said. .the establishdiately expelled for at least
combination dinner-business
ment .of · the Student Data Runnels who held the position
two years . Persons volunmeeting Oct. 2, i n the UniverBank will make it possible to since March.
tarily
disclosing
unlawful
sity
Center (UC) Ballroom.
Mary McKey, lCBS, . is the
eliminate the student packet
possession of drugs or diThe program will begin
new managing editor. Miss
at r egistration.
vulging information a bout · with din.ner for fraternity
During registration, if a stu- ·McKey served as copyothers ha ving drugs may
members and guests only, fol; ·
dent needs to make a change m akeup editor last s ummer.
be entitled to a waiver of
lowed by introductory rein the i_n formation about him
COPY EDITOR for Quarter
the suspension.
marks by USF Pres. John
in the- Bank, 'he will go to a . I is Oscar Ros, 4SPA. Ros has
Allen. After Allen's introduc special area to record the served .The Oracle as manag(Se~ Drugs, Page 3-C)
tion, Mayor Greco will discuss ·
change. (A similar procedure ing editor, copy editor, makethe role of business. in govern•
has been initated to some ex-· up editor, editorial page ediment.
"
tent for this registration.)
tor, news editor an d assistant
Lucas added that his office news editor since J an. 1968.
is working on plans for a comBill Guggenheim, 2PS4, a
pletely -computerized registra~ transfer from Florida State
tion. He said that it will pr ob- University (FSU), where he
~bly be "at least two or three was makeup editor for the
years" before computerized FSU paper, The F lambeau, is
registration is a reality at the makeup editor.
·
·
USF but the form it will take
Completing the editorial
will be new and tailored ex- l?oard is Hilda Lough, 3CJ3S,
pressly to the needs of USF. news editor. Miss Lough was
Student Government correspondent for The Oracle last
'-' AN INTERVIEW with Burke Kibler; The Regent's chaij-•
year. She has a television
man
discusses the problems a nd the power of the universities.
.
s how, Calliope, \n WEDU,
','!..
Channel 3, Tuesdays at 7 :30 Page C-10.
p.m.
'-' DR. ARNADE writes candidly about th~ Stevenson cas~.
THE REST OF the staff is
Arnade points out several factors surrounding the firing of the
made up by Wiley Brooks,
3CBS, photo editor; -Jeff Mil- controversial professor. Page C-2.
ler, l CBS, sports editor; John
,
Guggenheim, 4ENG, fine arts
'-' FOOTBALL CONTEST. Your predictions m ay lead to
editor;
and
J
ack
Swift
and
free tickets in new weekly Oracle contest. Page B-3.
The University Center (U,C), will kick !)~." Quarter 1· with, a .
from 9:30 p.m. until 12 :30 a.m. in the circle drive of the UC.
Steve Snow, staff writers.
tw~a;y program of c_on~ rts. and ,-dances·/ Oct.. ,3.-J.-oct. ,3,
Students interested in nonSaturday, beginning at' 8:30 p.m. in the Gym, Billie Joe
v SCHEDULE R,EVlSIONS. Course changes students must
paying positions in The Oracle
"The J erry Butler Show" wil_l 'bein · at 8 'p ,m. in the Gyll)'
R,o;v.al ·will perform for . a concert-dance. The concert-da.nce
should contact John Thomson know. P age · B-9.
·a t 6219' or come by University
nasium. Admission ·is $2 {N!r person. Also. ·on Friday night
will have an admission charge of $1.50 per person.
'-' REGISTRATION ANYONE? A photo .follow-through o!
Center r oom 221 from 8 a .m.
the "Outla'Ys" will provide the· music for a, free street dance
to 5 p.m. weekdays .
USF Photo:,
college's annual American circus. Page BJ.

Man&ging Editor

ii

'New

Coffee House

Bti~ding~;

New Students
A · Better Year Perhaps?_

Circuit ·Here

are

Road. Blocks -'Ease
Pedestrian Traffic

Allen Address

Covers Plans,
·Problem Areas
,vill

USF Co~op PrQgram

Enters. ·Ninth Year

The Laws
At A Glance

Rathskeller BeginS,
Construction· Qtr. I

'70 . Registratic;,~

·computerized Here John Thomson

Names Staff

Mayor Greco:
To Speak To

-Pi Sig Ep

liiside

Course·.

Billie .Joe,~ Jerry Butler : T~p W.elcome Weekend

Schedule

Changes·
See 9~8
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·Males Musi .Report
· ·Draft Number Here

Official To ··Bring,1Suit ·
Against SG By Monday
1

.

.

Transfer and freshmen. stu- II-S will be deferred until age full-time course .of instruction
i:lents registered with Selec- 24 or until completion of un- leading to an advanced de-.
Suit will be filed against the
gree.
'tive Service should report dergraduate work.
Government (SG) by
Student
be
not
will
student
a
Such
regulaSelective Service
their registration numbers to
own appointed offiits
of
one
.
study•
of
course
a
for
deferred
the Registrar's Office (Ad- tions require the student to
0 ' ·· cials the first day of classes,
-equiva
the
or·
'master's
'a
to
ministration Building 180), pursue a full-time course of
lent for more _than one addi- contending grade point reJ afues
. }iegistrar, said. instruction, i.e., he must tional year, or for a course of quirements for elected SG of, , Lucas,
Class II-S or ·-another appli- · maintain a grade average study leading to ,~ doctoral or ficers.
cab!~ deferrrient will be grant- that will permit him to stay in professional degree _· or the
administraJohn Greer' SG
.
.
ed' by a stude!lt's local Selec- school, and carry at least 12 · equivalent (or the combrnaassistant, said he has
tive
tive Service Board only when hours each quarter.
tion of master's and doctor's drawn up plans to present his
Those who receive a II-S
the Registrar's Office notifies
degrees) for more than a _total case to the , Student Court of
the board of his enrollment at classification will not be able of five years, inclusive of the Review Monday to ask for in-.
to apply for other deterrments years already used in such a terpretations of the , two sec:USF.
To maintain a _deferment, later unless proof can be c~urse of study, or for one ad- tions of the SG constitution
lhe student must complete 45 shown that military service ditional year, whichever is -setting the requirement.
credit hours (30 credit hours would render hardship upon greater.
.If the co.urt does not rule in
fof,-Co-op Students) by the end his dependents o~ that the stuThose who had enrolled iii favor of the suit, Greer said,
dent's study or emplo~ent is their first year of . post- he will then go to the SG legot every academic year.
Lucas said, the academic necessary for maintenance of baccalaureate study m a islature to seek a constitutionyear for a draft eligible stu- national health, safety, or in- graduate school as of Oct. 1, al amendment meaning the
oJnt begins the month in terest. These fields of work or 1967, may be placed in Class matter would eventually go to
:which the , student first en- study include medicine, den- II-S if they entered the first the students for a referentist,ry, veterinary medicine, class commencing after the duin. .
tered college.
and optometry.
osteopathy
'
academic
his
of
end
·At the
date of completion of the re"WHETHER OR not he rehave
who
for admission.
students
quirements
Graduate
academic
student's
the
year,
it," Greer said, "the
a-lizes
These students will be deprogress is reported to his already been deferred may be
is a tax paying memstudent
local board by the Registrar's allowed to continue their ferred for one academic year ber of the University commustudies if they have entered . or until a student ceases to nity and in particular the Stu.
Office.
their second (or more) year satisfactorily · pursue such dent Association, which the
the
is
report
(This yearly
only time the Registrar's Of- of_ post:baccala~a t~ study course of instruction, Whichfice -sends student ·information without interruption smce Oct. ever is first.
Any questions concerning
'to the local boards. Earlier ' 1, 1967.
draft should be directed to
the
deferred
be
then
may
They
student
a
if
it"eports are made
drops out of college before the in Class Il-S for- one year if James Lucas, registrar, or
their school certifies that they William Arnett, assistant regend of his academic year.
satisfactorily pursuing a istrar, ext. 2872-.
are
-Students placed in Class

Student Government governs." · "It is my contention,'' irripartial" concerning the suit
Greer pointed out that all · Greer stated, " that this does said, ~'From a technical point
full time students pay $30.50 · violate superior law. There is of view I don't think his suit
per quarter in student activi- a multitude of evidence; much will be approved by the
ties fees, "not just those who of which relies strictly on in- court."
terpretation, to support my · Anderson added that he
maintain a 2:5 average."
Presently the SG require- case .. For example, an aca- feels Gr~r would be more
ments are 2.5 ·for president, · de~ic requirement is without successful taking the case
of- directly to the legislature.
2.25 for senators and 2.0 for precedent in any, elected _
fice at any level cif governlegislators.
"Based on , his arguments
He added that any fresh- ment. Sure, there are. age, citrethere is no pi:ecedent in
that
resjdence
and
·
izenship
any
average,
man with a 1.5
sophomore with a 1.75, and quirements but we have all higher law (Anderson · said
any junior or senior with a 2.0 these and an additional re- that was incorrect) it will be
is in good standing with the quirement beyond that of thrown out of court," h~. said.
University 'and should not be good standing."
The SG president said he
denied the opportunity of
"There are many other does not oppose the suit but
"p11-rticipating in such a valu- points such as these which in :that "we. spend far .too much ·
able extra curricular learning my mind establish beyond a time restructuring and not
experience."
doubt that the SG has no enough with the issues. I don't
TWO POINTS must ·be es- 'moral or legal . right to set know -if it (Greer's suit) will
tablished to win his case, such criteria which woulq de- be helpful but it won't b~
Greer said. The . first - a prive any student in ·good harmful." . · ·
,
•
matter of jurisdiction - is standing with the University
Anderson continued that dewhether the Court of .Review from running f9r any elected
spite Greer's case ·"the Stucan rule on the constitution, SG post." Greer said.
dent Government is still going
which esta!blished· _the court.
SG PRESIDENT Steve An- to appeal to basically ,the
Second is whether the SG . is
derson, who said he is ''. fairly same people."
contradicting superior law.
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. University Center

and everyth ing in its place!

•
•

•
•

'

•

••
•

• '

,t. •

·"-·

regularly 1,4.~S.

).
.·..

I

:saleJ 10199
5 roomy drawers to house all those
"extras" ••• fits perfectly in the closet,
looks nice anywhere you put it. In
sturdy quilted gold vinyl.
Closet Shop, -1 all stores ·except North
Gate and Gandy Blvd. Store for Homes
Maas Closet Shop

under-th e-bed
storage

2 for 7e00
Just the extra storage space you need!
Slips out of sight under the bed or
hides away on closet shelf. In heavy
vinyl with clear zip-top, gold and white.

a

,..

•

.

~

.

.

I

portable typewri ters for letter _perfect papera and
curve- setting grades
Smith-Corona
Electra 210

1

199.95
Features push-button power. return,
diangeable type ( over 50 m~rks, signs
· and symbols 'a re available), powerspace and five high speed repeat actions .•• in short; all of the "time and
work" savers oj the entire SmithCorona line of electric Portables. Allsteel vinyl clad case include_p.

ces
s\'l>~

, Royal "Jetstar"
~lectric portable
·regularly 199.95

no,~~

sale! 179.99

\~e \o'<'"

You're in charge of building the float, decorating the house
and dressing up the party. So you need Pomps, the flameresistant decorative tissue. You·can decorate anything beautifully with Pomps, inside and ·out, and do it faster, easier,
better. Pomps don't cost much. They're cut 6' x 6' square,
ready to use, come in 20 vivid colors that are virtually runproof when wet. Buy Pomps at your bookstore, school supply
dealer or paper merchant. And ask your librarian for our
booklet "How to Decorate With Pomps." If she doesn't have
it, just tell her to write for a copy. Or, order your own copy.
Send $1.25 and your address today to The Crystal Tissue
Company, Middletown, Ohio 45042.

,t, ·

,;_..pomps~

•

'

5 drawer chest
''<

•

. ..
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a place :(or everyth ing

.. .X\,a.,1~
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FLORIDA

♦

- --.

•

;~

._·.

-:·

.

•

--~ d ,;
is a
will '.
two ;
"

. On campus or on the go, give your
clothes the _protection they deserve!
Men's suit bag is 40" "long, iadies' garment - bag, >54'{ long ••• light-weight,
water and dust resistant. I In· Navy or
avocado.

♦ ~rn~t~IA t~~F" ♦

♦ "PREMnA11rRE ♦

•

Interested, persons should
phone the Worl~ Affairs Couil~ :
cil at 974-2300 or 974-2510 or ,
register at one of the first ..
•
meetings.

-sale! 2.99

♦

. . I TOWE R'•

•

,

The classes · ;_;e free
open to the public. Each
beginning course and
meet once a week- for
hours.

re~rly 5.00-6.00.,

♦• .,~:.i~F:~~D :

-

,

, travel g~_ment bags -

.

♦ ,;THE FOX"

0

I

♦ ,;THEPBABif ♦
SITTER" ♦
♦

i

.l·

.,

The World Affairs Council r
of USF is sponsoring two -:
classes :in the -international.:
. .,
language "Espe_.a.nto" begin- ,.. .
ning Monday, September 29 ~
and Wednesday, October 1 at
C!!!l· .,
7 p.m. in the University _
~
ter Ballroom.

••

$3 Million ·In Aid

,

.,,

.t,

USF Will Provide·
Financial assistance is "big able to students from lowbusiness' . at USF. "The 'de- ) ncome families who qualify,
partment of Financial Aid will if sufficient funds are availprovide at least $3-million in able.
federal and state aid and ·. NATIONAL DEFENSE Stufrom additional sources in the dent Loans (!IIDEA), subject
· coming year," Kermit J. Sil- to the limitation of funds, perverwood, director of Financial mit entering freshmen, transfer students and continuing
Aids, said.
students to borrow up to
repwhich
amount,
this
Of
E. Hin,i,rcugh al llnd
resents a quarter of a million $5,000 for a four-year pro♦ . dollars, increase over last gram. Repayment begins nine
Open 7:15
.., ,
Sept. 24-27
♦
year, $180,000 will 'be allocat- months after a student leaves
WED., THURS., FRI., SAT.
for the increase in tuition. . the University' with a rate dt
ed
0
The student financial aid 3 per cent interest. The loan
program at USF is intended is payable within 10 years.
IRl
I
U.S. Cuban loans may be
to assist qualified students to
George , ♦
Patric.ia
♦
to Cuban nationals
available
.
education
university
a
obtain
Carey
Wymer
. , when. _they_ otherwise ' m,\g~t _. me~tlng scholastic and need
.. - · ·--ALSO~ lac~a~CJ~l resourc1c_s. Fi- · requirements, if funds are
IN COLOR
♦
nan_c1_al a1~ 1s ~';ard~ on the .; forthcoming.
♦ ~~KILLERS ,. ,..- __-basis
•
•
.of financ1a1 need, scho-, >.-.
Federal Insured
TH.REE" ·- ♦ lastic achievement, and good· . Guaranteedm~y.
♦
be made by
,B~nk Loans
character ,, Silverwood said.
private negotiation through
.
.
'
"
~:LY APPLICA~ON · home town bank'? with certififor aid 1s tremendously 1m- cation from USP as to actual
portant," Silverw_ooq _said. . education costs. ;
,
deadline for filing scholThe
OF · IRl
~tate Teachers Schol_ararship applications is Feb. l,
and for student !pans, March ship~ a_re awarded accor~g
1, preceding the academic to the_ re~ults of a competitive
♦ .Tayla( ALSO~
year in which the funds will exanunatlon hel_d each Octo.
IN COLOR
be utilized: Applications filed · ber.
ON CAMPUS employment
after the de"adline date will
listings for off-campus
and
funds
if
considered
be
only
.
Sandy Dennis
♦
employment are generally
are availa'ble.
Types of aid Silverwood available if the student has fi.
- 26 - 27
said, include ' Grant-in-Aid nancial need and can main♦ Sept. 25 FRI.,
SAT.
THURS.,
Foundation Scholarships and tain the re~uired · ~cademic
,A All Color Program {G] ♦ Work Scholarships awarded to standards while workrng. Last
5 Great Shows
~
students demonstrating finan- year 850 students earned over
♦ "HOUSE OF ♦ cial need and having a cumu- $800,000 through on-campus
'· ·
lative grade point ratio of ap- jobs.
USHERS"
Each case of financial need
proximatley 3.0.
This year a new program of is handled individually but beaid is avai!alile to those who cause of the rising costs of
♦ wish to make.a positionrin law education, the principal meth♦ BURIAL"
·Ray Milland
eQforcement their profession. od of awarding financial aid is
♦ "THE PIT ♦: Tlie Law Enforcement Educa- by tailoring a package of sevtion Program under the De- era! •types of assistance, SilAND THE
♦
P!U'tment of Justice has made verwood said. A typical packavailable grants and student age might include a schol~rPEV~~~~~c~ll
11
loans which need not he re- ship, a student loan, and certiHAUNTED
paid if the borrower or gran- fication to work on campus.
More information about
tee works four years after
I
graduation in · an eligible law these and other programs is
available at the Office of Fi♦ '~THE RAVEN" ..A. enforcement agency.
Opportunity nanci(ll Aids, :Administration
..
Educational
Vincent l'rlce
Federal Grants will be avail- - Building 172.

World Affairs
-Offers.Clas·ses
In Esperanto

. I

The dorm size electric portable •••
four repeat characters, touch repeat
forward spacing; fully electric tabulator. Magic Margin® control. Stationery, all stores except North Gate
and Gandy Blvd. Store for Homes
Maas Stationery.

Smith-Corona Sterling
regularly 109.50

sale! 89.99
· Full 89 character keyboard, quick set ·
margins, touch selector. Handy carrying case included.

s ·HOP MONDA Y AND FRIDAY 10· AM ''rIL 9 PM; OTHER DAYS 'TIL 5:30 PM

•I

..••.

Aegean R~veals
'70 Staff, Plans
Plans are in full swing for
the 1970 edition of the Aegean.
Myles Ross, editor-in-chief,
said "new and exciting ideas
in yearbook production are in
store for Aegean subscribers."

are still available.
who have reserved a
have until Oct. 1 to
from the office·· of
Publications, UC 226.

Students
copy will
obtain it
Campus

After that date the book will
be placed on open 'sale for the
price of orie dollar. Students
who have placed their name
on a waiting lis~ for \he book
will be given the first opportunity to p~rchase it.

New graphic and photographic techniques should give
the students a contemporary
image of the Aegean.
Ross said, " The' Aegean is
the . only complet~ record of
the activities and the interests
of the ~tudents at USF and we
want to try and tell it like it
really is."

Pi Sig Ep

Ross also announced 'the
section editors for the 1970 Aegean. They are: Barrie Massarsky, 4ENG, ma naging editor; Linda Alexander, 3ENG,
copy editor; Martha Kaplan,
2CBS, academics editor ; Jan
Yates, 3SOC, · organizations
editor; Judy Henry, 3EDU,
Greeks editQr', Bob Bruce,
3MUS, sports edit.or'; and Leslie Faulds, 2CBS, senior editor.·

To Conduct
Book Barter
Pi Sigma Epsilon, national .
.,marketing fraternity, will operate a book exchange with
the Student Government this
fall on a five-year franchise
basis, with a five-year option.

Several voluntary positions
, on the staff ~re available.

The staff will begin taking
Students interested: in the
reservations for the 1970 Ae,
may bring their
exchange
gean today, Thursday and
Friday in the University Cen- . books to University Center:
ter (UC). Lobby from 10 a.m. (UC) 103_ and 1M , today and
to 4 p.m. The price of the'
l Thursday,. At tpat time they
bo?k is·$2.
will receive a receipt for their
Qopies of the 1969 Aegean
books and information as .to
when they may either pick up
their moner for any book sold
or the book itself if it has not
been sold.
l

The actual sale of the books
will cl;lso be in UC 103 and 10~
_today. ·
1

MONOGRAMS.
Needlepoint, Yar.n
And Bags.
Sewing and Costume
Supplies

Each student will determine
the price he wants for his
,book and the Book Exchange
will add. a service fee of approximately 10 per cent to the
./
selling.price.
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New Information Booth

it

To Aid IJSF Visitors

Regents Approve Four New D~grees
.

J

I

.

Visitors· and new-comers to of campus guides and maps. faculty_ bulletin. She coordiThe State Board of Regents ing Technology was also start- program in Engin~ering TechUSF will soon be greeted with
STAFFING THE present nates the speakers' bureau for
more easily accessible infor- booth are Mrs. Carol Reich, USF and compiles book re- · approved four new degrees ed in the St. Petersburg cam- nology,'' Allen said, " we con;:..;.
mation and campus direc- OIS chief receptionist, and views for the Tampa Tribune programs for USF recently. pus, USF President John S. template · a complete master's ·_;
tions.'
,
three student assistants. With Sunday Magazine.
Also approved was support Allen announced.
·degree program in engineer-' !
n ·ennis · E. McClendon, di- the change, an increase in
Dean of University Relaing administration, to b.E: of-: :
rector of the Office of_Infor- personnel_is anticipated. ." . tions, William S. Chambers for the proposed USF medical
The Program is designed for: fered· in a series of evening· :
school.
mation Services (OIS) said an
technicians who have · gradu• courses aimed pritlcipally a( .;
In addition to maintaining ' Jr. announced· other changes
information booth, to be locatThe Regents approved pro- ated from junior college, have engineers with bachelor's dean information desk, OIS in OIS.
ed just inside the main camwork in many other areas o(
A new ·position, that of Di- grams for doctors of philoso- been employed in electronics grees who are now employed,; 1'
pµs entrance on Fowler and
·.,,
uector of Alumni Association, phy\ in chemistry and educa- or related industries and who by industries in the area."
South Palm Avenues, 1will be public information.
will
be created. This is tempo- tion, master 'Of science in now "feel they need more adNews Bureau Chief for the
built after Jan. 1.
management, and master of vanced study· to keep abreast
Sections of senior · seminar· ;
' for graduating se-;·- ·
The facility will house the entire University is Jay M~li- rarily being handled by the arts in political science. The
required'
of
the
developments
that
are
present information desk lo- nowski, former Tampa Trib- Director of Development Ser- programs were approved on a
coming so very fast in the niors will also be offered at',,~
cated on U,.e first floor lobby une r e p o r t e r and non- vices, Robert ' Black ill,· w~o recommendation from Chanmodern industry," Allen said. the St. Pete campus, Allen .
publishes
the
Golden
Horn,
commissioned
o
f
f
i
.c
e
r
·
in
of the Administration Building
cellor Robert Mautz:
the
·
bi-monthly
'magazine
of
cparge
of
public
informatjon
(ADM) and will include
IN ADDITION to the new said.
. t .>
for ,MacDlil Air Force Base. the Alumni Associatiol).
"There is ~n immediate
drive-in parking space.
Malinowski is responsible
In addition, three "autom.atDEVEWPMENT services need for a strong doctoral
. ic" information stations will for all news releases, press also has administrative re- program in chemistry at USF,
be situated in the University conferences and inter\'.iews. sponsibility for the USF Foun- especially biochemistry, to
Center (UC), the USF Li- He and McClendon are the ,of- dation, which administer out- support the proposed medical
1 ·
, brary, and the Administration ficial spokesmen for USF and side gifts of money for schlar- school," Mautz said.
Building. Each w i I I be Pres. Allen.
Our
Day
Care
Program
Includes Junior and Senior
ships and special events.
A BACHELOR of Engineerequipped with a telephone to
Kindergarten at No Extra Charge.
_
IN ADDITION to news, . · . The position of Publications
the main booth and_a supply · Malinowski writes articJes
A.M.
to
6
P.M,
MONDAY•
FRIDAY
•
·
OPEN
6
Coordinator has become Di• QUALIFIED TEACHERS
about the USF faculty, staff rector of Publications. Frank
and students for professional Spear is responsible for all
PH. 971-39S4
publications.
"non-student · USF publica...-.
NEAR USF
Secretary of OIS, Mrs. Faye tions." Spear is editor of Sun'
Ayala, is editor of Sun Screen, dry, a bi-monthly publication
University Center
13202 N. 15th St.
the official weekly staff and for faculty and staff.
II~

,-----------------------·DAY NURSERY
& KINDERGARTEN·,-;

Clerks NowMaintaining
Dorm -Doors·

A new change. in women's
h(!urs will be effective this
quarter, according 'to Raymond C. King, director of
Housing and Food services.
Women resident students
will 'be able to come in and
leave the dcirrris at any hour
of the-day or night, after leaving a courtesy card in the
lobby rack.
·
· "Dorm end doors will still
be iocked at 7 p.m. as usual,"
King said,• "but lobby doors
\~ be opened by clerks after
midnight, Sunday through
Thursday, and after 2 a .m.
Friday and Saturday by security clerks."

KING ADDED that men
will still be asked fo leave the
KING COMES
requested
A service charge of 10 cents lobby at 11 p.m.
TRIMMINGS will also be charged for each by the women _residents and
that women will continue to
Ph. 935-8168
book handled to· cover the cost
leave the courtesy cards when
11615 Fla. Ave.
of handling all U!_)SOld boo~. leaving t he dorms.
The purpose of the courtesy
cards is to have a contact
place in cas_e an emergency
arises~ Nci-clianges
to be
made in male visitation procedures I at the women's
dorms:· The hours for visita Send any black & white or color
tion will still end at roidnig.ht
photo up to 8" x l O" ( no negaSunday through Thursqay and
. tives) and the name "Swinglin~"
at 1 a.m. Friday and 2 a.m.
cut from any Swingline stapler or
_Saturday.
staple refill package to: PosterMart, P. CJ.. Box 165, Woodside, ·
VISITATIO~S hours will not
· N:Y. 11377: Enclose cash,
. coine into effect until Monday
check or money order (no
'of the second week of classes
·C.O.D.'s) in the amount of $2.00
in order. for the dorm governfor each blow-up; $4.00for
ments to set up individual visblow-up and frame as shown•.
itation hours.
Add sales tax where applicable.
In order to gain admittance
· Original material returned
to the dorm after the lobby
unda!Jlaged. Satisfaction
doors .have ,been secured,
guaranteed. Allow 30 days
women must present ID
for delivery.
car ds. Women who have Rot
signed out and_ return after
'\
!.
dorm closing, must pre!>ent
ID cards and must fill out a
standards board- referral slip.

\

t,

..
t

as

when the evening·
sun goes down ...

are

-.
-,
light up in: Schr~'s newest
dorm warmer. Persian paisley
print in gold or blue on soft,
toas~y warm cotton flannelette - it's ~ suspender pant
with ~ontrasting solid color
shirt ·top- tor lounging or
sleeping. Permanent press,
too. 7-13 just 9.00 in Maas Jr.
Lingerie, all stores except
Gandy.Blvd. Store for Homes,

the skinny silhouette ...
soft, clingy Enkalure ® nylon knit shirt that
hugs you - looks grea~. Perf'<ct topping for
pants, skirts-pop on a· vest and it's now,
baby! S-M-L, navy, berry, dark-brown, white!
13.00 in Maas Junior Sportswear, all stores
except Gandy Blvd. Store for Homes.

.....

....

Black a nd White

THE

io!e; :n,Y $2.

GREAT
SWINGLINE

($4.95 value)

· 10T~TAPLER

with plastic frame $4

Tne world's largest selling
stapler yet no larger than a
.. pack of g~m. ONLY 98t

($7.95 value)

with 1000 FREE staplu !

CUB

cus·

9

THE GREAT NEW s·w1NCLINE
HAND STAPLER Designed lo fit

t he palm. Portable. ONLY $.Ut.
With 1000 staples, ~l.98.

THE GREAT SWINGLINE
DESK STAPLER A real heavy-wei&fll wltll
a compact build. ONLY $1.11.

With 1000 staple,, $1.98.

e
INC.
LON_
GI_SLAND CITY, N.Y. 11101

Bus Schedu·le
Set For USF

..,.

City of Tampa buses, bound
for downtown Tampa , leave
USF from in front of the Ad-.
m inistration Building periodically ·during the ·day. The cost
is forty cents and riders must
have the exact amount, as no
change is made.
'
The bus sch~dule· is as follows : .
Leaves

Downtown
7 a.m.
8:40 a.m.
12:50 p.m.
2:30 p.m.
4:10 p.m.
5:50' p.m.

r

..;:
.:;__

Leaves

liSF
• 7:50 a.m.
9:30 -a.m-.
1:40 p.m.
3:20 p.m.
· 5 p.m.
6:40·p.m.

PROTECTNE LIFE
H as Done A Lot Of
_Graduate Study

r

A nd we've come up with some p retty impo rtant inf? rmation. Fo r exa mple, we .know t ha t college me n a re m the
best health pe riod of their lives, !hat t hey have a grea~er
life expeclan cv, a nd that they will comma nd greater mcomes in less· hazardo us occupations than most people.
A nd because of this we've desi!!neci a s pecial life insura nce-savings plan e;pecia lly for- college
It's called
t he Protective Life College Se nior Plan . and of_fers ex- 1
ceptional benefi ts at prefe rred rates. Covera~e mch!~es
accidental death. d isabi lity, a nd a protecled msurab1\1ty
bene fi t. T he Colle!!e Senior Plan has no war excluslCln
clause, offers full a viatio n covera ae . and becomes comple tely paid 11p a t normal re tire ment age. Also. premium
· d eposits may be deferred 1mtil earnings inc rease.

men.

G et fu ll details from these Co llege R epresenta ti ves:
Johnny R. Adcock
James I. Montgomery, Jr.
Adcock-Moore & Associates
Suite 206, Marine r Bui ldi ng
54 15 Mariner Street
T ampa, Fla. 33609
r

sign_s· of the times._••

the cru~h craze ....

Vendome's zodiac rings. Stars that definitely
influence the future. Your very own sign
~ount!lq on beautifully wrought and adjustable vermeil 10.00 t o choose and charge in Maas
Cost~e ~ewelry, all stores ~xcept Gandy
Blvd·: Store for Homes.

the now. look in handbags, crushed patent
short shoulder swinger ·Wlth bold, gold hardware. Black, cinnamon, red, navy or camel,
18.00. Also availal;>le in marvelous canvas, at
17.00, in Maas Handbags, all stores except
Gandy Blvd. Store for Homes.

/

T el: 877-8391

.P.ROTECTNE LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

SH OP MONDAY AND FRIDA Y 10 AM ' TIL 9 P M ; OTHER DAYS ' TIL 5:3 0 P M
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here Your
Dollars Buy
More!!

,
'I

'

I

Distributors of Fine .
Merchandise:

\

I

I
I

/

Revlon
Max Factor
Eaton Stationery (custom imprinted)

.,

Top Reco~d Albums
Stuffed Animals
Playboy Magazine

WELCOME TO THE USF
BOOKSTORE AND CAMPUS SHOPS

Sheaffer Pen Sets
Cross Pens
/

-

I

USF Beer Mugs
Hallmark Greeting Cards
Collegiate Clothing (T-shirts, Jackets, etc.}
,.

USF Jewelry
· Fraternity and Sorority Items (Decals, Pennants, Jewelry)

Your main ·Bookstore· is located on two floors in the
University Center Building . The first Hoor stocks all
required supplies for course work and a great variety
of personal and gift items ranging from greeting
cards to campus cl othing . Records, gifts, sundries,
jewelry and cosmetics ore among many other items
•
featured .
a complete line of required
stocks
fleor
The ground
textbooks, reference books, study aids, dictionaries ,
be~sellers , and over eight thousand paperback titles. You will find a cordial afmasphere for shopping
among these books.
The Argos Shop in Argos Center and the Andros
Shop in Andros Ce·nte r are located in the dormitory
areas for your convenienc e and carry a wide variety
of non-require d personal supplies and popular pa·
perback books.
These three locations welcome you to Brahma Cou n•
try .

.

The ·Stoff of the ·
USF Bookstore and Campus Shops

I

BOOK -STORE
UNIVERSITY -~
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·TEXTBOOKS

A GOOD·PLACE ·To,KNOW YOUR WAY AROUN·D
•

TEXTBOOK INFORMATION
,

.

I'

.

1. Buy all,texts as soon as.your registration and class schedule ~re complete. Official
booklists are available for use in the Bookstore. You need not wait to go to class first .
but you must know your course prefix and number. and section number.
.

'

2. Texts are ·shelved by course number, alphabetically and numerically. Signs .will
help guide you, and clerks will assist.you if you wish but you may feel free to help
yourself. PLEASE READ ALL SIGNS ANO. SHELF TAGS, CAREFULLY BEFORE SELECT! NG BOOKS. Titles listed as supplementary or optional need not be purchased
until you have -attended class.
0

3·. Prices, wh ich are established · by the publisher, will be found on the inside front
cover or fly leaf. Used books, when available, will be marked on the spine with a
"Used',..label and are arranged on the shelf in -front of the new books. Used prices
represent 25% off new prices.
4. If texts are sold out, p~ace a Sp~cial Order immediately. This is the only ·way the
Bookstore will know that you_ need a textbook.

\...

l CAMPUS SHOPS
,

.

~NTER ARGOS And ANDROS

REFU_ND POLICY
l._ No ref~nd made without cash register receipt and drop slip. The Bookstore
_will allow a full refund for the first two weeks of each q0arter on the return of
undamaged books purchased for that quarter provided that a cash register_
receipt and drop slip are submitted. New books returned with names written
in, text underlined or damaged in any way will be· discounted accordingly.
Used books are returnable atthe used book price. It is advisable to wa it until
you a _re -sure of using the book before writing your name in it. After the refund
period is over; write your name in all your books. Books brought in after this
two week:period, c:>r without receipt and drop slip will be bought back at 50%
if it is known that they are to be used in a subsequent quarte·r._
I

2. Your book COULD be stolen! It is suggested that you put ident-ifying marks in
your books or on the page edges so that you can easily identify them.
3. The return of merchandise for refund must always be accompanied by the
cash register receipt. Damaged merchandise will not be accepted unless it
can be shown that it was defective at the time of. purchase.

\
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THIS CAN GET YOUR

Social Science Building
Addition Opens Quarter I
Phase II of the Social
Science Building (SSO) opens
this quarter Clyde B. Hill, assistant dean of Administrative
Affairs, said.
" SSO will include 144 faculty
offices, eight course chairmen
offices, and offices for their
staff, four seminar rooms,
and a suite for ,the dean of
Basic Studies and his staff,"
Hill said. "The total area of
the building is 41,000 square
feet."
Two other building additions
are also being planned for the
coming year.
"Bids for a new 130,000
s q u a r e f o o t LanguageLiterature Building will be

made the first of September,
and building should begin
sometime in the fall," Hill reported.

HEAD TOGETHER.

"Also a small general classroom-office building is being
planned and will probably be
begun in the_ spring," Hill
said. "It will consist of a combination of general classrooms and office buildings,
and encompass about 30,000
square feet."
No other construction is approved at this time since the
recently adjourned Legislature did not approve any new
capital outlay construction
movies for the state university system.

Lucas Hoving Dance Company
based upon the myth, is a contrast of attitude
between youth and age.

l\fr. Hoving will dance the role of Daedalus in

"Icarus" October 10 and 11, the first offering
of the .Residency Dance . Series. The work

Lead your own life.
Enjoy it.
Don't let life let you down
because of a silly headache. Happiness is as far
a~ay as an Anacin~bottle.
Anacin is twice as s.trong
in the specific pain reliever doctors \'ecommend,most as the other
well known extra strength
tablet.
Anacin may not bend
your mind, but it sm·e will
get your head together.

Artisf-. Series-Presents
Varied Musical Program

fflelklindsey

The 1969-70 Artist Series
program ranges from an offering of medieval and Re·naissance music with unique
and original instruments to a
presentation of Afro-American
heritage within the legacy of
music and dance.
Pianist, Lili Kraus, who has
sold out her 17th New York
perfo_rmance in three years
and won the adoration of audience and critics alike, an artist truly deserving of her title,
"A Living Legend," will open
the Artist Series on October
18. Following Miss Kraus, the
series offers: The Early
Music Quartet, November 1;
renowned soprano Elisaqeth
Schwartzkopf, December 3;
the showmanship of the JuilIard String Quartet, January
17; Cologne Chamber Orchestra, February 5; Alvin Ailey
American Dance Theatre,
February 21; and distinguished cellist Ottomar Bor·
witzky, March 1.

imately 30 exhibitions qn campus. Three of these opened simultaneously on Monday, September 22: Found Objects Oscar Bailey Collection, Library Gallery; Poured Oil ~aisy Koenig, Theatre Gallery; Quarter IV Student
Exhibition, Teaching Gallery,
FAH 110. Additional programs

·Auditions Open
For Two Shows

Theatre USF will hold try:
outs for this quarter's two
major productions at 7':30
p.m. Monday and Tuesday in
the Theatre Centre.
The auditions are open to
anyone interested in performance, scene construction,
backstage help, or help in
other technical areas.
Both of the shows going up
fall can be described with
this
Complementing the Artist
wo,rd: Powerful. The
brief
one
·
Series will be the unique Residency Dance Series. Three of first, to be presented on the
the top American dance com- Centre Stage of the T)'teatre
panies, the Lucas Hoving, Centre and directed by Peter
Merce Cunningham, and Don B. O'Sullivan, is Edward
Redlich Dance ·companies, Albee's "A Delicate Balance."
will be performing in this seTHE DRAMA, written subries. Offering two 1 ·perfor- sequent to Albee's "Who's
mances of each program, the Afr~d of Virginia Woolf?"
series is divided into A and B, and "Tiny Alice," deals with
-with a total of four distinct a family, none too closely
dance productions. L u c a s . knit, which · is invaded by
Hoving Dance Company, Oc- some old friends fleeing an
tober 10 and 11; Merce Cun- Unknown Horror at their own
ningham Dance Company, house.
March 13 and 14, again on
Of the two male and four feMarch 20 and 21 with a com- male characters in the play,
pletely different program; there is not one which is not a
Don Redlich Dance Company, strong, demanding role.
April 20 and 21.
THE SECOND PRODUCThe Film Art Series will be TION of Quarter I will be
presented during free hour in done on the Main Stage of .the
1F AH 101, be~nning October Theatre Auditorium, and will
10. Each program will run ap- be directed by Carl Williams.
proximately a class period in This show is the controverlength; many films will be ex- sial, almost notorious "The
perimental and all a r e P ersecution and Assassination
cinematically creative.
of J ean-Paul Marat as PerAgain, , this year the center formed by the Inmates of the
,will be presenting approx- Asylum of Charenton Under

• BRITTON .PLAZA
• HENDERSON BLVD.

• ARMENIA CENTER

will be announced' by the Florida Center for the Arts.
Season tickets, available at
a significant savings until
October 9, for the Artist Se·
ries and the Residency Dance
Series are on sale at the
Theatre Box Office. Additional information can be obtained by calling 974-2323.

the Direction of the Marquis
de Sade," by Peter Weiss. ,
This ' lplay within a play,"
commonly abbreviated and
referred to ·a s "Marat-Sade,"
takes place in a French asylum for the insane in the
early 1800's, where the Marquis de Sade, currently an inmate, •h as written and directed a play about the French
Revolution, which had occurred late in the previous
century.
This description may seem
cut and dried, but the play itself is a shocker. The production will boast approximately
fifty cast members, including
the inmates who enact De
Sade's play as well c1;s nurs.es,
guards, and asylum officials.
Some of the inmates are required to play musical instruments, so any interested musicians are also most welcome
to audition.

VISIT THE

NOW OPEN!
Sandwiches

I I.

•

Space age wrench.

Plates - Chicken '- Steaks ·_ Seafood·

I
IDINNERS

SAND\l'ICHES

Large Pork Sandwich . . . . . . . . . .
Small Pork Sandwich . . . . . . . . . .
Golden Fried Fish . . . . . . . . . . . .
Steak Sandwich . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fat Man's Jumbo Hamburger ....

I I-

t
Mt OS and MOOES:S are trade:marils of Personal Producti ComPlflJ, -

Universi_ty Center

80c
60c
65c
90c
75c

AIR CONDITIONED

Sliced Pork Plate ..
T-Bone Steak .....
Strip Steak . . . . . .
Golden Fried Fish ~ .
Half Fried Chicken .

I .I

2.10
2.90
1.80
1.75
1.35

- _S_M_EL_L_T_H_A_T_S_M_O_K_E__.I
_1

Suppose you're up in space and you need to tighten
·
a nut on the outside of your space vehicle.
Well .•. if you use an ordinary power wrench, you
know what happens! You spin around. Not the nut.
But with this new space wrench, the nut turns-not
you!
Neat?
You bet. And we've got all kinds of fascinating equipment designed specially for way out there. And lots fo r

UNITED STATES AIR FORCE, Box A, Dept.SCP 99, Randolph Air Force Base, Texas 78148

5299 Busch Blvd.

AGE

NAM E
PLEASE PRINT
COLLEGE

MAJOR SUBJECT

GRADUATE OATE

CAR EER I NTER ESTS

HOME ADDRESS

CITY

OPEN
11 :00 A.M. · 9 P.M.

way down here, too.
If you're a science or engi n~ering graduate and
you're looking for a good place for your talents, b~_a.n .
officer, a leader, on the terospa~e Team. The U.S. .Air ·
Force is the largest scientific and resea rch organiz~.
tion of the space age.
You'll be right where t he breakthroughs are ... breakthroughs such as better ways to tighten a nut.
Pretty exciting if you're looking for a new twist.

STATE
I UN DERSTAND THERE IS NO°OBL1 GATION.

ZIP

~ Sp~ech
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Tryouts Set
;FJ} Monday At ENA

Henry Fielding's burlesque
novel, Joseph Andrews, will
be the speech department's ·
Illaj2r production -for the fall.
~JJ'0Uts ':Vfil ·be· held in the
Ei'!giIJ~~g . ~up.itor~um -0n
Monday ~t i, p.m. Anyone
m"ay tryiiut for the production
which will be presented to the

'69-'70 ·Recital Schedule

is a "weekly offering in
Chamber Theatre of a work of
literature in contrast to the
major production which is a
staging of _a narrative fiction.''.

public on Oct. 24-25 -in the
Chamber Theatre.
Coffee House is alsQ a
speech department . pro~uction, but is somewhat different from the major productions. Dr. Raymond'. · Scnneider, associate · professor of
speech, said the Coffee House

.f .ound Objects.

·H~,e

in'

Speech GrOup
Presents Spoof

f?:

AVE •.

~:: TEXTBOOK
SALE!!

S~ECIAL STUDEN·T RAl~S!
.

<

USF; H·o,noraries ·
Make Music~~ Here
1

'

.

SOON?
.

honorary
Ripieno
for
band and
m~mbers,
areClub,
the
three ,organizations.
Phi Mu Alpha was installed
here by the l!niversity of Miami's chapter Quarter I. Invitations are ~xtended to stu-

Register
NOW!

I

dents
.music and
to
a majoring
'few not in
majoring
in ,
music but who have an inter- ·
est in the field.
1
. In order to be eligible for
Color is the emphasis in the
. member~I,ip a student must . exhibition " Color .in Control"
have a 2.0 GPR. Charles which opened yesterday at the
Hamm is president . and_ Museum of Fine Arts in St.
James E. McGray, assistant
professor of education and Petersburg.
Everett Anderson, pr~fessor
More than twenty four works
of music, are the sponsors. ,
by. artists from Boston, New
The women'-s honorary, York, Washington and · Los
Si~a Alpha Iota, was initi- Angeles have been assembled
ated here in 1968, it was,' to reveal pure .color liberated
formerly Syrinx., The society, from its ties to nature.
sponsored by P a t r i c i a
In i he " Color in Control"
Stenberg, assistant professor
of music, requires a 2.5~GPR exhibition the spectator is imand a 3.0 average in the mersed in color - literally a
music courses to be eligibJe wall of color - and is asked to
respond to its many subtleties
'for the organization.
The Ripieno Club is open to as a tangible r eality. This ~xst~dents in the USF band. It hibition concentrates on artis sponsored by Gale Sperry, ists who reduced elements to
chairlpan of the music depart- their simplest relationship,
ment, and Dan Beeman is the where subtle variations of
president. A 2.0 GPR is the space, and proportion involve
a structure that follows geominimum of Ripieno.
The women's honorary, metrical construction;
·/
Sigma Alpha Iota, was initiA catalogue . with an inated here in 1968; it was
troduction
by Lee Malone,
will be available at the muse~

f·,1m ·Class·1cs

'

Colo'r Exh·,b·11
Open Now,·
H·as 24 Work"s
•

um.and
Thethen
exhibtion
closestoOct.
16
will ~vel
the
Loch Haven ·Art · Center,
where it will be on,_ display

l

December - March - June

Two national honoraries and James E. McGray assistapt
a local band club make ,UP , professor of education., and
USF's mu_sical organizations. Everett Anderson, . professor ~
Phi Mu Alpha, men's national
music honorary, Sigma· Alpha of mu~i<;!, are,the sponsors.
.Iota, women's national music

Season Tickets

.Over 300 Firms
1·nterviewing On Campus
Plan NOW! · Register your interests
and obtain full" information on interview dates and locations, to assure
yo.urself that you will be interviewed
by the' firms of your choice. Also
·check the Oracle Bulletin Board for
interview.

1

REGISTER TODAY
\

i" • • •

u.s~F•.-CAREER PLANNIN'G
and
\

PLACEMENT
SERVICE

N;~:: at the Museum of
Fine Arts aire Tu e s d a y
through Saturday 10-5 p.m. On
Thursdays the musuem is
t open until ·9 p.m. ; Sunday 1-5
Season tickets are now p.m. Mondays the Musel,IIIl is
! .
available
at theforUniversity
of ,_._
closed.
South
Florida
the 1969-70
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___.:_ ___;__......:...._...,......~------......:..--~:..____:__

tHANKsG1v1NG .· CRUISE

Now.Aya·1·1able

• (. •

TIS FLAVIA,TO·NASSAU -.
3 DAYS -

AR·EYOU
GRADUATING

0

The Coffee House produc·fions will take I place every
Wednesday beginning Oct. 8.
Tryouts ·are open to anyone,
and will take place on 'Mo_nday at 4 p.m. in the Engineeri!)g Auditorium.
Dr. Schneider said that the
.
. .
major pro_!iyction and the Coffee Hoµse are speech activitie·s that "take literature
', I
and-or ideas that are in ~ line!
'I 'JJ.·' .
..
ar, written form and translate
•.
lTh'e Florida: Center for the multiplicity of meanings.
them into a visible, audible
Arts is presentjn·g a~ ExhibiAppreciation of the Found human experience,'!
til:Jn of Found ~Objects from Objects rµay take different·
The sp,eech department also
the . collecti~n- · of Professor forms. Attention may be di- sponsors Focus which meets
Oscar Bailey. ·
rected towards its shape, " once a month and debates
" . ~
The~ exhibit runs u11til Oct. . color and texture· - the object some controversial issue. For
1~
·t}_te Libi-~ry Gallery, 9 as 'p ure form - or attention example last ·quartet the topic
a .m. to 11 p.m: weekdays; .9 may be given to the connota- debated was whether. the
grAding · system should be
a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturdays and . tions evoked by the opject.
·The Found 'Object can( J:i.e maiiitaiiii:!d. Focus del>ates
r-p.m. to 11 p.m. Sunday.
metaphysical and poetic as
- A "Fouiid- Object Collection well as realistic. When metal are in ,a "lose forni\' said Dr.
is, objectively a collection of is bent and rusted, when wood Schneider · because after 'the
~tural or manufactured frag- is weathered and. split, when two 'opposing teams give their
views, the audience Il}ay parments, objects or materials cloth is tofll -a nd stained, they ticipate.
1
removed from their environ- gain connotations which new
m_imt,: (vacant lots; junk andtunmarked materials iack.
"yards, .· deserted beaches,
etc:) ; and presented, as found,
A DISCARDED DOLL, a
for, viewing ~d contempla- weathered plastic figure, an
tjon. Subj_e<.::,tively, it is a form old ironing board, , a crushed
of 20th Century ·romanticism tin container - . each of these
commenting · pn life, , death. can evoke a, response arising,
and; perh!ips even Art.
in .part, from the origin of the
object, and, in part, from its .
"Multifarious . Cacophony"
: THE CONSCIOUS . art in present form.
will be presented by the Del'."ound Objects is the recogniThe specta:tor may be puztion py the finder of the value, zl~ by an exhibit of Found pattmenl- of· Speech next
significan_ee, beauty and asso- Obje~ts, he may also · be Wednesday, October 1 i'n the
c_i~tions ste~ming -from . the amused; annoyed or mysti- Theatre (TAT);
particular: ob'.ie_c t, By remo{r- fied. He may wonder why
'I'his. musical comedy spoof
ing it ,from "its environment "junk" is presented -for his on communications is written
afid presenting it in ,a new at- · attention. Contairled within and__ directed by two students,
:rri9sphere; · attention is called . Found Objects are comments . Walt Jones. and George Ranthe _. object itself and its upon many facets of our soci- . dolph.
ety and our· time.
· riie- cast · includes Terry
· ·. -. - ·s
·
· The Found Object does in- Beaver, . 9ene Burkett, Ron.'
11 I •
: > \ , •• : . . .
spire reflection and . through Colburn, "Frank Couch, Gilda ·
· reflection the 'viewe:r rµay dis: Garfinkei, :patty Lakin, Susan
.cover that ·objects: commonly· Sandweiss, Dr. M. -E. Scheib,
.regarded as distasteful and Karen · $padecene, Martha
valueless do have beauty. and Tiller and Rusty Webster.
- $EE P~GE SC
..
•
signific;ance,Admission is free.
. <

1EXh,ibit

•r

This, is the schedule for the Fine Arts presentations
this year:
r
Y' •O·c t. 18 -------------.
. · t
·. -- --------- - Lili" Kraus, p1ams
Y' Nov. 1 ____ ___ ___ __ __ _____ __ ____'_ Early Music Quartet
Y' Dec. 3 ___ , - _______ ___--~______ Elisabeth Schwartzkopf
Y' Jan. 17, 1970 ___ ·,-- ---- -- --~-~ Juilliard String Quartet
Y' Feb. 5, 1970 _______ ___ The Cologne Chamber Orchestra .
Y' Feb. 21, 1970 ____ Alvin Ailey American Dance Theatre
Y' March 1, 1970 __________ __ · Ottomai- Borwitzk)!, cellist

LE.YES MIAMI ON NOV. 28

Film Classics League.
•

•

I

The ni~e films will be_
shown each Wednesday ev~
ning in the. Business Administration Auditorium beginning
with Marat-Sade (British)
Oct. 22.

T/5 Flavia. F1roin Italy with -Love. Spending_a Day·or Two•in Nassau is a Very Exciting Thrill • ' . ·• Make this Cruise a Lifetime
;' · Memory ••• · The Flavia is the 1.t alian Riviera -Afloat ••• Like
.. : "othing y~u've Ever Enioyed Before.·Spacious Sun,Decks with 2
· Big· Swimmin•g Pools. ~ • A Huge Solarium ••• Gala Nights in
the Riv•i era Cl~b • ~ • Cocktails & Great .Conversatie>n in 3 Loun1
.,,, ges. And Food~ •• FANT4STICO!!
$

~,

ONlY

70

,. ' ·

PER PERSON

*

* $75 With Private Shower
and Toilet

* Plus $4 Part Tax

~

FOR EARLY ~ESERVATIONS CONTACT.

TRAVEL HOUSE
1216 S. CHU_RCH , TAMPA -

PH . 253-018 3

J

Other films include: Perso•
na (Swedish); Battle of Alg i ers; Umbrellas of
Cherbourg .(French); Nothing
But a Man. (American); The
Organizer
(Italian);
The
Wrong Box · (American); The
Love Affair, or The Case of
the Missing Switchboard Operator (Yugoslavia) and To
Die in Ma drid (French).
Subscriptions to the series
·are $7 and may be, purchased
by m ail or in per59n at the
University Center.

PUS
l

.$INK THOSE FANGS. INTO A
REA·L PIZZA AT THE • ••
8426 N. FLORIDA
PH.-935-0512

PIZZEHUT®
·NEWS
EXT. 26.19

€>~CLE
OFFICIAL NEWSPAPER OF USF

ADVERTISING
EXT. 2620

716 N. DALE MABRY

3405 ~. HILLSBOROUGH
' PH. 238-1212

PH. 877-1912
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U.S.D.A. CHOICE-

QUICK FROZEN EVISCERATED

SAVE

GRADE 'A'

$
TURKEY36c
iaSI~
LB •

HOT JUST A SYMBOL, ••• BUT A PLEDGE!
NEAR THE CORNER OF

'
\

F.RYERS
·93c
32C'

STEAK
LB,

·

.EVERYDAY LOW PRICE

.

UN IYElSITY
CO MMUNITY
HOSPITAL

ROUND

GRADE 'A''

WHOLE

ONl.Y

STEAKS

POUND
AVERAGE

QUICK FROZEN EVIS.

L~M~T

SIRL01 N

/4ro 1i

U.S. CJiOICE ·

FLETCHER AVE.
and 30th STREET
ACROSS FROM THE
UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY ,FJOSPITAL

IN THE NEW .

LB_.

EVERYDAY LOW PRICE!

.,,

....

-

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA, T~MPA, FLO~IDA

TO START -1N '70

-

/'
,

Cagers Come To ·USF/
By VITO CARPITELLA
Sports Write.r

Don Williams, New Brahman .Basketball Coach

Basketball ente r s officially on campus in '69 but
the first sea son is scheduled
for 70-71. Newly contracted
coach Don Williams said he
will ·be scouring the country
this year for likely prospects
- and only a, freshmen team
will be recruited,
" Junior colleges will be
used as a basis of competition
for , the first few years," Williams said, and prim.arily
Southeast schools will compete with USF .
In his search for basketball
players, Williams said he will

be " complimenting o t h e r
sports" by making contact
with coaches of other sports.
Williams feels t here is a
high interest in the sport by
students -and alumni and he
wants "to compete against
the best teams , o✓n a s high a
level as we can take the program."

ASSIST&VT COACH Bob
Shiver -said, "Students hung.er
for basketball and want to
join on the bandwagon and
push hard for th~ sport."
Shiver , a graduate of the
University of Florida, was
basketball coach at Hillsborough High School from 1962-

69. He succeeded Williams
who coached the team from
1953-62. Both men agree that a
good team can only thrive by
acquiring top notch material.

TEN SCHOLARSHIPS will
be available for the first season. Tnese scholarships will
include r oom, board, fees,
books, and $15 per month for
miscellaneous items. Five additional scholarships will be
available for the second season with a maximum of 25 offered eventually.
The team which is a member of the Na tional Collegiate
Athletic Association (NCAA)
will play most of its home

games at Curtis Hixon Hall in
Downtown Tampa.

WILLIAMS

EXPRESSED

Runners Se,e k·
/

.

. DAN HO~o~m

as

"'

~-

· .,-..Soccer
-.
-. Schedule

,·

-'-

Date
Se_pt.
Oc:t.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
()ct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.

.

',F!

School
St. Leo College
· Open
4 , University of Georgia
8 · Open
North Carolina State
-11
Univ.
of West Virginia
18
Randolph-Macon College
24
William and Mary
25
29
Op~n
University of Miami
1
·St. L~ui.s University
8
'
27
1

-

Place
There
Here
Here
Here
There
There
There
There
Here
Here
Here

Brahman _Players
Coach Dan Holcomb will be starting several veterans against Clearwater Soccer Club in the opening mat ch of the season tonight at 8 on the USF
Llghted Soccer Field.
Here are this year's team members :
Jerry Seifert Sr . St. Louis
Bill Sharpless Sr. St. Louis
John Horvath Sr. St. Louis
F. Costello Soph. St. Louis
Jerry Zagarri Sr. St. I.;ouis
P hil Vitale
Jr. St. Louis .
Dan Gaffney Jr. St. Louis
P . Tumminia Sr. St. Louis
Steve Santos Soph. St. Louis
Filipe Puerto 1r. Mexico

ZAGARRI

St. Louis- Tea Fell To 1968 Brahmans

USF To Offer

P.E.

Courses

Physical Education at USF
comprises three major programs, each designed to promote optimum use of the individual's faculties, both mental
and physical.

I. BASIC Physical E ducation: Four quarters of physical education are pi-erequisites to graduation. · Usually
Tim Tomes Soph. Tampa
J . McCleary Jr. Tampa
' taken the first four terms at
M. Kemick Fresh. Birm'gham, USF, these include Functional
Eng. '
PE (PEB 101) w~ich must. be
G. Turner Fresh. Nassau
taken as a prerequisite to any
G. McElroy fresh. Dublin, Ire.
other acitivty courses except
B. Barrett Fresh. Nassau
swimming ; Aquatic Sports
R. Strecker Fresh. Cincinnati
(PED 130-149) ranging · from
M. Costello Fresh. St. Louis
,beginning sw~ing to scuba
diving; Individual or Dnal Activities (PE B.150-180) ranging
from arch~ry to weight training; and the fourth require~
ment may be any activity offered by the division.

Gridiron News Notes
Interest in football is on the uprise at
USF and you can count on the Oracle to
quench your pigskin needs.
Starting this week, the Oracle· will print
the schedule of the top college and professional football games coming up this
weekend. A box will be set up in the lobby
of the University Center enabling you to
enter your predictions of t he gam es. The
r esults of thes~ games and your predictions
will be published in the next week's Oracle.
A Sports Board comprised of myself, the
Oracle Editor, a professor, a female, and a
-photogr apher will add their predictions to
the barrage of pigskin prognostications.
AS A TOPPER, the sports editors of the
F lorida Alligator and the F lorida State
Flambeau will be asked to ,vrite a column
for the Oracle with the title, "Why My
:Team Will Win." The columns will be published 4 days before the Florida-F lorida
State game, to be held · in Gaines~ille on
Oct. 4.
.

Co-captains of the team are
seniors Jerry Serfeit, a goalie,
and Pete Tumminia, outside
left.

He said USF was at a disadvantage this year because most other competing schools

GAFNEY

FOR FURTHER information, call Richard Bowers, Director of the Department o!
Physical Education at 2125.

the center, not only of the 21
meal plan, but of the Italian
scene, offering pizza, ravioli,
lasagna ·and spaghetti, in addition to its regular menus.
This will be an "after 5 :30"
service designed to "keep the
coffee shops ·open," William
Hunt, director of Morrison's
on campus, said.
Tacos , enchiladas, tamales
and other Mexica n specialites
will be offered by the University Center snack bar, after

5:30. ·

GUGLIO'l"f.I; a freshmat1
from Maryland, comes to the
team highly recommended
after being rated. fourth in the
mile last year in his home
state. Hertz feels Gugliotti
will be invaluable to the team,

Hertz is also expecting fine
performances from- r eturning
letter men Rick Maas, Keith
King, Dave Castricone, Del
Lewis, and Don Crank.

Holcomb said that Serfeit is
Lewis and Crank recentlY.
considered an excellent player returned from the Jackson-.
na;tionally and was offered a ville Beach Marathon Tourna•
scholarship several years ago ment. One hundred and two
to· play for St. Louis Universi- runners ran the 5-mile course.,
ty. St. Louis is a city big on Del Lewis finished second
soccer and is one of the few in right behind Ken Misene~
the country which has a jun- . from Florida State, and Don .
ior development program in Crank placed sixth.
·
the sport.
SE V E R A L FRESHMEN
Holcomb feels the addition
will
be joining this year~S
of scholarship players Mike
Costello, e:avin Turner, and team. · These include Fred
Mack Kernick will bolster his Bently and Ray Logan. Others
to join the team are Richard
roster.
Puckern and Coswell DePeiza, who are highly rated run•
ners from Trinidad.

Grants To Aid
Impaired Kids

Impaired children will benefit from two recent federal
grants to the USF making
possible training of additional
teachers and the purchase of
new equipment at the University.

The first meet of the year,
will be held this SaturdaY,
against FSU at the USF.
Track. Last year, the Semi•
nole team beat t he Brahman
runners by a score of 28-17•

The first of the two programs is to be administered
by Dr. Clarence E. Webb of
the Research a nd Development Center. The $5,600 grant
provides for tuition and $800
per year for two senior level
students in speech pathology
and audiology, plus the purchase of new equipment and
supplies for the school clinic.

G~ HERTZ

True . Honesty Pay;S _Off
For Andros Residents
,-

I

.

:'

By VITO CARPITELLA
2. RECREATIONAL Sports:
Sports Writer
This . program is designed to
HONESTY HAS PAID off
offer opportunity for particifor
the residents of Andros
pation in a wide variety of
'
Complex
this year. , Several
sports and r ecreational activities for the entire University volleyballs were left at the
community a nd includes : courts in the center of the
Scheduled competition, Sports · complex and they remained
Clubs, and Recreational Ac- there a ll summer for students
tivities.
and staff to use. Some directors of the complex were
wary about leaving the balls
out all summer, thinking that

N.ew Tre_
ats In Store
For Snack Bae P·atons
. "However ," he continued,
A choice of food plans for
"returning
students who lived
resident students and a varieIn Andros last year will have
ty of "after 5 :30" snacks at
the option of the 15 meal a
the snack bars a~e · some of week plan, if they wish ...:.. but
'the new treats in s tore for ultimately only those taking
USF students this fall. •
the 21 meal plan will reside in
"Those students living in Andros."
Andros Center will be on the
ARGOS RESIDENTS, how21 meal a week plan and
ever,
may elect to purchase
thQse living in Argos Center
will have the 15 meal a week . either the 15 meal plan, the 21
plan," Raymond C. King, di- meal plan or no meal plan at
rector of Housing and Food a ll, King added.
services, said.
Andros Snack Bar will be

The sports clubs offered at
USF are the Archery Club,
Dan~e Club, Fencing Club,
Judo Club, Karate Club, Mo~
torcycle C I u 'b, Parachute
Club, Sports Car Club, _Surf
Club, University Riding Club,
Water Ski Club, The Windjammers, The Women's Karate Club, and T.C.C.

.

· Smith had t o leave school
last year after o~ly 3 meets •.

begin classes the earlier part
of September and have several weeks of practice under
their 1?elt before meeting
USF.

Holcomb, who has coached
the team since its inception,
garnered the state champion-·
ship for three consecutive
years, 1965-67, and had a 9-2-1
re'cord last year.

'

USF'S CROSS COUNTRY Will be .fighting . hard to outdo
team may r un its most SUC· what was their ·best effort
cessful season this year.
·since · . starting · tlie interWith last years impressive collegiate team in 1965.
5-2 record neatly tucked under
Coach Gil Her tz feels the
its belt, the Brahman team
competition will be just as
tough as it was last year but
the return of Bart Smith and
newly acquired · J im Gugliotti
may infuse the sqµad with
new vitality.
·

,,

Coach Dan Holcomb's USF
soccer team will kick off its
sixth season tonight against
Cleanvater Soccer Club at the
USF Soccer Field, behind the
Physical Education Build.ing.

.

Bette~/ Season

Soccer Team Debuts Tonight'
In . Bid For F/0. State Tiffee
· "Go to the Gym and get me my notebook that I left there," your girlfriend says
to you after registr ation. So you start your
trek from the Fine Arts Building to the
Gym in 90~degree heat.
" Where in the Gym did she leave it?",
you say to yourself as you approach the
huge complex. " I don't know . my way
around there."
.
Since you don't know how to get into the
place, your first impulse is to try a, door
marked 101.
_ _
"AH, YOU MUST be the new student
who called me about trying out for the· intramural wrestling team," says the mamyou enter thte room. "We'll
moth. co.a ch
start you out against Bruiser , . . er I mean
Sheldon Burnside."
"I'm just looking for my girlfriendis
_nof~bpok,'' yQu _te.ILhiY!l as.9, 23Q-P,9und ,gi~t
riam ea Sheldon grabs .you by the legs and
throws yqu down on the mat.
..
You pick yourself up and leave the'
f room, ignoring the pleas of the coach. who
fells you that you could be a great wrestler
with a little practice. _
-.
·
AS YOU ADJUST your glasses so they
fit your slightly fractured nose, you look up
and see a room marked 105.
You knock on the door and a man says
"Corrie in m'boy," in a slightly high-pitched ·
W. C. Fields accent. "You say ya want tennis balls? We- got tennis balls. How's about _
a volley ball ? We got them too." You
scratch your head. ·"Oh, it's headgear you ,
want. Well ya know what, we don 't have
any, so there. Now take yourself out of my
equipment room."
" I KNOW WHAT," you tell yourself, " It
must be in that room 108 over there."
You open t he door and walk in.
SPLASH! And you know you've found the
natatorium.
A shivering, · swollen-nosed, badlybruised person, you look around for ~a last
desperate hope that one of these rooms in
this maze might be the gym.
AT LAST, YOU hear the dribbling of a
basketball. . And shouts from people. Eureka ! The Gym.
, You walk\in the door and immediately a
voice comes over the PA system. "Would
the boy who just walke d in the front door
please get off the ,gym floor with his
shoes."
" I give up," you tell yourself as you
walk baak to the Fine Arts Building where
your girlfriend will be waiting.
"GUESS WHAT," she says as you drag
yourself up to the peach. "I didn't leave my
notebook in the gym after all. It was in the .
l:Jack of your briefcase, but while you were
there , did you see my Speech book? I think
I left it there. Would you be a doll and go
get it for me? Thanks."

the fact that the school.is at a
disadvantage because no tradition exists and there is no
organized basketball alumni.

.

/

the equipment would be gone
He.said that he; can only rewhen the fall term started:
quest a pool b_e ' built and it
STUDENTS HAVE WNG will take a fervent effort ill
asked that a pool be built at / the form of pleas and peti•
Andros as a matter of conve-/ tions to .get the project on
nience and to siphon off the
li1.'d
d
flow of swimmers and sti·n more 50 grolll} ·
A N·E w ADDITION to the
worshipers at · Argos pooh
'JJm Grubb, the Assistant USF staff is Andrew Honker•
Director of Recreation a nd who will be in charge of rec~
Housing has informed the ieation for the .Andros Co~
Oracle that money to build a . , plex as well as resident in•
pool must come from the Su~/ structor. Honker comes tQ
dent Association 1(SA) .
USF from Penn State.

THE T.C.C. CLUB will offer ·both men and women.
ADDITIONAL DETAILS of
instruction in the areas of Chinese and Korean ways of time and place will be posted
self-defense starting the sec- on the bulletin boards in the
'
ond week of Quartet I.
U~versity Center.
Classes will be arranged in
* * •
order to ·accommoda,te both
High ranking Black Belt
beginning and advanced stu- Judo instructors will be startdents.
/
, ing J udo classes in the second
- The classes offer mental week of Quarter I.
and physical discipline for
STUDENTS LOOKING for

an opportunity to improve
their ·physical fitness, sportsmanship, and ability to handle
themselves defensively, will
find this club challenging and
self-rewarding.
Interested students should
check the bulletin boards m
the University Center fo1'
,,., .
schedule details.

\
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WUSF Offers Wid8 Coverage
By JEFF MILLER
Sports Editor

lights : of the 1968 AFL teams
along with features on last
year's Rose and Pasadena
Bowls.

Roundtable include' Auto Raeing (Sebring, Daytona, and
local tracks), Foo t b a 11
(Tampa Spartans, Miami Doiphins, American Bowl), Hydroplane Racing, and USF
teams and coaches.

WUSF Radio and television
will be offering wide coverage
SPORTS Roundtable will rem the world of sports th is turn to the air this year.
Rountable will be moderated .
quarter.
IN ADDITION to these two
.ck Crippin, sports diDave Guerra, sports direc- by DI
r of WLCY-TV. Channel shows featuring sports, Chanrecto
tor for the stations, anin St. Petersburg. Each nel 16 will continue to run· a
nounced early this week that lo
on its daily 5 :50
week he will have guests per- sports report
·
special Football Highlights
show.
news
ampa
.
T
e
.
th
in
sports
to
tain1·ng
·
would be aired every -Monday
Radio station WUSF (89.7
at 6:30 p.m. over Channel 16. Bay area and all 11-round Floron YOll,r FM dial) will also
The shows, syndicated na- ipa.
Segments p 1 a n n e d for offer · sports coverage in the
tionally, will · give 't!\e high-

\

WSUF Sp~l',t s Director Dave Guerra

its

form of daily reports on
Pulsebeat News show at 5:45
p.m.

multi-million dollar stadium
called the "eighth wonder of
the world."

WUSF SPORTS SCHEDULE

OCT. 27 - Miami Dolphins
Hlg!ilights - 27 minutes Features the fastest growing
team in football, the fabulous
Miami Dolphins,.

OCT. 6 - AFL Highlights27 minutes - Highlights of
the 1968 football season.
OCT. 13 - New York Jets
Highlights - 27 minutes Highlights of the team that
beat the Baltimore Colts for
the World Title. Joe Namath
is featured.
OCT. 20. - The Astrodome
- 27 minutes - Features the

NOV. 17 - The 1969 ,Rose
Parade - 27 minutes - Features the big New Year's Day
Parade.
NOV. 24 - The 1968 Pasadena Bowl - 27 Mii-iutes - Fe~tures the big ganie betweeq
Grambling College and Sacramento State.

NOV. 3 - The Kodak AllAmerican Team - 27 minutes ,
DEC. 1 - The Rose Bowl ..:.
- Featuring the winners of
27 minutes - Highliglits
the Kodak team.
the big . game called . tHe .
NOV. 10 - To Be An- Grandaddy of them . all. Fea~·
tures 0. J. Simpson.
nounced

:;t

Fishing In Tampa
Offers -Challenge
Among the fish of the world that are sporty an'il yet
very good eating the xario~s mackerels rate a hi~h po•
sition. In this part of Florida Wf! have three species of
mackerel: the kingfisb, the cero mackerel, and the
·.
·
Spanish mackerel.
The cero and Spanish mackerel attain a maximum
weight of around thirty five pounds. They are taken
quite often on spoons (the small Captain Acton spoon,
number one-ought, sixteen Clark Squid, and Barracuda
spoons are quite popular.). Other baits quite often used
include bucktails, plugs, strip mullet, ,and feather and
nylon ·jibs.
THESE MACKEREL ARE to be commonly found
around Teefs, bridges, in bays, and in the winter in _inlets and large bays over clean large sand. The Spamsh
mackerel is more of an inshore fish than the cero
though.
Several methods are preferred for catching cero and
Spanish mackerel. Drifting is particularly successful in
inshore fishing . .Try trolling a V shaped piece of cloth 1
and ½ inches long and ½ inch wide. Use a one-ought to
four-ought hook and a number of five wire or monofilament leader three. feet in length. When fishing from
shore use a silrf rig: put a weight at one end\ of your
: 1 lirie and' about twelve inche& from the weight ?}_ace ~n
~-. eightl!eil inch: leader, and hood. Also try a Fl~f\lda ng
_:: for_still f~shing: _U.se a sliding lea!} posjti~ned just above
eader
~ · the 'termmal swivel leader and· hook. This latter, 1
_;: is . the best one th~t can be .used for any kind of bait.
_;_ · casting. A fish :can be more readily felt biting )Jy sing
:; 'this leader. The ·1ead is ot' course located on the line
•
;. above the leader.: 1

.

,-

.

:

RICIDIN
25's

·Change · Is Du'e
In Procedure

Richard Bowers, Director of
the Physical Education Department, announced today
that the procedure -for completing Physical Education
p r _o f i c i e n c i e s has been
changed.
Starting this quarter, all

VISIT THE

1.35

COMPLEXION SIZE
REG.
2/33t

~-~

ALUEU~

LIMIT 2

111

UNICAPS lOO's

'¢

5-0Z.
SIZE

PHISOHEX
'

.

.83c

$1.59 VALUE
LIMIT 1

CURITY DIAPERS

DISPOSABLE
NEW BORN
REGULAR
EX. LARG_E

REG. $1.59
LIMIT 1

119

students intending to take the
proficiency tests must pull
the appropriate card(s) at
registration.
"THE PURPOSE OF' these
tests," said Bowers, "is to .
allow students to demonstrate
their ability in certain activities and receive credit.. for
the appropriate Physical Education course."

16-0l,

$2.25

VALUE

For further information con•
cerning the• tests, contact the
Physical Education Division,
Ext. 2125.

University Center

DlODORAIIT SOAP

OlDtABlEt~

'

.

SAf£CiUARD

LIMIT 1 .

DEl,UXE DAN DEE

TRAVEL IRON

C.OOKER

-s Ff.ER
.

HEA

CARTRIDGE PEN . $1.00 VALUE!
WITH 7 CARTRIDGES LIMIT 1

PA\NT BRUSH ~~:: s~t~urv

$1 .99

VALUE

s·sc

$15.95
VALUE

$1.95
UE
VAL_

· · ·,,.

ALUMINUM 'BED
• ½•in. foam mattress

FULL 52 x 70 SIZE
·
· ctoTHBEAUTIFULCOLOR EDVINYt $1.99
WITH FLANNEL BACKING _

· ·
• Folds easily
• Durable construction

• Mode I #2332
• Lightweight portable
• Fully guaranteed

' ·, ·

gsa

DELUXE FOLDING

68c

REG-128

TABLE

. \ii·: ' - ·

• Automatic heat
,
control
• 5½- qt. capacity

• With cord
• Folds ilat for
packing

ELECTRI.

BLANK
• Dual controls
1•yr. 9uarante
• Double bed size
• Many colors

®

$15.9510 99

$1.95
VALUE

...___.,..

~~

.

VALUE

CLOCK RADIO
• Solid state with
instant sound

JULIETTE

• Telecron clock

movement

•Woodgrain finish

$17.95 VALUE

·1399

'·

MEMBER F.D.I.C.

What does a checking
· account give you'i- '.

. Pl~JK LOTION
QUART SIZE

Limit 1 with coupon thru

OPEN ACHECKING ACCOUNT

Yes. a free set of prints
with every rol I of film developed and printedKodacolor or Black & White
-Today and Everyday!

• Fashion fit in 4 siz

TODAY

• Colors Tan. Beige
off white, off black

$1.99 VALUE

NYLON & COTTON

EXCHANGE BANK
9385 - 56th St.
-988". 11'12

KNIT SHELLS

ND COTTON BLOUSES

OF

TEMPLE
TERRACE

s

CHARM DETERGENT- GILLETTE FOAMY
9

.

.

' .'~W

• Assorted sizes
-& colors
.

77

·When you pick up your developed film and prints,
you can buy one roll' of
Kodacolor or Black & White
film at regular price and
we will give you one roll
free....;Today and Everyday.

28(

REG.

39¢

■ at .

9127

•

1g

•

FOOD CONTAINER
9

or: s1zEPOLY
19 ¢
PLASTIC CONTAINER
VALUE
FOR FREEZER USE

11-oz. SHAVE CREAM REG
$/
REG., MENTHOL
·
AND LEMON LIME

C·

limit 2 with coupon thru Sat. 9127

Limit 1 with coupon t hrU sat. 9 /27

3·714 Henderson Blvd.
I 8225 N. Florida he.
INEXT TO K-MART)
1 i409 Nebmka he.
I 3669 Gandy Blvd.
1 7501 W. Hillsbon Ave.
/

.

·sPIKIE SPRINKLER
ANGLE
HIGH
REG.
FAN SPRAY
CO\(ERS LARGE AREA 49¢
limit} with COUPon thru S&t. 9~7

1

C

27

.C

,

Try, Your Luck At Predicting,
11 Win Two Tickets To .TU G.ames

~~"-.:'~
,

·
sr::P'l'EHBtm 27
;.'~~
Harvard vs Holy Cross(Har. 7-0)
~~
your pred.
~
Penn State vs. Col. (PS 6-1)
.Northtv-cstern vs. uSC( US C 5-2)
Notre Dar.1.e vs. Purdue (P 4-3).0hio State vs. TCU .(OS 7-0) - . •
Fla.vs .Hiss. St. (F6-1)
FSU vs. Niarni (}(ia. 6-1)
UCLA vs. Wis. (UCLA 7-0)
Tp.mpa vs. Parson(Ta. 7-0) _ __
!la

SEPTHlIIBR 28 (Pro)

---- -----

LA vs. Atl.(L\ 6-1)
nalt.- vs. }iinn (Bal. 7-0.........J
Green Bay vs SF( .SF 5-2)
J)enver V$ Duff. (Bu. 7-0""".')---~
KC _v s. Cinn. (KC G-1)
*Hiami vs Hou. (Hou. 5---2....)_ __
NY vs. San Diego (NY 7-0J
Oak. vs Bos. (Oak 7-0) ____ ~ .r-~
f.

PRt:O\C.T £"xi\tr
.

.SC.Oi<1: r=c;~
•

fi~~"i

• i-11: G~E"AKE'R •

,sports board p:r:_e d1.ct1ons are
in "!)arenthesis

i

{

' ~{~

This W.e ek's Entry Blank

· USF's ·Import Headquarte·rs
~

Originated by Sports Editor
Jeff Miller, the contest will
spotlight the major college
and professional games of the
coming weekend. The Sports
Board (explained below) will
add its predictions just to help
the individual' identify the
teams.

·

4 Days & 3 Nights . . . Depart Nov. 27
From Miami
Return Nov. 30
Fly Round~Trip on Air Jamaica from Miami to Montego Bay . . . Transfer to Hotel .. ·. Two Me¢ils a
Day . . . Pool & Beaches Free .• ~ . Full Day to
Dunn's River Falls & Ocho Rios, Traveling along the
Scenic North Coast Drive, is included.

-

~SIJBARIJ
WE WELCOME USF
STUDENTS & STAFF
LOOK THESE SPECIALS -OVER:

NEW!

.

Oracle Photo

.

by

Jeff Miller

Sports Board
_ The Or acle Sports Board
makes predictions of m ajor
football games in the nation
every week. The Board con•
sists of Sports Editor Jeff Miller, Managing E ditor Mary
McKey, Sports Writer Vito
Carpitella, PhDto Editor Wiley
Brooks, General Manager Col.
Walter Griscti, Advertising
Manager Pat Hill, and Fine
Arts Editor John Guggenheim.
The results of the Sports
Board Consensus appear to
the right of this week's schedule entry blank.

SEE PAG£

USED
'66 Austin Healy
. MK Ill
'66 Spitfire
'64 Austin Healy

1969 Austin
American
.....
. #1776
1969 MGB
1969 V4 Sonett

MGB $1095

·where the Action Is

'SAVE!!
TEXTBOOK
SALE!!

BAY AUTO
SALES & SERVICE LTD.
3500 Florida Ave.

SC

IS THIS YOUR LICENSE NUMBER?
JEFF MILLER ' •

Limited Space Available

.3-5775

.FOR RESERVATIONS OR INFORMATION
CONTACT

~

~

MG ... SAAB ... SIMCA ...

Westmoreland Dives At Twill.e y During Scrimmage

Per Person

.

~

You may only ·enter once a
week and in case of a tie, the
final winner will be decided
by his or her prediction of the
starred game in the entry
blank.

airJamaica•
$}25°

-

§-~~

TO ENTER THE contest,
simply write your predictions
to the right of the schedules
at the left. Write your name
at the bottom of the sheet and
drop it in the box in the UC
lobby.

Via.

0

BAY AUTO.SALES L.T.D.

How good are you at predicting the outcome of football
games? Now you ' can find out
by entering the Oracle's new
weekly football pedicting con•
test.

Thanksgiving-✓Holiday -

/

Introducing

·

---

l
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If it is, you have just won two tickets
to Loew's Theatre. Each week we will
be selecting license numbers from
U.S.F. Parking lots. No obligation•

Winners see Craig Chase at below
address.
·

GUARANTEED 40,000 MILES

.TRAVEL HOUSE -

I

'--

FOR ALL
AMERICAN

1216 S. CH.URCH, TAMP~, PH. 253-0183

AND
FOREIGN CARS!
MARYMcKEY

l'\<1LEY BROOKS

Every Michelin ''X" Radial Tire is
guaranteed to have a n o rig inal
tread life of 40,000 miles. If the.
o riginal tread wears out before
40,000 miles, michelin will, upon
· p resentation of the guarantee card
a nd in exchange for t he worn out
t ire, either allow a credit.against the
purchase of a new t ire or a cash refund, at Michelin's option.

SDN-DF-l~GUN!
DATSUN/2

JOH_N GUGGENHEIM

M ·I CHELIN X ®

COL. WALTER GR-ISCTI '

· . NO'.]' PlCTliRED: PAT HILL AND VITO CARPITELLA

the

Bowl Association Looking
For 1969 Gator Queen

Like it just blasted its way out of Tomb stone, Datsun/2 door charges in on 96
galloping horsepower. Rides easy on a fully independent' rear suspension. Stops
quick with safety front disc hrakes. Sporty and spirited, it's fun to drive. Snubs
gas stations, too. At over 25 miles per gallon you can tour a-lot of territory
on a tankful. Front buckets, all-vinyl interior, flow-through fresh air (airconditioning available). Fri sky all-synchro 4-speed puts you in charge. Two•
speed wipers and washers, and lots of other no-cost extras. Load up your
family or four friends and take off in a gain' son-of-a-gun. And check out the
other dudes in the Datsun corral. There's 6 spunky ones all told!
_· " de live re d in Tampa plus tag and tax

Datsun/2

,-" ~

~

~

~tation Wagon

.

1600 Sports Car

·~ - -~
•

'i

,

, ~.

4-Door Sedan

~:=-~..

2000 Sports Car

Make the sound move to Datsun today!

FELLOWS MOTOR CO.
813 W. Kennedy

253-3106

A scholarship and a chance
to appear on national television are two of the prizes in
s tore fo r · the Ga tor. Bowl
queen and princesses.
Gator Bowl, celebrating its
Silver Anniversary, wi_ll issue
a $500 scholarship, a · wardrobe, a form al govm and a diamond \vristwatch, to the
young lady who becomes
queen. _
· Princesses will r eceive- a
$250 scholarship and a formal
gown. In order to be eligible
,
fo r the titres of queen a nd
princesses t h e candidates
m ust be :
· v A full time student a t an
accredited college or university.
v A r esident of Jacksonville, or the Beaches area.
v Not have been m arried.
v Between the ages of 17
a nd 23.
Y" In good scholastic standing (minimum C average) .
v Be a va ilable fo r all
Gator Bowl activities and promotional engagements.
The contest will be held
Nov. 28. All entries must be
receive d no later than 5 p.m.
Nov. 1, completed in full with
a 5 x 7 glossy photograph attached. This picture should be
a head and shoulder shot and
, will be used during the judging to assess photogenic quali•
ties of entry.

-

steel-cord

belted

radial tire

the .tire with these high-perf<;>rmance features: long tread life (at
least -twice that of. regular bias_-ply tires), shock-cushioning abilities, full grip in all weather, farfewer punctures. Gasoline economy,
too (up to l 0 %).

E ntries can be obtained
from Gator Bowl Association,
Inc., Room 803, 11 E . Forsyth
St., J acksonville, F 1 or i d a
32202. Or by phoning 353-9072
in J acksonville.

WELCOME s·ruDENTS
I

SPECIAL STUDENT & STAFF
PRICES AT U.S.F. ONLY!
ARGOS - ANDROS & FONTANA HALL
LINEN ROOMS ~ SEAMSTRESS ON THE PREMISES

VARSITY-CLEANERS
/

r
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Prof Here Co·nd·ucts Research
Is the growth of certain cancers affected by emotional or
environmental factors? This
startling question is unp.er investigation by Richard -C. Labarba, associate professor of
psychology.
'
Specially bred g~oups of
mice are being inoculated
with Ehrlich ascites carcino-

mother-at 15 days instead of

ma, a variety of cancer whose

-cells live in a fluid suspension rthe usual 20.
·r ather than in cells. The spe- :
cific aim of this experµnenf is
to determine whether early ·
separation of the baby mice
from the mother wili . affect
their resistance to the -cancer.
THE

Labarba said the group
showed "what seems to be a
significant.· amount of resistance" to the-progress of the
disease. Labarba would not
draw any far reaching conclusion~ saying tl).at it was still
too. e~ly to have " a complete
picture' ': · :

EXPEROONT~

group is separated from . the

Mun'(z,S tere·o G.r a_
ncliOpeni.n g
I

•

========

•

Deposit at the new

t

•

·

MUNTZ STEREO.
9020 Florida Ave.

Grand Prize - 8 TRACK AUTO STEREO installed
2nd Prize - $25.00 GIFT CERTIFICATE
3 - 3rd Prizes - $10.00 GIFT CERTIFICATES

.... .., .. :

,}:

·'

Name • • ••••••••••••••••••.••• •••• •.••••••••••••••••

Address ..•.•.\ ...•...... Tel. No . ...•.•.... : •••.•••
Deposit only at the new Mun~ Stereo, 9020 Fla. Aye., Tampa

=======

1 OOO's of 4 & 8 track tapes in stock
25 different models - home and auto units
sta.rt1n9 at $19.95
Deposit Grond Opening Coupon at Florida
Ave. store on or before September 30,
1969.

MUNTZ'

STEREO-PAl(rNc
NOT AFFILIAHD WITH MUNTZ TV

.
OPEN
9, to,9 WHKDAYS.
-9 to 7-SATtJ~~AYS

USF · ConStruction

LEVI'S WRA,NGLER'S'
STA-PREST STRETCH JEANS

To BIOom In 70's
The State of Florida will
USF of the future will boast south of the Bu~iness Auditoan 85 building physical plant r ium, it will have 63 elass- · build a mental hospital on the
with a 32,000 full-time student rooms with six teaching labs. 40-acre corner b e t w e e n
enrollment.
Construction to be com- Fletcher and 30th Streets. The
The Tampa campus now pleted by 1980 includes the Veterans Administration is
,a College of Medicine, a. central building a 720-bed hospital on
comprises 40 buildings
1,672 acre c ampus with, a:,i5,- kitchfn, a one-stop . student the west side of 30th St., south
000 full-time, student . ·ehroli- · service building, a large uni- of the Fletcher and 30th St.
ment and 650 full-time"f~culty' versity center and bookstore, intersection. The college of
positions.
Roxy Neal, plant. planning co- Medicine will be built across
Dr. W~yne Keene,- .d~~ctor ordinator of the facility's from the. Veteran's Hospital.
of P~nnmg and AnalySis,,, .~s- ,, Planning and Operations Of- A · College of· Nursing is also
planned.
timates full-time f a<'C 'U Lt y . fice,.said.
'
Neal said USF also hopes
membership to re~~h "2;<lp()~by
TO ACCOMMODATE refall 1980, excluding ;·~c!minis- .. for construction of an auditomateri~s. an upper.
search
trative and staff pos_it~ons., . , r ium, a biochemistry building,
level student, graduate and
FORTY-FIVE new ,l:)wldi!'}gs· and a faculty office building. faculty library will be finished
are planned but only·the Lan, Thirty buildings are planned in 1975. The 10-story structure
guage - Literature: · Biftl,dlng between Elm Avenue, in front
will house two-million volwill be ready by 1~7Ji- ·.To /be i ' of the Administration Building
umes.
·located across -Elm ' Di'i:ve,
. · and Fowler Avenue.
I:,:
'
According to Clyde · B. Hill,
.director of University Planning, there are • no 1969-70
street construction or special
campus beautification . projA television trip to J apan , series, which includes ma- ects scheduled.
I
could be quite an experience~ chine and assembly langauge
By 1973, students will use
especially for Dr. R. J. Wiin~ ' and FORTRAN (f o ·r m u 1 a
mert, chairman of the Indus- .. _transiation), was funded by' . 52,000 square ·feet more classtrial Systems-College of Engi- ·· the Florida Board of Regents room space in additon to new
neering at UFS, who will be and filmed in Boca Raton and Language - Literature footage.
Extra teaching lab space will
undertaking the trip·_ this fall.-· Tampa.
He is the instructor-featured -. U'he series of 42 half-hour top 111,000 square feet by
on arr educational , television _· 'programs will c o m p e t e 1973.
series that has been· ifolected against other films for teachby the National Instructional · ing methods and technical acVISIT THE
Television Center as a United curacy.
States entry in the JaRan
The National Instructional
Prize, an internationiµ contest Television Center has also enfor educational television ex- tered into contract with the
c;ellence.
Regents to distribute the seUniversity Center
The computer programming· ries nationally.

:art

'-

Most Popular Styles
In Regulars and Flairs

WEBER'S VARIETY
9239-56th St. 988-2667
TEMPLE TERRACE SHOPPING CENTER

.B.,
, ·

MANUEACTURING AND DTSTRIBUT~ON COSTS

College Students
and Others '

' "

, have been spepding more
than $3 million a year for
textbooks. This is not a
very l_arge amount of
money when compared to
pther American industries
where this annual amount
is realized every w eek or
month!

13¢
Publisher's Sales and
Promotional Expenses

.I

This covers the cos t of
salaries and expenses of
men in the f ield, plus the
complimentary copies of
' books they send to professors. 111 addition, printed
material such as mailing
pieces, catalogs and ad- .
vertisirig in professional
journals are costs which
are includ ed in this
amount.
\

12.3¢
Author
This was the average royaity payment in 1967. This
is. gross payment to the
author. Out of this the author pays for research,
typing expense, travel and
other items connected
witjl both the research
and writing ·of his book.

8C
Taxes

!~~-~

' ,. ijf .
Bookstore Operating
Expenses
In addition. to' bookstore
salaries this amount . is
consumed by expens es rePublisher-'s Services
qujred to maintain and
This- covers th~ cost ~{ ·
operate an efficient colmaintaining and operating
lege bookstore. These ex-.
the storage; shipp'ing, and penses span the spectrum
handling as well as the
of running a store
- from
I
,
billing, accountin g, and
the costs of physical faci lf i nanci ng r e.quired to
ities .t hrough accounting,
move th~ books~from the
College Bookstore
record .keeping, transporp ublisher to bo"okstore
tation to store and back to .
This amou·nt received by ·
and keep accurate records
the bookstore per textpublisher and the myriad
for _each of thousands of
book dollar spent is very
other e~penses to assure
orders.
low when the store's oppromp t, efficient service'
erating exlJenses are conto stu de nt s and oth ers
siC:ered: 17¢: (See items
who purchase textbooks
· on bookstores. salaries
to secure the knowledge
and operating expenses).
they seek.

5.5c

7.8¢
Publisher
Income to the publisher to
pr~vide capital
author
advances, r einvestment,
market research, new
pr oduct development, and
stockholders. The latter
r eceive less than 3 % per
annum.

for

The

......

3¢

~

..dJc.~

,,._ I

~

;

.,,.

6.3¢
Other Publisher's
Exijenses
This expense covers employee welfare, rent, heat,
light and salaries not included in the items above.

US:f-

Local, state and Federal
income taxes and do not
.include sales taxes as required by many cities and
states.

,~ -':• .:.

~~~

-- i~-•-. _,.

..
27.lC

I

10C

· Publisher's
Production anq ·
Editorial Expense

I

Bookstore Salaries

These expenses indude
the cost o f making a·r rangements for books to
be written, editing manuscripts, procuring illustrations, setting type, designi,n g, maki ng a nd proof.._
reading galleys and page
proofs, mak ing plates to
print the ·pages, purchasing paper, printing, binding, and delivering books
to the publisher's warehouse.

For each dollar spent for
textbooks J:JOokstores pay
this amount for personnel ·
salaries.
·

NOTE: T he above s tatistics
are based on the 1967 Hun t
Report of the ·Textbook Publishing Indust ry ond the Ernst.
ond Ernst r eport of College
Store Operation made t o determine wh ere the Textbook
Dollar goes.

\

BOOKSTORE
& ·cAMPUS s·H OPS
UNIVE RS ITV CEltT ER

ANDROS & ARGOS CENTERS,~
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·: Obstacle Number One:

Photo

MAKE YOUR
RESERVATIONS

y, Airlines
II"

Cruises

· Large Selection

-.! !!! _· $24as
ffl§frjurj@j .

Feature
By

NOW!

s·port Coats .:

Do you prefer plaids , che~s , solids or
blazer style. We hove th~m all. Com- .
pare the "low" price stores for price,
· the "high" priced stores for quality.
Our price

•

I

..
~·

88 11

• • •. with ire~ beer at the
Brown-Bottle.

, Put a square block in a round hole (find a place to park).

HOLIDAY
.
TRAVEL

11

•·

MIRACLE "88"

OPEN
MON. and FRI.
9:00. P.M.

, : SELF-SERVICE SUIT CENTER, INC.
, TAMPA
6029 N,Dale Mabry

BRANDON
1 01 N. Parsons

Just N. of Hillsboro Ave.

Cor. Parsons & Hwy. 60

y, Tours

-Wiley-

Anywhere -Anytime

NO SERVICE

Obstacle Number Two:·
Relieved because you finally got i!Jto the GYM and out of the
sun, you find there is only one section of Senior Seminar open
(which conflicts with yonr only means of support) and you
must have to graduate in December.

Brooks

CHARGE
PHONE 877-9S66

THE
/#-FASHION -' STORE·

VISIT THE
'

'
World Travel· Center.
2624 Hillsboro Plaza
Tampa, florida

University Center

'LEVI'S
LEE & WRANGLER
JE.A~S, JACKETS, BOOTS
B~LTS, HATS
. BELL BOTTOMS TOO!!
. EJ,IGl_lSH. ;- WESTERN

WESTSHORE PLAZA

.·,

DOWNTOWN: 705 FRANKLIN ST

RUSSELL'S WESTERN STORE
6027 N. DALE MABRY

BRITTON PLAZA SH OPPING CENTER

_

NuniHer Three ·•
After fighting your way thro\l,gh the basement .
of the bookstore to pick -op yonr books you
finally reach the cashier and discover thaf

inflation is not just something you read about
. ill the newspaper.

.:-, A~cHRV Si.ER

,~

.
II

- - :·· ·. -', , . , MOTORS CORPORATION ·

Waif 'til you see
· the extras they
packed in the
' 1970 FordsJ
They'll tickle
your innards! ·
I

.

.

SIJBA RI)-·-

I

I

.•

.

-SERVICE _;_ SAtES ,~ PARTS ·
'

.

.•

- -~ _.r -

•

"We .Seroice ·&_ ··~.tock Parts for
All Tmp_orts-'' ··.
- ·.
~/
.......',
~

1

-Regist~atio.n . $pecial ~
Registration'·Days -~r~ here .. . . To help
you during the m9~ths of _Septem~er &
October, All stude_n_ts_& fciculty will receive 010% DISCOUNT on all service & parts with -this _ad~ .··-··
WE. AR£' AS CONVE_NIENT

TO.

YOU AS YOU ARE TO US!!

""

,,,."

Lerner Shops is where you'll find
everything that's happening in fashion!
Trend-setters. Classics. Choose dresses
... plus sweaters and shirts that
coordinate with skirts and city-pants!
Lingerie, accessories, too. ' Best of all ...
everything's priced to fit your budget!

Cl

exciting fall
fashion dresses

12.99 to 17.99
· !mportant silhouettes coming up great
m quality fabrics including easy-care
. acrylic knits! Dazzling deta ils everywhere! Choose yours from a wide range
of vibrant prints and solids. In misses,
juniors, petites -and youthful half sizes.

,·
Many More Styles ••• Value-Priced from 8.99

the perfect go-togethers[

most-wanted sweaters

6.99 to 8.99
7.99 and 8.99

.X
...:IE

style-filled collection[

latest-loo k skirts

>-

"'ClIll

MARIO'S
IMPORT
CARS

C,

BUSCH BLV[!_.

. ·,
. j

;• _

WE SELL: MGC-MGB~~MGlMIDGET, AUSTIN _HEALEY, SPRiJE, · AUSTIN AA.'ERICAN, SAAB ·sQNNEJ, SAAB V-4 SEDAN,
AND CHRYSLER~S SIMCA RUNABOUTS
the 1204 & 1118.'

HILLSBOROUGH AVE.

{ ~

J

z

Sweaters: Spotlighting new long-look
vest styles, cardigans, slip-ons. Coordinating shades of fall. In sizes 34 to 40.
Skirts: Wraps, minis, scooters, pleaters,
culottes, many sashed or belted. Solids
.plaids and tweeds . In sizes 6 to 18'.

1

FINEST FOREIGN CAR SERVICE IN TAM PA!

5804 No. DALE MABRY -

Ph. 884-3464

Shirt Illustrated, 3.99
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Campus Greeks Strive For Unity
Fall rushees will face one of LXA colony was the first na•
1
the most broadening and ma- tional fraternity at USF.
turing experiences a college
PI KAPPA ALPHA
man can enjoy - fraternity
Kappa Alpha is inter'pi
prorush
year's
s
·
life- In thl
gr am, which starts Sunday, ested in those men that want
fourteen fraternities will be to improve th emselves. They
accomplish this by stressing
represented here.
The Inter-fraternity Council, scholarship, • athletics, social
which coordinates all fraterru·• life and service to the commuties and the1·r aci'tivi'ties, is· nity and to the University.
Pikes are known as the
headed by Charles Wilder,. The
"friendly ones."
Tau Kappa Epsilon.
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
Among the fraternities repthe top ranked national '
As
resented by IFC are:
fraternity, _SAE has gained
ALPHA TAU OMEGA
has
·
Eta Alpha chapter
79 fame and distinction· through
brothers and pledges on cam- its many accomplishments.
that would best
.d tifphrase AE
pus. Founded Sept. 11, 1865, The
~?uld ~e tbe
ATO has;four chapters in the ~' en Y an S
state of Florida. ATO men are '/• True Gen_tleman. Their recnot statistics on . a punch ord here 1s second to none.
SIGMA Pm EPSILON
card, they are true brothers.
By stressing scholoarship,
DELTA TAU DELTA
Sig Eps have attained the
This 110-year-old fraternity highest all-fraternity average
is. one of the largest, best or- six times, once setting a yet
ganized fraternities in the unbeaten record. Sigma Phi
world. Epsilon Pi chapter was Epsilon is interested in the
instal:led here Feb. 3,. 1968. kind of man who will be a
DTD offers a sincere hand of credit to not only to the frafriendship to the men who are ternity but to the University
privileged to join the fraterni- and community.
.
ty.
I
SIGMA NU
ZETA BETA TAU
One of Sigma Nu's major
This fraternity was found ln tenets, that of being a com1898 at the City College of plete refined man, is shown as
New York. The . brothers of each of the brothers strive to
ZBT extend to prospective work to ~s potential Sigma
members the challenge of Nu is ·based -on strong emoworking toward the copimon tional ties and lasting brothergoal: Intellectual Awareness, hood. These two things, they
Social Responsibility a n d hold sacred.
Brotherly Love.
TAU EPSILON Pm
THETA cm COLONY
TEP is for the scholar, for
Theta Chi, though small, the athlete, for the socially
feels it contributes to a closer minded, that ls, TEP is for
brotherhood. The pledging the all-around guy, one who
standards of the colony are wants to give and · take and ,
based on integrity, leadership, give again, unselfishly. Phi
constructive citizenship .and Beta chapter has done justice
to its national motto: TEP
good character.
does!
KAPPA Pm
'
.
TAU KAPPA EPSILON
The only local fraternity on
believe that man is a
TKE's
campus, Kappa Phi was
The ultimate
being.
social
Kappa
The
year.
last
founded
charity, love
are
TKE
of
goals
Phi's have a mature outlook
obligatriple·
the
esteem:
and
on life. They feel a fraternity
TKE.
in
·frater
every
of
tion
men
should be a close bond on
sharing common interests and . Tau Kappa Epsilon is the fraternity for life. TKE gfves a
mature responsibilities.
feeling of belonging.
KAPPA SIGMA
Pm DELTA THETA
Good men will establish and
Scholarship and
Friendship,
maintain a strong fraternal
order. Kappa Sigs build with ~ectitude a_re the ~utual
this statement constantly in ideals of ~h1 Delt. Phi D~ts
mind. The brothers of Kappa _ .were the fi~t £raters .to be ~Sigma have found broth- stalled. na~on~y here.
erhood an exciting and sin- fraternity 1s highly selective
cere passage to present and and no rushees ?an ~e accepted for pledgesh1p _without the
future fullfillment
consent of the entire brotherhood, thus insuring a strong
LAI\IBDA CHI ALPHA
Lambda Chi Alpha's char- bond.
acter lies in the character of
"This is our way of life. A
its brothers, all of whom it is
proud. Lambda Mu chapter hard life, a fun life, a. good
was installed on Feb. 12, 1968. life - the Greek life," so runs

the motto of Panhellenic, the believes in living for each
organization- in charge of other. It is the oldest secret
USF's eight national sorori- society for women in the na•
ties.
tion. ADPi's conduct the
Panhellenic is also a nation• Send - A - Mouse - To - College
al organization comprising 27 ,campaign on campus to aid
sororities. Nuri Ann de la cancer research. The sisters
Cruz is the president of the strive for great academic
USF chapter; Gail Malcolm, achievements as symbolized
vice-president; Pam Free- by receiving the Panhellenic
.
and · Linda Silver Service Tray, for the
man, treasurer;
Mrs. · highest overall scholastic avchairman;
rush
Bigby,
Phyllis Marshall serves as ad- erage among all pledge
visor. '
classes and the Panhellenic
Formal rush started Sunday Silver Punch Bowl for highest
and prospective rush~es are GPR among active sisters of
advised to contact the sorori- all sororities for two consecuties they wish to JOIIl soon. tive years.
· alpha-·
USF' s sorori'ties m
ALPHA EPSILON Pm
betical order are:
AEPhi is for -life. This sisterhood strives for friendship,
ALPHA DELTA PI
A .strong sisterhood, ADPi mutual understanding and re-

s~ct for high ideas of womanhood. AEPhi's have won
two years in a row the
Lambda . Chi Alpha Kidnap
Award. AEPhi's are active in
Student Government, Theatre,
Beauty Contests, and UC
Committees. The diversity of
the sisters is a significant factor of the sorority, as it Illustrates the sorority's motto:
"Many Hearts, One P.urpose." ,.

nity involvement are uppermost for any ChiO. To preserve the honor and well
being of Chi Omega is a
ChiO's first goal. The X and
the horseshoe are the symbols
of the sorority.

DELTA DELTA DELTA
The aim of Tri Delta is to
broaden the moral and intellectual lives of its members.
Members of Tri Delta are
aware that education is the
cm OMEGA
.
Chi O's form a kaleidoscope primary purpose of college
in the Greek World, many individuals form up the sorority. Chi Omega stresses academic. attainment and thereby
honors the sister with the
highest GPR for the acad~c
year at the Scholarship BanUniversi_ty ~enter
quet. University and comm~-

life, and their interests lie in
the field of academics, as well
as in social and service activities. The motto, "Let Us
Steadfastly Love One Another," typifies the typical Delta
Delta Delta.

..

Delta Gamma creates an
environment for its members
in which lasting friendships
are established and sisters
find the processes, experi(See GREEKS, Page 7-B)

DOUSE OF ·: J__~

e~~~~ .
(FbRMERLY THE SA°NDAL SHOP)

Has a new line of custom made vest, sk.i rts,
belts, watc-hbands a_n~ bags.
Ph. $76-94J6 ·

306 N. Dale Mabry

'

EAT ON CAMPUS AND SAVE!!
I

SCIE.NCE CENTER
Atmosphere
PLUS!
Snack Bar
Great!! "Big"
Sandwiches
New Menu For
Fall Quarter
WITH you IN MIND

1?1is

"Built for ~?ur
· comfort

LOCATED AT
BASEMENT LOUNGE
AREA - Science Center

The ~'Big Bldg. at usF:'

UNIVERSITY CENTER
Three Meals
'Each Day!!
Snack Bar9 A.M. - 11 P.M.

-Commuter

M-F
2 • 12 P.M ••

Special

Weekends '

Special Menu
After 5
(YC & Andros)

Each Day
'69 VW, 2 door sedan, 0 original miles,

South Side
Cafeteria

Now Serving

Speedline
Quick In Quick Out
Soon: ·The
R~thskeller

htr/defrosfer, olso rear defrost, 5 new tires,
adjust. bucket seats, 4 speed synch. trans.,
mony xtras, good gas mileage. Showroom
condition. First $1799• takes it.

'

Plus Great Food atAndros and Argos Centers
;

..

'
• SUGGESTtD WAIL PIK£ WT com P.O.E.. LOCM. TAXES ANO OTHEt DULfl
LOW CIWGES, IF AJIY, ADDITIOIW. WHITIWAll~ OPTIOIW. AT mu COST.

Birdsong Motors Inc.
11333 North Florida Ave.
· Tampa

@)
olUT ,.~•llUt

oou•

UNIVERSITY

FOOD

SERVICE

TH' O~CLE-Sept. 24, 19~9, U. of South .Florid~71-

GREEKS

mm ;; wmam t .; "
l

Contlnned From Pa.ge 6-B

ences, and discipline needed
to stimulate clear thought.
The DG's aid the Hillsborough
Medical Association and the
I
Florida Society for t h e
Prevention of Blindness in
glaucoma screening. The sisters are very active in snident
government and other areas
of campus life.

Rho chapter has h!!ld first
place in scholarship for the
last
consecutive quarters.
Black and gold are its colors
and Thetas its nickname.
Theta also received the
Sportsmanship and Participation Trophies in Intramurals)
KAT provides the chance to
share with others the joys and
jisappointments and to work
with others for a common
goal.

two

ti.™

•

Health Center Announces
Reorg~nization Plans

The USF Health Center has
announced plans for reorganization of its clinics, and the
acquisition of new equipment.
The biggest change, according to Dr. Robert Egolf, Director of Student Health Center, is that any student wishing to 'see a doctor at the clinic must now arrange for an
appoi_ntrnent except for emergencr cases.

KAPPA DELTA
DELTA ZETA
Honor, Beauty and Truth
Delta Zeta strives always to sum up this
sorority's ideals.
. encourage scholarship and KD's help .crippled children,
campus participation, while do volunteer work at the ComIn addition · to the new prorealizing that education ex- munity Hopital, the Salvation
Army
Hospital
and
Horne,
the
tends beyond academic -work.
Mar-ch of Dimes, Tampa ChilThe sisters' put on yearly dren Home
and many sisters
" The. • Flame Fantasy," a tutor underprivileged · chilfashion show to nelp the dren. The considerate and coTampa Aural School for the operative effort of every sisDeaf. · Delta Zeta boasts the .ter has created a true and sincere sisterhood. I1s colors are
13:1:gest· ch,a pter count in Pan- green and white.
hellenic. The Rose Ball, the
USF Greeks Enjoy Life
A Panhellenic handbook is
highlight of the year:, is held
every spring. The motto of-DZ available to rushees from the
is " Friendship Through Sis- rush tables or from the Office
On Saturday, Oct. 11, ·from
of Student Organizations. In it
terhood."
are listed all the· sororities,
3 to 3:30 -p.m., "Channel 13
KAPPA ALPHA THETA
their officers, dues and what ·
The following is a reprint Board of He_alth and anticipa- (WTVT) will broadcast as a
USF's youngest national so- they do. The Office of Student
from
a story that appeared in tion by rodent arid vermin vis- public service, . · "Traditions ·
ority, formerly Tri Chi, was Organizations is located in the
the
New
York Times Aug. 19: -itations.
and Values, Change or P~
initiated MaPch 30, 1969. Delta University Center, room 156.
l'tfEDFORD, ·Mass, Aug. 18 "University regtilations pro- gression."
In preparation for the corning , hibiting animals in residence
academic year, residential balls will be enforced. ViolaThe show will be produced
students at Tufts University tors will be subject to being
_
by
Charles Hampton, . WTVT,
nave received the following required to move out. To
and
will feature interviews
notice: ·:
avoid heartbreak for man and
"TO ALL RESIDENTIAL l)east alike, do not bring pets with various group leaders ori
STUDENTS - Last year a into -residence halls.
campus.
number of cats, dogs and
"I can appreciate the desire
other mammals appeared in to have a warm, appreciative
Bill Humphries, 3CBS, Sturesidence
halls.
There
also
and
loving
creature
close
at
dent
Government Secretary of
Welcome You to the
appeared complaints about hand. Your roommate, propPublic Relations said the show
these creatures (in and out _of erly groomed, could be a fine
of South Florida
will
give the p,ublic several
buildings) , unpleasant · odors, replacement.
views
of the problems on camstains on carpets and) floors,
"Your warm, appreciative,
and·lnyite you ·to
l dog bites (on humans), disand lo'vjng dean,
pus and in insight on the
may by janitors (and union
"Alvin R. Schmidt -t rends of student life.
discussions), visitation ' by the
_our
"Dean of Students."
Humphries said a second
film may be shown later in
the winter to show a typical
day in the life of an average
usr has received a $60,000 will be 61 trailers situated on student.
grant to design and evaluate a or pear migrant camps. Each
mobile educational program trailer \viii contain one teachHe said the films will profor the children of Florida's er and two assistants, providvide "correct and accurate inmigratory workers.
ing care and education for
formation" about the UniversiThe program, under the ;twenty children.
direction of Dr. John M.
The University \vill deter- sity to the viewing public.
Higgins, associate professor mine curricula for the inser. of Education, will train 61 vice training sessions, which
pre-kindergarten teachers and will consist of a minimum of
122 assistants who will con- 15 three-hour sessions.
' duct a combination education'The Florida Department of
"A Fresh Outlook on Brotherhood"al and child care program for Education, originators of the
SALE!!
,,.~ · --pre-school-schildren. •· ·
I
f
program,,.rrrade the grant fo•
SE_E PAGE SC
Classrooms
for
the
program
USF.
1

cedure, the Health Center has
acquired much needed X-ray
equipment, Egolf said.
In explaining the new plan,
Dr. Egolf said meeting student needs more efficiently
was the main objective of the
changes.
_
According to Egolf, the clinic will be divided into two
functional units: an outpatient clinic for appointments with doctors, and an
in-patient clinic- staffed by

Channel 13
To Broadcast
Values film

Dean Issues Pet :warning

The Brothers of

Rush Smoker
on

Tuesday Evening,
September 30th at 8 P.M.
in the University Center
Room 252 West

SAVE!!
TEXTBOOK

The Center dispenses over
200 types of drugs to students
which they . pay for through
enrollment fees, ·Egolf said.
The USF Health Center's ~
facilities are available to all
full-time students. However,
Egolf said, of about 20,000 visits to the Center last year,
records show that dormitory.
studen1s utilize these services
more than commuters.

Collegiat e STEAi{
SPECIAL
SALAD
· POTATO
Rolls & Butter
plus your steak
cooked the way
you like it.

T-BONE OR SIRLOIN
ONLY

$175 plus tax

WELCOME BACK TO usF·

USF Gets 'Mobile' Grant

KAPPA PHI -

time employees in all,

Freid's FAMOUS RESTAURANT

Uni_
ve~$iry
Attend

nurses to handle cases needing short periods of hospital
care.
A doctor will always be on
hand . to handle emergencies.
Other facilities include an
Infirmary, an emergency dispensary and chemical and
food inspection labs.
These facilities· will be
staffed by three doctors, 12
registered nurses and other
aides and technicians, 30 full-

ENTERTAINMENT NIGHTLY!
Dancing to the 5 MONOVONS
(their second great year) ·

Italian Foods - STEAKS J SEAFOODS
CYPRESS

ROOM

~-

~_/4•

~-~---

/

KOSHER DELICATESSEN

RESTA.UR·ANT

COCKTAIL
LOUN.GE

1907 E. fflLLSBOROUGH AVE. Ph-. 235-1151 ·

r

Buy N·ow!
Only ·5 52 .tickets for each.

ARTIS T SERIE S

Series B

LUCAS HOVING DANCE COMPANY •••••• October 10, 1969

LILI KRAUS ••••••••••••• , • • • • • • • • • • • • October 18, 1969

Mr. Hoving's company brings a fresh
and trenchant inventiveness to the
world of dance.
\

A pianist well deserving of the tit_le, "A Living Legend."
Lili Kraus makes every note a great experience.
'

EARLY MUSIC QUARTET •• • •••••••••••• Novemb.er 1, 1969

I

MERCE CUNNINGHAM DANCE COMPANY •• March 13, 1970
·
Only through two completely different ·· March 20, 1970 ·

Combining vocal arrangement with authentic 15th and
·1 6th Century instrumentations, this quartet is known for
their matchless presentation of medieval and Renaissance music.

performances could the spectrum of the
Cunningham excellence and diversity
in dance be realized.

ELISABETH SCHWARTZKOPF ••••••••••• December 3, 1969
A recital by renowned soprano Elisabeth Schwartzkopf

DON REDLICH DANCE C_OMPANY •••••• -• • • •• April 20,.1970

is alway~ a musical event of distinction.

JUILLIARD STRING QUARTET ••••••_..... January 17,, 1970
Since the Juilliard Quartet began performing in 1946,
it has become a model for the modern quartet.. ,

·

By a sensitive integration of his art with '
film, Mr. Redlich has become a top •figure in avant-garde dance.

October 11, 1969 ·

March 14, 1970
March 21, 1970

April 21, 1970

'

COLOGNE CHAMBER ORCHEST~A • • • • • • • • February 5, 1970
· This S'ixteen member orchestra u·nder the distinguished
leadership of Helmut Muller-Bruh( is considered the
"Elite" of Baroque chamber orchestras.

.

TICKETS AT u.s.F. THEATRE BOX OFFICE • PURCHASE BEFORE OCT. 9

ALVIN AUEY DANCE THEATRE ••••••••• February 21, 1970
The genius of Ailey has led this company to the top
ranks of American dance. Every performance is nothing
less than superb.
·

OTTOMAR BORWITZKY ••••••••••••••••••• March 1, 1970
First and principal cellist of the Berlin Philharmonic OrchU,ra, he is truly one of the great cellists of our time.

'

•

DANCE SERIE S
Series A

•

•

DANCE SERIES A or B
• • • • • • • • • • • • . • . • • • • • • $ 3.50
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ·6 .00

ARTIST SERIES
U.S.F. Students . • • • • . . . • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • $ 6.00
U.S.F. Faculty and Staff •••••••••••••••••••••• 11.00
· U.S.F. Foundation • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 11.00
Other Students ••.••• - • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 11.00
Ge~eral Public ••••••••••••••••.••••••••• •••• 21.00

••••• •1• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 6.00
• • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • . 6.00
•.•••.••.••.•••.,. . • • . • • 12.00

I

Conducted by the Florida Center For The Arts, A Unit of the Division of Fine Arts, University of ·South Florida
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/lR WASH
-~- · FREE C_

'

Special Programs Provide 'Bre ak'
By DIANNE GOODMAN
Correspondent

The Special Opportunity
Program, operative last summer, will be ~ontinued this
coming summer, Eugene Rob.erts, Director of Admissions,
said. This program enables
students whose high school
academic standing is too low
to warrant their acceptance
by USF to attempt college on
a trial basis.
Students attending the University on this program during the summer quarter take
CBS 101 English, one study
skills course and one additional CBS course of their choice.
If they can obtain a GPR of
2.0 they are admitted as
freshmen in good standing for
the fall quarter. Of the 98 students enrolled in the program
this last summer, 75 will be
attending USF this fall.
A N O TH ER administrative change was brought
about by a group of black students desiring USF to take a
greater interest in the enrolling of black students. -This
group, headed by Bill Packard, 4EGN, formed the Black
Advisory Group to Admissions
and was given the responsibil-

ity of recruiting black students.
Since its formation last
April the group has placed
five students in contact with
the Admissions office. All
have been accepted by USF
although some have been
pl_aced on probationary status

Student Affairs
_Card Accuracy
·Needed Today
It is very important that
students fill out the Student
Affairs card · correctly this
quarter," Margaret Fisher,
deari of women, said.

tJSF wµI be going into,computer registration in the near
future and the information
in the Student Affairs card
must be accurate so that computer cards can be made out
of them.
Also information from those
cards will be used for the
Student Directory. The more
accurate the information in
those cards, the faster the
directory will be out.

readmission.
In the planning stage are
ideas for a centralized state
wide admission center. Students would sent their qualifications to this central office

due to poor high school records. This group intends to
continue its work. ·
A third change is that in the
future · the applicant's entire
high school record will be considered in compiling his cumulative GPR, prior to this
summer only the applicant's
academic grades were considered. Subjects such as band,
typing and physical edu°cation
were omitted. Roberts said
that he had found that only in
a few cases will the new ruling make a significant difference.
BEGINNING THIS fall students applying for admission
with a B average or better
may be accpeted to USF prior
to the · receipt of their test
scores. Roberts said that he
had found that in most cases
students with good high school
records received comparable
test scores.
Also beginning this fall returning students having been
away from USF for two years
or less need not apply for
readmission but are required
only to attend registration.
The previous ruling was that
students having' been absent
from USF longer than two
quarters had to apply for

..

TEACHERS
Every prof ession has an organization which
represents it . The United Teachers Association
( SFEA) is the campus group which is .for all
prospective teachers. When you become a-member of UTA you also join the Student
Florid? and National Education Associations .
Some of the services available to you are:
greatly reduced car, health, and life
insurance, a teacher placement bureau, free
research dept., FEA and NEA Journals,
and many more benefits. Added this year
is the extra service of the Hillsborough
County Classroom Teachers Associat i on.
All the discounts and benefi ts available to
teachers in this county are available to
members of UTA .

I f you are interested in the UTA contact
the s ecretary in EDU 309 or EDU 112.
The dues for the entire year are only

$5 .

I f ·you would like to see the UTA in action
join us on OCTOBER 8 AT 2:00 P.M.. IN EDU
302 AND 8:00 P.M. IN CTR BALLROOM f or
talks to be delivered by Mr. John .Chase,
immediate past president of the Student
National Education Associa tion.
"By questioning among
ourselves, we turned
a whole group of students
against the status quo, ••• "

and the office would mail · wished to enter and notify the
them of all the colleges in central office. The office
Florida that would accept would in turn notify the cho. sen school. This would cut
them.
Prospective students would down on paperwork for everydecide which college they one concerned, Rober ts said.

OR
JUST SAVE OUR GAS TOKENS
UN-TIL YOU · HAVE 20 GALLONS
WORTH FOR THE FINEST WASH
IN TOWN

e

.

BIG

'
wCAR

BUSCH BLVD. AT NEBRASKA ··

N.Y. Drama·Critics

SNEA

!OIN UNITED TEACHERS ASSOCIATION TODAY!

~

MUSICAL

OUR

Bayfront.
WNNG Center

Official Notices

OCT. 16 & 17
THE

NEW
ROCK

·8:15 P.M.

TICKETS
$2.50 --$3.50 --$4.50
MUSICAL ;
MAIL ORDERS FILLED

BOX OFFICE
. OP.EN

·1

.

Enclon stamped, addressed envelope and mail with check to " YOUR
OWN THING", Bciyfront Center, 400lst St. S., St. Petersburg, Florida.

PM

TICKETS ALSO AT WARDS IN ST.
PETERSBURG, CLEARWATER, TAMPA,
BRADENTON and SARASOTA

Northgate Mall
Terrace Plaza Mall

L ____________ CLIP-THIS-AD,________ ~~--J

Campus Date Book

·

THURSDAY
Kappa Alpha Theta Workshop, 9 a .m .,
.
UC 203.
Agea n Sate, 10 a .m., UC Lobby.
UCP C Infor mation T able, 10 a .m ., UC
.
Lobby.
'UCPC Ticket T a ble, 10 a .m ., U..;
Lobby.
Alpha Della Pl Rush, 7 p .m ., SOC
151.
Alpha Epsilon Phi Rus h, 7 p.m., SOC
152,
Kappa Alpha Theta Rush, 7 p,m.,
soc 150.
Delta Gamma Rush, 7 p.m., SOC 128.
Kappa Delta Rus h, 7 p.m., UC 251.
Tri Della Rush, 7 p.m., UC 252 E ,
Chi Omega Rush, 7 p .m ., UC 252 W.
De lta Zeta Rush , 7 p .m ., UC 255 & 6.
Beta G a mma Chi Rush, 7 p.m., UC
201.
Pi K appa Alpha Me eting, 7:30 p.m .,
soc 131.

a

Co-Op Education
NOT E : Cooperat ive Education offices
a re now located in Socia l Science Build•
ing, Phase II, 126, Ext , 2171
Today, Sept. 14
Registra tion for a ll co-ops ret urning
from t ra ining period. Pick u p packet

STA-PREST.

LEvrs·

TAMPA'S 1st
PLUVERN ·

tJB

EXOTIC WINE COCKTAJLS AND COLD BEER
ON TAP
DIFFERENT - DELIGHTFUL - INEXPENSiVE
.
.

LI.-VE·_- _EN·T·ERTAl NM.E.N·T-!
· · · · · · · · · · · · · -· · ·Thursday Thru Sunday · ---• •• • •••
Open Daily·2:30 Til l ·A~M. Sunday 5:00 P.M.-Til ·Mi-dnight

. 9302·N~ ·30th St. Ph. 932~·2·866 ..

s~;~~t;a;1•sr

~

Sigma Alpha Epsilon, 7:30 p.m., F AH· between 7 a nd 7:30 in the Social
Bulletin Board notices should be sent
Scie nce Phase 11 Building , SSO, Room
288.
d irect to: " Director, Campus PublicaFolk song Blanket concert, 9 p.m. , 126.
tions CTR 226" (ext. 6181 no, later than
Review session for those taking PSY
Hill.
Crescent
noon Wednesday for publication the fol213 during Quarter IV, 10 :30 a .m., SOC
FRIDAY
lowing Wed nesday.
4 p.m., final e xam for PSY 213 in
012.
Kappa Alpha Theta Workshop, 9 a.m.,
Send news item s direct to: "Editor,
soc 012.
•
UC 203
•The Oracle, CTR222" (ext. 619).
MONDAY, Se pt. 19
Agean, ·10 a .m., UC Lobby.
Students enrolled in SOC 261, Socia l
UCPC Information Table, 10· a.m., UC
P roblems, Quarter IV, see Dr. Nesman
'
Lobby.
in SOC 240 prior lo Friday, Oct. 3 to
UCPC Ticket . Table, 10 a.m., UC
Academic Dates:
schedule review and exam .
Lobby.
Sept. 24-25.
Registration (Tampa) PosMraining Period Conference for
Alpna Della Pl Rush, 7 p.m., SOC
Class change (without $10 feel - Sept.
Co-ops majoring in Business Admin is151.
·
25, 2:30-3: 30 p.m.
Alpha Epsilon Phi Rush, 7 p.m., SOC tration 2 p.m., SSO 100 N.
Class Change (wit h $10 fee) - Sept. 29
Post-training Per iod Conference for
152.
to Oct. 3, 3 p.m.
Co-ops major ing in Liberal A rts, 2 p ,m .
Kappa Alpha Theta Rush, 7 p.m.,
Sept. 29.
Classes begin sso 019.
soc 150.
Cancellation deadline, tull refund Wednesday, Oct. 1
Della Gamma Rush, 7 p.m., SOC 128.
I
Sept. 28.
Career P lanning Session for students
Kappa Della Rush, 7 p.m., UC 251 .
Withdrawal and-or" Drop deadline (with
.
E
··252
UC
p.m.,
7
in Cooperative Education
Rush,
interested
Della
Tri
partial refund) - Oct. 1.
t rain ing assignments Qua rter 2 a nd 3, 2
_Chi omega Rush, 7 p.m., UC 252 w.
Drop deadline (withou t penalty) - Oct.
p.m., SSO 127.
Della Zera Rush, 7 p.m., UC 255 & 6.
24.
Beta Gamma Chi Rush, 7 p.m., UC
Post-training Period Conference for
"X" Grade removal deadline - . Oct. 17.
·. : .
Co-ops m a joring in Engineer ing, 2 p.m.
201.
Application for Graduation deadline UC Dance, 9 p.m., UC 248 N & S.
sso 019.
Oct. 17.
S·ATURDAY
Post training Period Conference for
Withdrawal deadline without petially Kappa Alpha Theta Workshop, 9 a .m.,
Co-ops majoring in Educa tion or on
14.
Nov.
Education assignmen ts in Quart er IV,
UC 203,
Young Republicans Seminar, 9 a .m: ,
2 Pf"-, EDU 103.
President John S. Allen will address
202 C & D.
t he facu lty and staff a t 9 a.m. in the EDU
Tau Kappa Epsilon, 9· a .m., FOC 105.
Theatre Auditor ium. Dr. Allen's address
New Faculty Member Wives Lunch•
will cover pla ns for the next ten yea rs
VISIT THE
eon, 12 p.m .• And r os.
and will review major problem areas.
' Alpha Della Pi Rush, 6 p.m., SOC
Wives a re invited to attend both Dr. Al151. . .
len's address and the reception lo be
Alpt.a Epsilon Phi Rush, 6 p ,m., SDC
given by Mrs. Allen, assisted by mem152.
the
of
Committee
l
bers of the Socia
Kappa Alpha Theta Rush, 6 p.m.,
USF Women's Club, a t 10 a. m. , in the
soc 150.
Green Room of the Theatre Arts ReDella Gamma Rush, 6 p.m., SOC 128.
h~arsal Buiiding, d irectly north of the
9:30 A;M.-5:30
Kappa Della Rush, 6 p.m., UC 251.
Thea t re Auditorium.
University Center
Tri Della Rush, 6 p.m., UC 252 E.
Quarter
for
Requests
Carrels:
Library
Chi Omega Rush, 6 p .m ., UC 252 W.
I should be sent to the Director of the
Della Zeta Rush, 6 p.m., UC 255 & 6.
assignments
Libra ries by Sept. 26 Beta Gamma Rush, 6 p.m., UC 201.
wil I be made Sept. 29.
Orienta tion Movie, 8 p.m., Theatr e.
Blue Cross-Blue Shie ld: Cost of Blue
SUNDAY
Cross-Blue Shield for single persons
Sigma Phi Epsilon Initiation, 8 a .m.,
was incorrect in the last edition of
RAR 235.
SUNSCREEN - the monthly rate for
Kappa Alpha Theta Workshop, 9 a. m.,
single persons for 12-month coverage is
203.
UC
$4.69 (not $4.09); for a fam ily, cost is
District Young Republicans, 2 p.m .,
$1 3.10. Incr eased benefits, with no in204.
UC
creased cost are: change-over to Type
ZBT Initiation, ~:30 p .m., RAR 235.
A coverage, as we ll as hospital room
ZBT Meeting, 6 p.m., BUS 110.
a llowance of up lo S27 per d ay. RepPhi Della Theta , 6 p.m., FOC 105.
reseniatives will be on campus Friday,
Tau Epsilon Phi, 7 p.m., KIVA.
Sept. 26 lo answer questions. Call e xt.
Alpha Della Pl Rush, 7 p.ni., SOC
2201 if you wish to m ake an appoint151.
ment, although appointments are not
Alpha Epsilon Phi Rush, 7 p.m ., SOC
necessary.
15!,
New insurance enrollment: Sla ff memKappa Alpha Theta Rush, 7 p.m.,
bers who wish to sign up for Blue
soc 150.
Cross- Blue Shield hospita lization, ConDella Gamma Rush, 7 p.m., SOC 128.
necticut Genera l Ma jor Medical, or
Kappa Della Rush, 7 p.m., UC 251 .
Manufacturers Life Insura nce may do
T ri Delta Rush, 7 p.m., US 252 E.
period
so dur ing open enrollment
Chi Omega Rush, 7 p.m., UC 252 W.
th rough September 30, from 8:30 a.m.
Delta Zeta Rush, 7 p.m., UC 25S & 6.
to 4 p.m. ADM 106, Personnel ProcessBeta Gamma Chi Rush, 7 p.m., . UC
ing Center.
201 .
Administra tion Slaff Lounge ls closed,
Sigma Alpha Epsilon, 7:30 p.m ., FAH
on a permanent basis, from 11 a.m. to
280.
Limited Special Offer. A FREE,LIPSTICK and
12 Noon, due to wage and hour regulaDella T au Delta, 8 p.m., FOC 106.
a new look designed for you, both absol utely
t ions.
orientation Movie, 8 p.m., Thea tre.
Classroom F ilm Showing Requests: In
MONDAY ·
without charge. A Merle Norman Make-Up
ord er to prevent film booking conflicts,
Alhenaeum Informat ion Table, 8 a .m .,
Artist selects the perfect, prettiest shades for
and to facilitate t he sc hedu ling of
UC Lobby.
equipm ent and ope rators, faculty and-or
you . . . and teaches you t he le.test techniques of
Welcome Wee ke nd Ticket Table, 10
resubmit
to
asked
departments are
a.m., UC Lobby .
Me.ke-Up Artistry. Then select any fashionable
quests for Quarter I classroom film
Agean, 10 a .m., UC Lobby.
new she.de of lipstick to t ake home with you.
showings as soon as possible. Copies of
Pant.ellenic Meeting , 2 p.m., UC 200.
t he new 1969-70 USF Film Catalog are
Young Republicans Meeting, 2 p.m .,
For 11our/rte make-up and gif t o/beatd11,jw,I ca/I 11our
available upon req uest. Please call Ed·
UC 213.
ucational Resources F ilm Depart ment,
Young De mocrats Meeting, 2 p .m.,
ext . 2341 (EDU 114) for catalogs and
UC · 215.
other informa tion.
Women of P i sigma Epsilon, 2 p.m.,
To Inte rn Faculty - Photogra phs will , LI F 26C.
• .
,•
•
be made by Photography, Library ~ Esperanto Class, 7 p.m.: · F OC · 106:·
Basement, on Sept. 30 a nd -Oct. 1, from
Kappa Sigma Rush, B ,Q.m., UC, 201.
9 a.m. to 4 p.m. No appointments are
Theta Chi Rus h, 8 p.m., UC 202.
necessa ry.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon ~ush, 8 p.r:,,.,
Film Classics League: Season t icke ts
UC 251.
may be obtained by sending check or
• Sigma Phi Epsilon, 8 p,11)., UC 252 E.
money order, (pay able lo Film Class ics
Lambda Chi Alpha, 8 p.m., UC 252
League) to Mrs. P hy llis Hamm, SSO
Y. .
11 . ext. 2645; t ickets may a lso be pu rDella Tau Della, 8 p.m ., UC 25S.
chased al the U.C. Desk.
Phi Della T}eJtsJA·f m., UC 2S6.
The Cashier's Office and the Division of
Finance & Accounting will be closed on
Agean Sale, 10 a.m., US Lobby.
Wednesday, Sepl. 24 and Thursday, ,
Welcome Weekend Ticket Table, 10
Se pt. 25, because of regist rat ion. Hours
a.m., UC Lobby.
for Cashier's Office on Frid ay, Sept. 26
Dean's Luncheon, 12 p;m., UC 255 & 6.
will be 12-3 p.m.
Kappa Alpha Theta, 5 p.m ., LI F 266.
Tri Della, 5 p.m., LIF 263.
AE Phi, 5 :30 p.m., LIF 262.
Chi Omega, 5:30 p.m ., . LJF 268.
Times and places of organizations
Delta Gamma, 5:30 p.m. , LIF 260.
meeting regularly are posted on the
Delta Zeta, 5:30 p.m., LI F 261.
bullet in
Lobby
Center
Unive rsity
Alpha Tau Omega Meeting, 6 p.m.,
boards.
UC 203.
Della Pi Reception . Meeting, 6
Alpha
TODAY
p,m ., RAN 235.
Kappa Alpha Theta Workshop, 9 a .m .
Alpha, 8 , p.m., UC 201.
Kappa
Pi
UC 203.
Sigma Nu, 8 p.m .• UC 202.
Agea n, 10 a .m., UC Lobby.
Alpha Tau Omega, 8 p.m., UC 2S1 .
UCPC Information Table, 10 a .m., UC
Tau Epsilon Phi, 8 p .m ., UC 252 E .
Lobby.
Kappa Phi, 8 p.m., UC 252 W.
UC
a.m.,
10
Table,
Ticket
UCPC
Ze ta Beta Tau, 8 p. m .• UC 255.
Lobby.
Kappa Epsi100, 8 p.m., UC 256.
Tau
Panhellenic Rush Convocat ion, 1 : 30
WEDN ESDAY, Oct. 1
p.m., UC 248.
Weeke nd Ticket Table, 10
Welcome
AD Pi Rush, 3 p.m., SOC 151.
Lobby .
UC
.m.,
a
AE Phi Rush, 3 p.m., SOC 152.
Division o f Administration Luncheon,
Kappa Alpha Theta Rush, 3 p .m.,
11 :30 a. m ., UC 256.
soc 150.
Student Org . Social Chairman Meet•
Della Gamma Rush, 3 p.m •• soc 128.
.
ing, 2 p .m., UC 158.
Kappa De lla Rus h 3 p.m., UC 251:
Waler Ski Club, 2 p .m ., UC 213.
Tri Della Rush, 3 p .m., UC 252 E.
Polit ica l Union, 2 p.m ., SOC 146.
Chi Omega Rush, 3 p.m., UC 252 w.
College of Education Association, 2
Della Zet a Rush, 3 p.m., UC 255 & 6.
., KIVA.
.m
p
Bete Gamma Chi Rus h, 3 p.m., UC
Junior Panhellenic, 2 p.m ., UC 216.
201.
nto Class, 7 p.m., UC 201 .
Espera
Sigma Alpha Epsilon, 7:30 p.m., FAH
Della Zeta Pledge, 7 p.m., UC 204.
2811.

John Chas-e
President

INTRODUCING:

.

WITH Fl~L-UP (20 ·Gal.}

E'l~@e

PROSPECTIVE

.

Com p le me nl y o u r fo vorite Fr e mocs s in g le or d oubl e brea sted
b laze r w it h Le vi s fl ores, stra ight
leg s o r t ri m - c u t sl ac k s . N e w
p la id s, s tri p es an d s olids . • •
all Sta - Pr es t.

7.00
Yo ung M e n ' s Levi 's fro m
Yo u nge r M en 's Lc!v i's fr o m 6 .50
H opso c k Blo:rers 35.00 - 45.00

CFREMAcs:]
TERRACE PLAZA, 512 FRANKLIN ST.

.
C ontac t
. lenses are made
of modern plastics which have entirely different characteristics than the ti ssues
and fluids of the eye. Consequer1tly your eye cannot handle
this foreign object without help.
So, in order to correct for
Moth er Nature's lack of fo resight,
you have to use lens solutions to
make your contacts and your eyes
compatible.
There was a time when yol)
n e eded two or mo re sep ara !'e

sol ution s t o
properly modify and care
for your contact s, making
them ready for
you r eyes. But now
there·s Lensine from
t he make r s of
Murine. Lensine,
for contact com fo rt and convenience.
Lensine is the one solution
for complete contact lens care.
Just a drop or.two of Lensine coals
and lubricates your lens. This allows the lens to float more freely
in the natu ral fluids of your eye.
Why? Because Lensine is an "isotonic" solution, very much like
your own tea~s . Lensine is. com p atible with the eye.
Cleaning you r contacts with
Lensine retards the build-up of
fo reign deposits on the Jer,ses.

And soak ing you r co n tac ts in
Lensine between weari ng periods
assures you of proper lens hy-·
giene. You get a free soaking-storage case with individual lens compartments on the bottom of every
bottle of Lensine.
It has been demonstrated that
improper storage between wearings permits the growth of bacteria on the lenses. This is a su re
cause of eyf} irritation and, in
some cases. can endanger your
vis ion. Bacteria can not grow in
Lensine because it's steri le, selfsanitizing, and antiseptic.
Let caring for your
contacts be as conven ient as wearing them.
Get some Lensine . . .
Mother's li ttle helper.

Mother Nature
never planned on
contact
lenses
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SCHEDULE CHANGES
j
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'l!ia Quarter" I, · 1969•19,o·tffiiveaity e?aae ldleiale l'ri,ata4 .ta
•'l'h• Orac:l•• cf w«ma~• olllly 30. 11Mi9 Dl:llll4h4 -4a4·. .
SPECIAL Nm'ICBS s

lfew Prccedurtia for Ponter Studente ~

te USP•

Pormar students who ba.ve been enrolled at US' t:i.a■ dllring tlla
pa.st two years, immediatel y prior to their plam\■4 date o t
re-entry to the University of South 11orida, and were in goo4
standing at the time of departure, will not neet to fila
readmission papers.
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When · the

against this restriction in Iran? He surrendered fo it
and now as a naturalized Iranian citizen- he well knows
he has no equ*l. status to native Iranians. In-·rn,,tf Gas~
all naturalized 'citizens have all rights except they cannot become President or Vice · President of ·tlie U.S.

•

commun,
cation
breaks
down

4"nd in our State University-System in Florida there
are many naturalized American citizens _who have actively engaged in politics, . social activities (including
peaceful protest). I cannot recall that any one of them
has been ever called on the carpet because he is not a
native 4,merican - they have been treated with scrupulous equality.

This is naturally pnly a partial explanation for the
development of a tradition of not giving reasons for the
denial of tenure or the early dismissal of a non-tenure4
faculty. Certainly in most cases such abuses do not
happen and the administrators and senior staff make a
conscientious effort to truly evaluate the candida es for
tenure.

Having said all this let me continue with my personIn the last decades with the ever~increasing tension
al observations, trying to avoid any emotional biases.
First of all, Professor Stevenson is a very intelligent, in our American society the administrations have found
and most qualified individual. He probably is one of the this academic tradition advantageous in denying tenure
most charming and truly honest men in the University or in dismissing young objectionable faculty members
of South Flroida. More than tnat he is a dedicated who have antagonized the power structures, prevailing
teacher and he has not an iota of hypocrisy in his public opinion, and politicians.
• boi:ies ..

ms DISDAINFULNESS of wealth, material comfort
and goods is quite remarkable. His knowledge, by preparation and experience, of the Near East is first rate
and the University should be honored to have such an
excellent area specialist. He has c~risma with. the
students but at the sanie time he is a demanding teacher.

No False Prophet
If I have ever seen a respected teacher it is Steven-

son. He is conscientious and does far more than what is
required of him - he is not at all a time watcher. His
students, Ms teaching, and his social involvement (for a
better and more just world) -are, his whole life. He is no
status seeker, no dandy, no cocktail boy, no smoker, no
drug addict, no epicurean, no false prophet,· not hippe·d
The Stevenson case at ·the University of South Florida is complex and every argument advanced by the on sex, no academic snob, no bureaucratic stickler, or
pro, the anti, the neutral fotces is basically valid and - over pretentious instructor.
seen in its own context makes much sense.
At the same .time he is a combination of naive ideal~
Whatever reason is given (practical; idealistic, com- · ist and a down-to-earth ordinary guy with an everyday
mercial, etc.) Professor · Robert Stevenson, a native voca~ulary. He has published little yet he has an easy
American, renounced or resigped his U.S. citizenship style that makes his small essays models of clear and
(without any malice to his native country) to accept
Iranian citizenship. Like it or not, fair or unfair, this good writing. He is not a bacltslapper. Again he is a
overshadows the whole case. ·n makes Stevenson a very strange mixture of what could be considered an easygocontroversial personality and very vulnerable in a ing Southerner with a reserved New 'England veneer.
world that everywhere is unfortunately still dedicated The man is so complex and so simple; so bright and
to nationalism.
·
sharp yet so unworldly and at the same· time so experiH~re in the United States (which in relation to most ·enced.
other countries is far more tolerant with the freedom of
BE IS SO CHARMING and so cold; so young in spirexpression of its visiting and resident' aliens) psychologically although not legally this puts Stevenson in a dif• it and looks but often so wise; so daring and so cauferent category than othef perman~nt a~ens or an alien tious; so tolerant of human weaknesses but so viceless;
so liberal yet ·so pro-Arab; so vePy casual in -dress but
who has filed for citizenship.
so starchily clean; so haughty on some occasions but
Stevenson is a rare specimen - a permanent alien so humble at other times.
who is a native American who has lost his citizenship
· No doubt this is a man that a University should
when he accepted that of .another country but who is
still ·living in the United States with gainful employ, value and locate in a spot where his vulnerability and
ment. If Stevenson were an uninvolved individual with naiveness are. harmless and wherenis admirable qualia job somewhat removed from the public he certainly ties . and . his true dedication can be most effective.
While ·at many universities a few tenured professors
would have little to worry about.
are really not worth their salary and tenured positions,
Stevenson
is a true academic bargain.
BUT STEVENSON is a teacher and an intense activist dedicated because of his moral fervor to participaAgain is should be recalled that Stevenson is a nonting in the exciting social and political issues of the tenured professor and was given a dismissal n<;>tice beday. Rightly or wrongly ·this spells trouble for Steven- fore he came up for tenure. He was never denied tenure
son wherever he is once his peculiar alien status is since his name was not submitted to the tenure comknown.
mittee of his college. And this too was not to prejudice
his
case but simply that he had expressed a desire to
This is further compounded, again not legally ot·
academically but mainly from a public relation~ point leave th University in· order to pursue his doctoral
of view (whioh in today's world any University seems studies or to return to Iran.
to need) , by Stevenson being assigned to teach a course
BUT THERE ARE interesting factors with regard to
entitled "The American Idea." This has a wrong semanthe
not-granting-of-tenure of dismis_sal of a non-tenured
tic connotation as something equal to the American-Way
faculty
member·. It is a fact that by rules and tradition
of-Life or the college ·equivalent of high school civics.
(Dr. Robert Warner, the director of the course has the administrations .o fmost universities are not .obligatoften explained in a scholarly fashion that this is not ~d !O .give reasons for dismissal or denial of tenure.
the case.) Certain time rules have to be observed as indeed
Stevenson, an unusually bright · individual with a they were in the Stevensoi:i case. In reality the injured
charming personality, should have realized all these indivii:lual, usually by probing his superiors (the hierarlimitations and gracefully accepted his vulnerability chy), can unofficially find out the reason or reasons.
which is of his own making.
This ·an has been abused, often by the Ivy League
schools, who will hire at low salary hard working young
And What About Iran?
graduates (sometimes from their own university) who
He resigned his citizenship, according to him to cir- are attracted by the prospect of tenure at such a presticumvent a limitation imposed by Iran on permanent gious . college. They will give these starting in_structors
aliens - that of being able to own property. This is far a heavy teaching and counseling schedule and then
harsher than our own restrictions imposed on perma- after two to four years of hard work will deny them
nent aliens - they can own property (we corrected this tenure (if a reason is advanced · in off-the-record coninjustice against orientals in California a long time versation usually it is because they -have failed to pubago).
~ lish).
EDITOR'S NOTE: Dr. C. W. Arnade, USF professor -of
American Idea, · submitt.cd the following personal view
of the St.cvenson case to The Oracle prior to his leaving
for the University of He, Nigeria: Arnade is visiting
professor there on a Fulbright Scholarship.

__N_o_w_a_s_a_n_Ir_a_n_ia__n_ci_ti_z_en_h_a_s_S_t_ev_e_n_s_o_n_c_o_m__:p:...l_a_in_e_d___T_HEN THE UNIVERSITY will start again hiring _a
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' new set of academic peons with :the san;ie enticement.
· 'In this way the universit)'.traps cheap labor and releas· ~~ bi~ money f?i' .a . fli)W ctis~inguishe(professors ,wl)o
will give the umver§ity prestige, and grants· because of .
. their writing and research but who will' do little teachng.

A Demand For True Reasons

IT IS BECAUSE of this that the rather conservative
-·American Association of University Professors (AAUP)
has only lately shown interest in the denial of ,tenure of
faculty not because of academic incompetence or budgetary reasons but- because of obvious political, social,
racial or religious reasons.
· ·
The AAUP now demands that the administration
must give true reasons for the dismissal or denial of
tenure. Even so the AAUP, also a very professional organization, still is lukewarm in getting seriously involyed in non-tenured problems. They are moving slowly and-cautiously.
The Stevenson cause is not one of academic incompetence, reduction of budget or a "cheap labor device."
There is no doubt that it is a dismissal for a political or
social reason. Legally the administration was within its
rights to do so but it was done against the ever increasing national current of student and professorial militan- _
cy to seek a rightful place in the decision making process of the university.
JT IS LIKE denying a Negro the right to eat in a
Southern restaurant forty-eight hours before the civil
rights act, with its public accommodation clause, went
into effect.
The academic community has to be blamed too because it has contributed to administrative rigidity iri
the university. It still has an archaic organization that
even the new University of South Florida could not
avoid although it proudly proclaimed in its first year
an "all-University" approach;
BUT SLOWLY THE jealousy of the growing departmental structure has subverted initial good intentions.
Departments hire, fire, establish curriculums - they
are feudal fiefdoms. One is a member of department
first and last and even the President can do little to
enter the sacrosanct area. Talents all over the universities are misplaced. Why was Stevenson not transferred
when his vulnerability in the "America Idea" Department became obvious?

Put In A Vulnerable Spot
It is an irony that it is easier to exchange a professor with another university or another country than to
exchange or share him with another department. The
"all-University" apl?roach :was to be an intra-university
exchange and sharing, but professorial tradition together with budgetary habits killed it. So Stevenson, a valuable man, was put in a vulnerable spot and later instea,d of exchanging or sharing him with other locations
where he is equally or better qualified was simple
fired.

I think that a · University with a flexible acade01icadministrative apparatus could have solved the problem to nearly everyone's satisfaction.
I CANNOT END without mentioning the so-much
abused phrases of "academic freedom" and "academic
responsibility." Stevenson has not broken the law and
the most he has done was to naively abuse his peculiar
alien status. The arguments that his academic freedom
has been violated are quite valid and on the other hand
those counterarguments that he . abused his academic ·
resp~nsibilities while mucg weaker, cannot be totally
dismissed.
. Basically, as_said, it is a reflection · on . administrative rigidity' and also of an uninformed public opinion,
academic naivete, personal $tubbornness,· the power of
the press and the ever-present political interference
into the academic community to bend -the_University to
the norms. proclaimed by _those who ·control the purse.
In the slow history of the development of a mature
St;ite University System for Florida the Stevenson case
will· be a necessary incident to recall.
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.L89islOtU·r:e:· ·. ·1:11~~ts··
Discipline, Drug L~ws
By STEVE SNOW
Staff Writer
The Flori'da State legislature,
reacting to a growing . fear of
campus turmoil, enacted -five
major bills this summer dealing
with student discipHr1e, and two
footnotes to the General Appropriations Act intended to deny
state funds to students or personnel who engage in disruptive
activities~
Perhaps the most controversial of . these bills, signed into
law July 8 by Gov. Claude R.
Kirk, calls for "suspension of
students arrested for unlawful
possession of narcotic drugs."
Introduced by Sen. Wilbur H.
Boyd of Palmetto, the bill also
provides for the two-year exp.ulsion of students convicted on a ·
drug charge and waiver for
those who divulge information
leading to /the conviction of others.
The bill, in ominous tones,
spells out the penalties in its
heavily worded first · section:
"Any person enrolled as a student in any state-supported university or junior college who is
arrested for unlawful possession
of any narcotic drug, central
nervous stimulant, hallucinogenic di;-ug, or lbarbituate ...-shall,
f o 11 owing an administrative
hearing provided by the president of the institution pursuant
to the rules promulgated by the
Board of Education or Board of
Regents in which such case
suspension is recommended, be
suspended from all . classes of
instruction until the . determination of his guilt by a court of
competent jurisdiction.' If adjudicated guilty, the student shall
be aut omatically expelled."
USF president John S. Allen,
in a policy statement, · explained
the new law's implementation
as it will ·effect South Florida
students. ·
The administrative hearing
shall be held before a 'board
consisting of: a Student Personnel Dean, other,than the one
involved in the investigation of
the charges being heard; the
dean of the college in which the
Student is enrolled, or in his absence, the person designated as
Acting Dean of· the college; the
President of the Student Asselciation or, in his · absence, the
Vice-President of the Studenl
Association.
Students will receive a written statement of the alleged
i

· Former Prof Gets Post
A former English professor at USF has joined the
Board of Regents saff. Dr.
William Scheuerle was named
coordinator of Humanities and
Fine Arts by the Board re- . .
cently. Scheuerle was an associate professor here.

SAVE!! . _
TEXTBOOK
·sALE!!
SEE_PAGE SC

violation, a notice of the date,
time and place of the hearing
and will be allowed counsel.
Charged students will also receive a written notice of the action taken by the boa:r:d and will
be afforded the . opportunity to ·
appeal the board's decision to
the President of the University.'
An act relating to .9ampus dis•
orders makes it "unlawful for
any person to intentionally disrupt or interfere with the lawful
administration or functions of
any educational institutions in
this state,'' and "any person
who violates this section (of the
law) is guilty of a misdemeanor
and, upon conviction thereof,
shall be subject to a fine of not
more than five hundred dollars
($500) or imprisonment not to
exceed six (6) months or by
both such fines and imprisonment."
Of the · three other bills
passed, twq dealt with the
Board of Regents. One extends
the Board's power to allow it to
set guidelines for "disciplinary
rules and · regulations" for the
"managei:p.ent and operation of
the state university system."
The other bill was a directive
setting the policy of the Board .
to make the necessary -rules and
regulations for schools.

Press(~).
In .a nationwide survey taken _
by the ~ -it was found that
while many schools are increasing student numbers on imJ;>ortant committees, no administra:tors felt able to say the appointments, coupled with heavy restrictive legislation, would stop
campus turmoil. Many administrators have been pessimistic,
seeing no end to the turmoil .
until · administrators recogl}ize,
and act on, student grievances. ·
Among the "preventive measurei," taken -by some universitjes is the beefing up· of police
forces, along with administra•
tive commitments to rely more
heavily on local police, in preparation for the fall "season." ·
$tuaents at Florida schools
applying for financial aid · will
have to sign an oath stating
they have not been co!}victed of
.disruptive conduct c h a r g e s
since July 1, 1969. This came in
"conformity with a provision in
the General Appropriations Act
denying financial aid to stu. dents who .disrupt campuses,"
according to a memo -from State
University System Chancellor
Robert B. Mautz.
·
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The final bill requires ·"all
students a!],-d employes on any
campus of any state institution
of higher learning to give their
f Onsept to abid~ by the pflicies
of the Board of .Regents, the
policies of state institutions of
higher learning and the laws ofthe State of Florida."
If a student has been found to
have participated in "disruptive
activities," he will be subject to
"immediate termination of such
eentraot employe of the state in- .,
stitution of higher learning, and
thereafter such person shall not
be employed by any state public
school ·or state college, state
junior college or state university."
The · second penalty is most
controversial. It states, "there
will be "immediate expulsion of
such student from . the institution of higher ' learning for a
minimum of two ye_a rs."
These "get tough" bills are
typical of the actions being
taken by over 20 other state legislatures around the coll{ltry,
according to the Associated
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SG PRESIDENT ANDERSON

Communication Remains Problem
.,

By STEVE ANDERSON
President, Student Government

I would like to begin this new and challenging academic ~ear by commending the President of this University. President John S. Allen has, in ten short years,
developed an institution of such size and excellence
with a speed, accuracy and vision unparalleled in the
nation. It has been a task which few other men could
have equaled, and Dr. Allen is deserving of great
praise. We are proud of this University.
Now, the era of rapid, continuous growth is over.
While we continue to, expand in numbers and size, the
institution has becoine stabilized and our growth has
leveled at a constant, if not normal, rate.
Ever increasingly we are seeing problems of student
life, and studenUaculty-staff communications arise;
problems of maintaining the University rather than
building it. And as these problems arise, it becomes increasingly evident that we are still trying .to cope with
them with the same machinery which was used during
our building era.

It's fine that we've initiated a Black Study program
and are lorking on other new academic ventures, yet
it is sad that we have still failed to adjust properly to
the Quarter system. It's great that we've received
large amounts of money for student aide this year and
have begun new student loan programs, but it is ironic
that such a very _small amount will ever reach those
students who most need it.
Communications remain our biggest 'problem. I often
wish tha,t our ability to talk with one another honestly
and rationally had developed as rapidly as our ability
,
to construct buildings.
We should not, and cannot continue to operate under
the present structure where students are effe~tively denied a voice in curriculum and planning by those same
people who urge them to become involved; where faculty are fired for political involvement at an institution
dedicated to freedom of expression and the unrestrained discussion of idea; and are repressed for counseling students by those same people who speak endlessly of the need for better student faculty relation.
The students of this University, and of institutions of

New Party_Cites ABM
As Symbol ·Of U.S.. Failure

higher learning across the state, should prepare for a
tense and disheartening year. Not only is our. structure
within the University non-conlusive to significant and
relevant change, but we are doomed to be reprimanded
for the actions of a small number of students in other
states.
Our legislature has passed, and is now pre-filing
more bills aimed at supressing violence on campus,
and in doing so, begins to resemble the Congress of the
McCarthy era during the early fifties.
And so, we here at the University begin to feel the
pinch. We must realize, it will become worse before
better.
It is up to each one of us, students, faculty and administrators, to exert a continuous and concerted effort
to work together, to communicate, and to understand
differing perspectives and opinions. There can be no
tolerance of violence or disruption of the campus. But
neither can there be room for arrogance, non•
communications, or resistance to change.
We are _all in the same bind this year; we must all
work together for our release.

HAPPY HEARTS
DAY NURSERY
.
.

HEALTH DEPT. APPROVED SERVING HOT MEALS
WITH DAILY OR WEEKLY RATES

should write to P. 0. Box 19193,
The American political sys- their kind to public office.·
Tampa, 33617,
tem continues to fail her people.
direction
this
in
A foothol4
D. Michaels
The ABM (America's Biggest can be made on the campuses.
Mistake) symbolizes this failure
with the propagation that the Students must move from their
very defense of the nation is at inward efforts in the universistake. Disguising a profit- ties, where they have ignored ·
motive as a critical defense the world around them, to new
need, our military-industrialists directions aimed at the needs of
get the backing of certain power
hungry politicians. Americans their society. The campus
paid severely for the waste, and should be a source of strength
they are still being duped by a to meet ·these needs. Students
majority of ,politicians in power. should form a political party to
Vi1;?tnam takes 30 billion dollars combat all political-sociologicala year, while our bank account,
economical problems, locally,
and of even greater concern,
& nationally.
statewide
the murdering of men, women
and children in the East and
No campus political party has
West - over 700,000 dead.
existed that will do this. The
The need for a New Party re• young Republicans ahd Democrats are tied to their unresounds.
elders. But, New Party
sponsive
New Party, born out of the disuffer· this problem.
not
does
saster of Chicago, drew its
form a grass-roots
can
Students
strength from the young ideala political base
organization,
ists. It continues with their ento their
responsive
be
will
that
ergy, and desire to fulfill the posociety.
of
needs
the
and
needs
litical void that exists in this
formed
idealistic,
is
Party
New
country. Its philosophy as the
on the
carrying
idealists,
by
party of the people, works for
and
change through peaceful, demo- fires of Gene McCarthy
is, without
It
Kennedy.
Bobby
cratic processes. The young,
needs.
blacks, poor, moderates, and doubt, what this country
joining
in
interested
ts
Studen"
others must unite and infiltrate
You.Pay
the political. system by ·electing "Students for New Party'. '
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Fear As Statutory Virtue
f'i ar produces many things, among them legislation.
·
.
.
In sadly harsh and vague terms, the Florida Legislature enacted five bills dealing with campus disorders
this summer.
Although they are questionable ethically, academically constitutionally and morally, they are the ·Jaw. 1
At le~st in print it is declared a "privilege" to attend a
state university: All person_s concerned with rapid and
radical political and social reform or those ~ho handle or use any narcotic drugs should take serious heed
and understand what is happening.
We urge everyone. at the University fo read USF
Policy Statement number 77 on implemei;itation of the
drug legislation (dated August 1, 1969) and the two articles in this issue concerning the new bills (pages 3
and 10, this section).
·
Perhaps there are very few persons to be affected
by all this . Perhap_s somewhere we can find the "silent
majority" who will herald the bills as P.olitic~l lev~lheadedness. But still, the vagaries and stipulations, mequities and inadequacies need a demand to be worked
out quickly before many people are hustled out of the
universities on the tip of some politidan~s magical pen. ·
Until then, live by their statutory vir:tue. Perhaps
someone's fear will turn to understanding and their contempt to compassion.

A
I

.

Part-Tim~ Student ~uffers
With -full-time students facing registration fee increases of $25 per quarter each year since the _c onversion from the trimester system in 1967, the unfortunate
plight of the part-time student has been too often overlooked.
.
Under the trimester system the majority of courses were in the three-hour category.
_
When the change-over was made .to the quarter
system the bulk of the three-trimester-h our courses
were converted to four and in some cases, fivequarter-hours.
The fee structure during the trimester system established the p~rt-_time fee break-off point at sev_e n
hours.
·
This permitted a part-time student to enroll in two
courses totalling six hours. At that rate, the part-tirne
student was making approximately half-time p~ogress
towards receiving a degree.
Onder the present system almost any combination
1
of two courses totals at least seven hours.
We question the reasons behind the retention of the
seven-hour break-off point. So far, we have been unable to find adequate evidence to support its continuance.
This university has the largest night program in
the state university system. It also has the greatest
number of part-time students.
Our location in a major metropolitan area has
made USF the first and only urban university in Flori- ,
da.
'
We believe that the Administration and\ the Board
of Regents should move to adopt a nine-hour break-off
point. This will enable the part-time student once more
to enroll in two courses per quarter and again make
approximate half-time progress towards a degree without bein& forced to pay full-time fees.
4C-THE ORACLE-Sept. 24, 1969, U. of South Florida
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Allen Expects Improving
Communication For USF.
By JOHN S. ALLEN

member, that radical changes make available extra funds for
cannot be accomplished over- Special Opportunity ScholarPRESIDENT
night. A certain amount of pa- ships and Loans, and td obtain
I am pleased that the Editor tience and temperance are re- two additional black professors
of THE ORACLE has offered quired from all who would suc- for Afro-Americ__an courses. Cerme space in these columns to cessfully institute changes of tainly this is a start toward
tell our 15,000 students how the major consequence. Working to- achieving the type of curricucollege year we are just begin- gether and paving the paths of lum and financial aid which wiil
ning seems to be shaping up. ch~nge carefully, we at the Uni.- eventually overcome some of
First, I believe we have rea- versity of South Florida have ac- the- problems of the culturally
sonable expectations of continu- complished much &lready. · Un- disadvantaged./
I share the enthusiasm exing, and even i~proving, the doubtedly further changes are
pressed by many of you for the
back - and - forth conversations _ required and will take place.
between our students, faculty,
My best hope is 1.bat all of us start of a USF basketball proand· staff which have so far can continue the commendable gram which will lead to freshbeen effective in communicat- conduct and restraint, working men basketball by the Fall of
ing · different viewpoints at our within well established .adminis- 1970. I am also very proud of
institution. I do not imply that trative procedures, which have the recoril of our soccer, baseour communications are without characterized our University ball, men's and women's tennis,
flaw. However, we have accom- community · in past years. We golf and swimming teams. The
modated the· varying needs of have successfully pressed for fact that our soccer team again
all our groups, at least to the ex- evolutionary changes rather won the Florida championship,
tent that we have achieved nec- rapidly and without the loss of a and that men's golf and swimessary changes without resorting single day in our academic cal- ming teams, and women's tento the lawlessness and irre- endar attributed to illegal dis- nis, achieved great records in
sponsible behavior that has ruptions. Given good will, good national tournaments, is really a
scarred other major university sense and consideration among tribute to a University just becampuses.
us, all, I can see no reason we ginning its tertth academic year.
In closing, I would ask our
Our communications can be cannot continue our exemplary University community - stuimproved irl many ways yet. record.
dents, faculty and staff - to
For my part, I intend to conOur black students, with a show the kind of te·a mwork and
tinue my efforts to make cer- long background of sociai' inju~ will to excellence which has
tain that any group of tice, are to be congratulated been exhibited in intramural
students or faculty who find upon. their willingness to work and NCAA athletic programs
as
themselves questioning Univer- with all of us during the past we come together again
for the
sity policies can gain a sympa- few months to establish a pro- 1969-70 college term. I promise
thetic hearing as well as full gram in Afro-American Studies. ·each of you that I shall bend
consideration for any rational The result of hard, selfless work my every effort in the
same
proposals.
in this direction has been an in- direction - to build an even
It behooves each of us, and tensified. effort to recruit quali- greater University of South
each group among us, to re- fied black students, to find and Florida.

,. HEL.P Rr.og~am . .. ,

'

Offers Legal Aid
By CHRIS CLIFFORD

'

Correspondent

During the past school year
an organiza.tion was started at
USF to give its students legal
insurance in much the same
way other organizations insure
students in case of sickness or
accident.
The name of the organization
is Help End Legal Problems
(HELP), and for a $5 fee HELP
will provide legal service when
needed for a period of one fiscal year. The service is not
limited to any particular type of
offense or group of people.
Legal counsel is available on
a mult'itude of areas. such as divorce, housing· disputes, ins rance· claims,. draft proble~s,· as
well· as traffic-:and cri~inal ?ffenses. ~he~ necessary, H_ELP
can furmsh i_ts members with _a
lawyer to represent th em m
court.
HELP also has contact with
bondsmen and can be of imme-

. PROTECTIVE LIFE

nation are interested in joining
the corporation. The University
of Florida is working on a chap- .
ter and Harvard has asked for
information.
Plocica said he plans to Jiave
a newsletter for members as
well as dosed, member-only
seminars to inform members of
their legal rights in every day
matters.
·
Plocica emphasized t h a t
HELP i.s a student organization
designed to be of benefit to all
students and not just ' those involved with drugs or other illegal activities which may ·1ead to
arrest.
The potential of the organizatfon is limited only by the number of members and . the use
they make of the services available.
--· HELP will have- a -station iocated in the vicinity of registra-'
tion where interested students
can learn more about the orga:
nization. Membership can be
bought at this time as well . .

Has Done A Lot Of ·
Graduate· ~tudy

A·dcock-1\!oore & Associ ate s
Suite 206, Mariner Building
· 5415 Mariner Stree t
Tampa, Fla. 33609
Tel.: 877-8391

PROTECTIVE' LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

A.D-·VE RJ··1·s E
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The laws of supply and de- , ·
mand has caught up with .
Andros Center.
Seventy two female students
will have to live in lounges for
the first few w e e k s of
classes. This overflow will be
absorbed when students, who
for a variety of reason'. s can't
stay, leave the reside.nee halls.
Over 1500 students will be
living in Andros' nine residence halls;

I
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Leisure Institute
The Institute for the Stl!dies
of Leisure at USf is sponsoring a progran:i to place
retired military volunteers in
community service agencies:
Directed by William C.
Reynolds of the ·Lejs~r.e .Irlstitute, the program is• seek;
ing people to work in the
fields of mental health, family services, juvenile delin.quency, urban. rene~.a•~ . artis~
tic developTT}ent, · recreation
and othex: phases of community . service. ·
. The purpose of the ~gram
is the utilization dt:.the varied
talents of retired military
s9nn.el in, community service. ·

.

And we've come up with some pretty important inf?nna•
tion. For example, we know that college men are in the
best health period of their lives, that they have a greater
life expectancy. and that they will command greater incomes in less hazardous occupations than most people,
And becau se of this, we've designed a special life insurance-savings plan especially for college men, It's called
the Protcctivl! Life College Senior Plan, · and offers exceptional benefits a~ preferred rates. Coverage includes
accidental death , disability, and a. protected insurability
benefit. The College Senior Plan -has no war exclusion
clause, offers full aviation coverage , amt becomes com- .
pletely paid ·up at normal retirement age : Also, premium
deposits mny be deferr~d until earnings increase.
Get full details from these College Representatives:
jack F. Ne~kirk
.
Joseph S. Waters

-;;;;:;:~~:;;;:;;:;;;:;;:;;;:;;:;;;:;;====~===;;;;=~=======;;;.;;==============;;;;;==;;;;;=;;;;;;;;;;;;;

has been jailed.
diateservice· toamemberwho
HELP was started at USF by
former student Trula O'Haire,
who is now president . of the
HELP Corporation and the
JiELP chapter at Florida Presbyterian College. Richard Plocica is the corporation vice presi(lent and president of the USF
chapter.

Women Invade
Dorm Lounges
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Hey qang, Compute YOUR Activism ..
•

•

•

Even in ·b ad •situations, at -b ad " of this ,country. ':Y~it -don!t ::,chew..
times, people ten_d to r find gum and J-iave ·never · even r·ehumor. The following bit of sat- sponded to a question from a
ire, slipped· under the office "political activise• (or any stu~
door of Robert. ·M. Stevenson, dent - or faculty member, for
~ssistant professor of American that matter). You are either the
Idea; was found by the professor President or a great astronolast July, ·when the academic- mer.
political climate was as bad as
$1000
tlie· weather. ·
·
You are against all forms of
.At that ·time Stevenson and I collective bargaining and believe that the "red menace"
four other "activist" professors
and "creeping socialism" are
allegedly reqeiyed salary raise threatening the "Christian
cuts by the administration for
"unannounced" reasons an·d ethic" and our society.
$800
Stevenson had been fired by
You are a "conservative" and
Pres. John s: Allen for "unknown' ; reasons. Dig it:
voted for Goldwater in the last
election (1968); ,you have spoA rciise of:
ken in public against the SDS,
$1200
AA.UP and your own tenure.
You - believe that any group You believe in a strong state
controlled by more than three and local governme,nt.
people is ."communistic." You
$600
feel that the "robber barons"
You are . nondescript, though
were realfy the founding fathers _ you once spoke out in favor of

·•,President-Allen's fainQUS- cafeteria policy. _You voted for Nixo~.
You believ~ that a positiol!_ of
authority makes a pers~>n responsible and responsive to the
needs of those beneath him. You
think everyone else should be
very quiet.
'
$500
You are a "liberal'.'; you have
not participated in any :sµbversive activites, and ·your name is
not in any newspaper al'ticles or
lists of "activist" organizations.
However, you have not actively
supported the administration,
nor have you denounc;ed yourf
own inability to determine university policy.
$300
. You are being mildly repdmanded because of two things
that were found on your wall
during · the Quarter III office
search. Your political views are
somewhat left of "liberal." You

,

I

t

know n~mes and _don't ·wear a ing -· toward "new left." You
tie.
·. ha','.e not as yet parti~ipated in
$200
a demonstration, but unless you
You campaigned for McCarstraighten
up, you will be op file .
thy, are a member of the
with
the
Tampa
Police DepartAAUP, the PQE, the ACLU, the
BAC, the Council on Human ·ment.
Relations, and let your students
NONE
speak to you on a first-name ' No matter what your wife
basis; you have riot had your says, the state is .not out of
name in the papers, but be . money; you are "new left" and
careful; some of your friends "activist" a n d terminated; ·
are "new left."
withdraw your account from the
' $100
·Temple Terrace National- Bank
This is a token raise. You are and write to schools in Canada;
a "political activist" and lean- you've had it. .

PDDA

Develop mental. Center
' Olfers Free Services
I

Have a problem? USF's Developmental Center is the
place to go. The Center, located in the Social Science Building (SOC), serves the USF
community with free guidance
and services.
There are four main divisions of the free services offered to students by the developmental Center: counseling,
speech and hearing, reading
and study skills, and vocation~
al rehabilitation.
Counseling is available to
any student with any type of
personal problem, and Dr. -Ed
Allen, director of Developmental Services, says that
groups of students may be
counseled in any area they re- ·
quest.
THE COUNSELING staff psychoogists,
psychiatrists
and social workers · - is on
duty .from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
weekdays in the SOC and in
two. satellite centers in Argos
aqd Anqros until 10 p.m. They
offer guidance in vocational
and ed_u cational profilems as
well as personal ones.
A list of the Developmen.tal
Center counselors is kept by
the , Student Health Center,
Campus Security, ·the main •
· switchboard, and· Resident
Counselors and Assistants for
anyone who needs a counselor
after hours.
.
Also offered in this division
of the ' DElve_
l opmental _Center
- a-r e personality, aptitude and ·
interest and intelligence tests,
pre-marit~l counseling, and a
large vocational . file where
one can get inf~rmation about
·many areas of study and what
is involved id them.
. _ WHAT IS SAID between
student and counselor and the
results of. any tests are strictly co11~idential Dr. Allen stated. AU such confid~ntial informati.on . .of this type · is ~ept
filed _
indiyiduaIJ.y locking
~abinets in a room in the SOC .
.whicb can be · oper,ed only . by
AUen.. or . ~he..Coordin.~tor
of the -Counseling Service. .
•... To release this ittformation,

the Developmental Center
must have the writt~n consent
of the student, and even then
the information will be given
only to a qualified psychologist or psychiatrist.
·
I
. At registration, everyone is
tested by · the Speech and
Hearing Service. Students
with difficulties in this area
may be helped by the Developmental Center to minimize

learning problems at USF and
·to compete better after graduation.
·
Dr. Allen stated that about
25 per cent of USF students
use the Developmental Center
with good results, but that
there is no _Developmental
Center on the St. Petersburg
campus because of the high
number of part-time and night
students and the lack of staff.
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STRETCH~WIG
T~i~ . wig _is possible . by using ,the very late~t
fibre~ ·'It is soft and ma·n ageable - non-tangl·e
·a nd has, c;:a permane.._t curl. Will fit any head
size as the,cap is c~mpletely stretch.
·
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:~ uarte.r • I Starts Florida's ·'first
plus an additional 24 quarter
hours in already existing courses in political science, sociology, humanities, A m e r i c a n
studies, and psychology.

began to pick up momentum in
late April. On Thursday, April
.. 24, about 30 black students
walked out of a class in protest
to the white instructed AfroAmerican Arts and Letters
course, CBS 483.
Prior to the walkout Otha Favorts read letter with a list of
grievance:, that said, "this
course does not meet the nee<ls
of black students."
A petition was circulated
which stressed an urgent need
for a Black Studies program no
later than the fall of 1969.

By WILEY BROOKS

"sometime between. now and
next fall."
He said the director will be
someone who "understands the _
nature of the black struggle and
can communicate with black
students easily."

REV. BERRY EXPRESSED
a similar view. He said, "The
program must bring about an
awareness of institutions of
America developed on the backs
of black people.
·
Some members of the AfroAmerican Society are not satisfied with the Afro-American
Studies program.
One complaint is over the
small number of black students
at USF.

'Photo Editor
· When classes begin on Monday USF will become the · first
UAiversity in tµe state to have
THE "CORE" COURSES in
an Afro-American Studies proAfro-American Studies (AFA)
gram.
include: Introduction to Black
. COOPER BEUEVES USF's
Two new instructors have
Studies, two courses in The His- Black Studies program is
been acquired to work with
tory of Black America, a course "progressing as rapidly as we
Prof. William Smith, who has
in Contempora'ry Black Philos- expected." He added tbat he
been an instructor at the Uniophies, one in Social lnstituti9ns hoped the program would now
versity since 1967. All three are
and the Ghetto, and a course begin to "gather momentum."
black.
Emerging Values (Senior Semi· JOINING SMI-TH WILL be
"There is a rapidly growing
THE AFRO-AMERICAN Socinar).
__
B.ev. Ben Berry and Fred Minneed in many areas for a perThe program still has to gain son who can help interpret the t ety claims · there were only
nis.
. ON MONDAY, MAY 19, an- the approval of the Board of Re- black struggle to the white com- about 70 black students on camRev. Berry has a B.A. from
Moorehouse College and a post- other group of about 30 black gents at their October meeting munity," Cooper added.
pus last year.
graduate degree from Harvard. students marched on Pres. John later this quarter. But Cooper
Eugene~ Roberts, director of
Prof.
Smith
also
feels
there
is
At 30, he will be the youngest · S. Allen's office only to discover sees little opposition from the a great heed for an Afro- Admissions, said that his office
member of th~ Black Studies that the president was in Wash- Regents.
had estimated that approxiAmerican Studies program.
ington D.C. on University busistaff.
Cooper said the Black Studies
mately
160 black students atSmith said, "Black people
program will not be set up as a need it to discover a sense of tended: He said this included
He has been Executive Secre- ness.
The black students then went separate autonomous departtary to the Tampa Inner-city
worth and identity about them- many custodial and mainteParish since 1968. Before com- to Vice Pres. of Student Affairs ment· but will be offered in an selves. White people need it to nance staff who attended parting to Tampa he had pastored· Herbert H. Wunderlich and pre- inter departmental prog1:am.
· understand how integra,l the time.
sented him with a list of "dein Boston and Louisville.
··
(THIS
SET
UP
is
not
unusual
black man has · been in our hisRoberts said there is now a
(USF students . may remem- mands" and a petition.
at
USF.
There
are
several
inter,
tory."
special
committee of black stuThe petition presented to·
ber Rev. Berry since he particimajors
already,
department
pated in the Black Studies Pro- Wunderlich said, "We believe in such as American Studies and .
The Articulate Striped Suit.
gram Conference held June 18, an educational ·s ystem that International Studies.)
would give to us and our people
this year.)
, · ·
,
Articulate? Yes, because thi;_double~.
At
present
Cooper
is
acting
as
a knowledge of self. If a man
breasted Deansgate suit succinctly
MINNIS IS THE senior partof
the
protemporary
chairman
. expres.ses good taste. From its
ner of Minnis and Williams, a does not have knowledge of his gram. He said that a permqnent
underst!lted shape-styling to its
law firm located in St. Peters- position in society and the world director will be a c q u i r e d
.then he has little chance to retraditional striping. Tailored
burg. He holds, two law degrees,
in Deansgate's own natural
late
to
anything."
one from Georgetown Universishoulder construction,
BY THE END of May, RusCashiers Office CIQsed
ty and the other from Howard
Deep center vent. In a superior
sell M. Cooper, Dean of the ColUniversity.
Today and Thursday
wool worsted.,
Minnis taught Negro History lege of Liberal Arts, had begun
Because of registration the
in the Air Force for 12 years plans for a major in AfroCashier's Office and the Diviuntil he retired as a Major. In American Studies. He was
sion of Finances and Accountaddition he has taught three working with a group of seven
ing will be closed Wednesday,
years at the Florida A & M Law black students, two black proSept. 24 and Thursday, Sept.
fessors, and several c1impus adSchool.
25. The cashiers office hours
Smith has been t~aching a ministrators in hopes of submitFriday, Sept. 26 will' be noon
course entitled "The Black ting the plan to the -University
until 3 p.m.
American" in the American Senate in its June meeting·. ·
Idea since 1967. He will be reAt the June 25 mee'ting of the
SAVE!!
tained in the American Idea de- University Senate the Afropartment since he will be teach- American · Studies program . was
TEXTBOOK
ing courses in both American proposed and passed with only
Idea and Black Studies.
little debate.
·
SALE!!
THE MOVE TO establish a
The program includes 24
SEE PAGE SC
Black Studies program at USF quarter hours in "core'' courses
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Deansgate•

LOOK YOUR
BEST THIS FALL
We Offer the Finest
Cleaning and Laundry
Service and We're
Close by ••. •·
No~hside Cleaners
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AfrO Studies
dents, the Black Advisory
Group to Admissions (BAGA),
whose major purpose is to go
· into the black schools to persuade more qualified ,black students to attend USF.

PROTECTIVE LIFE·

THE USF SPECIAL Disadvantaged Loan Fund is administered through Financial Aids.
Under this loan the student
doesn't have to maintain a 2.0,
the· minimum for all other assistance from Financial Aids, but
must only continue his eligibility for full-time enrollment.
The loan accrues 3 per cent
per annum beginning s i x
months after the stuc;lent ceases
to be a full-time student at the
University.
The other loan program will
not be in effect before Quarter
II. It will be administered by
the Student Government (SG).

BAGA GOT OFF to a late
start and was successful in recruiting only five new black students. He added that a more extensive program is planned for
this year.

BAGA is chaired by William
Packer, Secretary of Information for the Afro-American Soci. ety. There are four other black
students on the committee with
him. Packer played an important role in the formation of the
Black Studies program.
Another critical point is the
establishment of a black scholarship and loan program.

S TE V E

ANDERSON,

SG

president, said the only requirement will be that the student is
disadvantaged. He said that the
student could continue to receive he loan, regardless of
grades, until he leaves the University.

THE SOCIETY ARGUES that
if the Cubans are entitled to a
special pr9gram, then so are
the blacks.
Col. Kermit Silverwood, director of Financiq.l Aids, said a
special black scholarship and
loan program would be impossible and would be a case of reverse discrimination.

Has Done A Lot Of
Giraduate Study~
And we've come up with some pretty important information. For example, we know that college men . are in the
best health period of their lives, that they have a greater
life expectancy, and that they will command greater in•
comes in less hazardous occupations than most people.
And because of this, we've designed a special life insurance-savings plan especially for college men. It's called ·
the Protective Life College Senior Plan, and offers exceptional benefits t prefqred rates. Coverage includes
accidental death, disability, and a protected inst)rability
benefit. The College Senior Plan has no war exclusion
clause, offers full aviation coverage, and becomes com-·
pletely paid up at normal retirement age. Also, premium
deposits may be deferred until earnings increase.
·
Get full details from these College · Representatives:
Richard Greenlee
·
.
. Robert Meyer
· Adcock-Moore & Associates
Suite 206, Mariner Building
5415 Mariner Street
Tampa, Fla. 33609
Tel.: 877-8391

PROTECTIVE LIFE INSURANCF COMPANY

11

Anderson said that unlike
other loans the SG loan will not
accrue any interest.
In summation Dean Cooper
said, "Discrimination is always
intolerable, but now the black
student is getting the chance to
do something about it."

There are two special programs that the black student
may qualify for. Both are for
disadvantaged students.
(A student may be con~idered
disadvantaged/ because of the
low quality of educational facilities where he came from.)
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, · • AM-FM
RADIOS
• COMPACT
STEREOS

Every Student Should
.Have One.'' J. ,. 11 ·
1

SAVE!!
TEXTBOOK
SALE!!
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66 Pages of Literary Enjoyment
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• TAPEDECKS
• CASSETTE PLAYERS~
RECO~DERS (For Car & Home)
• TELEVISION (Color, Mini-T_V's)
• ALBUMS

C,HANCE!
ONLY
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4237
WE.ST KENNEDY
BOULEVARD

BEST BUY ON.CAMPUS

Ph. 876-7142
SPECl'ALIZING IN STEREO TAPE
C,ARTRIDGES, CASSETTES AND PLAYERS
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The case of fired USF professor Robert Steven~n
• has raised many qu~stfons· concerning academib free~
dom. Concerning the anti-war demonstration at St. Leo
College which Stevenson helped organize, you said siich
disruptive professors aren't needed in the university
system, that obviously ·the demonstrators · would haye -.
gone on campus jf' the police hadn't stopped them.
In a statement given to the demonstrators, .the organizing group informed them of St. Leo's property
rights and stated they wQuld not violate that.
What limits does all this set on any professor's political involvement?
KIBLER: I don't know that this sets any limits on it. I
think again, you have to determine these things factually. As •I 1understand it, and I've gotten a lot of input
from different sources, professor Stevenson is a noncitizen of the United States and a political activist and
a person who has been identified in anti-Viet Nam war
movements, determined that a group sb·ould prot~st,
peacefully perhaps, but protest nevertheless, when Secretary of Defense Melvin Laird sp_oke at St. Leo College, which is a private institution, and that they would
march on the grounds of St. Leo, uninvited, and protest
- in efect, be rude to an invited guesut,_that institution. There's no other interpretation you can put on it,
even if the· protest was conducted as peacefully and
non~vfolently as one can be, and I don't imply that it
would have been other than that. It was something that
I think ex~eeded the rights and the proprieties of a

it ..

.

,

.

. The revisions t!Jat were adopted 7at .the last Board .
Oracle editor John
:. · ·; xpeeting were a P,roou9t of.) ~e s~aff complying with_
1
Thomson interviewed
· statutes that had bMn enacted m the last session of the
C. B u r k e Kibler,
legislature. They were given the mechanical job of
Chairman of t h e
changing our policy to conform with the statutes. It
Board of .. Regents,
was given then · to the attorney ·to approve and there
last ·week at Kibler's
were certain recent decisions which he thought ought ·to
law · off ice in L-ake•
be reflected.
land. In this first of a
Now, that's always a problematical thing as to
two p·a rt series, the
whether you should or you shouldn't until' something is
Regent speaks cand• .
finally appealed to the Supreme _Court. Usually if a federal, court, 'certainly a feder;al appellate court has deteridly on recent educ~tional and political
mined an issue, the great majority of these matters
issues affecting Flor.•
· stop there, you probably ought to reflect that change.
That's· something that I have a great deal of ambiviida's campuses.
lance about, perhaps because I'm a·lawyer.
What we'll do, we'll take the advice of our attorney,
cent twist. In light of this, bow do you feel stmlents will there's no point in having an attorney if you don't take
or should react to it?
his advice. And when he advises making a change such
KIBLER: I would just remind everyone - student or as that, because of some precedent, well, we'll put it in.
non-student - that whether they agree with the law or And I consider this to be housekeeping even though
not, it is a · felony to have in your possession at any there may be some fairly substantive changes. It would
time marijuana and other drugs.
still be a housekeeping function for the staff to perAny student ought to be persuaded by the fact he is form. It doesn't really reflect a change in Board policy
running grave risks when he indulges in marijuana. I because we don't have any control over what the legisthink there is some general agreement on other drugs, lature tfoes.
·
,
that they are dangerous and harmful. Most students,
The Board of Regents is a creature of statute and
I'm inclined to think shy essentially. away from them. we have mandate from 'the legislature. Now, as long as
I'm perfectly willing to admit that marijuana is an I'm on the Board, I'll assert ~ great independence of
enigma. I'm afraid that , we don't have the definitive the legislature, but I'm realistic enough to know
knowledge arid information we need to properly regu- they've supplied the money. They create the Board of
late, control or oth~rwise relate ' to marijuana. The Regents, they can abolish the Board of Regents. They
present hearings in Congress_concerniog marijuana and almost did in the last session, they may in the next sesthe drug legislation introduced on the behalf of Nixon sion. Thi~ is a distinct possibility. I think the Board of
indicate this. ~ think the attorney general ·recently . Regents serves a rather useful function. When you have
made the comment that here was an area of archaic nine independent people with independent means that
legislation dealing with a subject matter on which there are not getting paid for what they're doing, they constiwas almost no definitive knowledge. Now, this is the tute, as long as their allowed to exist, a reasonably
kind of thing we need to overcome and it can't be done sound buffe between political interference an8 the uniby local people. It's going to take someone to correlate versities. All of them are prideful people, and it makes
the studies that have been done and to perhaps en- them mad as hell when somebody in the legislature or
vol~ in -future studies. It's a difficult problem but I somebody from somewhere else trys to tell them what
think you have to face certain realities. I'm just not should happen in the universities and particularly when
sure the game is worth the risk forany particular indi- someon~ in the legislature will go directly to the unividual.
versity.
· JT: Some concern bas been expressed over the "vagueThe universities - students, faculty and admin.istraness" of the disruptive conduct code. Being rather tors - should remember that the legislature in a state
scantily worded and . leaving further definitions to the system has the power to go directly to them. In some
universities, couldn't a student easily be subjected to states it has been done, and I think with veFy poor rearbitrary decisions bY the administration?"
sults.
KIBLER: I would admit that's always a possibility,
'J'.his is where I get uptight, you might say, about
but no matter how a code is worded there is that theo- Stevenson and Megill, the radical fringe that speaks out
retical danger. The administrations on all the universi- · irresponsibl~ and have no responsibility. They harm the
·ties in this· system, I think, are very sensitive to student system they are a part · of. They undermine their suprights. I do not think that to be a realistic fear, that port. They indulge themselves in a theoretical right
there will be an abuse_of discretion in this area because :that's important, but they abuse that right, and they
you have perhaps very generally termed regulations. · don't have the concomitant responsibility that goes
J1'.: A ~lause _was struck fro_m the original draft of along with this exercise of abuse. They hurt their
!he disruptive conduct code, which guaranteed academ- neighbor, and they hurt their student. It's a fact, and
1c freedom and fr~edom_ of speech. Why?
one that I do't know any answer for, except hopefully
KIB~R: I thmk this was a clause that was struck we get people who do .exercise reasonable restraint and
memb.E:r of the faculty at a state university to. take this
upon himself. I would seriously doubt whether it b~cause of a _court decision· and it was done on the ad- reasonable judgment in expressing these controversial
vice of the attorney for the Board.
views.
·
showed very good judgement.
But nevertheless, when a prof~ssor, as professor Stevenson apparently did, becomes id~ntified in such a
movement he puts himself in a position of bringing disrepute upon a university and his total faculty - administrative - student community. By such actions, he
calls himself to the attention of superiors and certainly
it is something that should be looked into and judgements should be made as to whether this is the kind of
man you should continue in employment.
Now contrast this with an exarpple that took place
at _another university, Kenneth Megill, who perhaps
holds equally radical views .with professor Stevenson,
chose to express his views at a campus forum, stating,
in effect, that the tot~i university government system
is completely corrupt, or words to that effect and that it
should be radically changed. He urged all of those to
engage in this. I don't think he suggested any violence. 1
But he did this on a forum that had controversial
discussion, yo:u had a number of people there expressing ideas which are not ~n general acceptance. I
don't find anything particularly wrong with it. I recognize rather predictable results. People get excitable because they · relat~ that professor, who holds ideas that
are totally in opposition with the mainstream of thought
in this .state and probably within the nation and it disturbs them. The tax dollars go to support a man that
engenders this type of philosophy and their children are
being educated under the· dominion, to some extent, of
Here is an up - to - date USF map~ Some changes
a man like that. .
have occurred siuce the map was printed. Students
Now, I defended professo,r Megill, if you will recall.
coming into the University from Fowler Ave. or
I said, against the attack made by Sen. Slade upon him,
Oak
and wanting to go to the Business, Education,
that I think the direct legislative attack on a member
Social
Science or Gymnasium buildings must turn
of a faculty is·not to be permitted. •
left
at
Oak (A), they may park in the new staffJT: · Of particular interest to students is the new law
commuter lot (B). Elm Drive (D) has been convertproviding for immediate suspension of a student arrest- .
ed for unlawful possession of narcotic drugs. Some pered into parking space for. faculty. Social Science
sons feel the bill will undoubtedly be proven unconstituPhase Il (SSO) (C) is the newest academic buildtional, that it lends itself to a guilty-until-proven - innoing, it houses some classrooms and faculty offices.
;JT:

All

Inter view

With

Burke

Kibler

The Campus Scene
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National Alliance Of Businessm·e n
Seeks· To Help Hard-Core U~employed
Eclit.ors Note: The following letter ,vas sent to The Oracle by
Mr. Melvin Garten_ who was
recently named t,o head up the
Tampa Office of the National
Alliance of Businessmen, a national organlzation which seeks
to help employ the bard core
unemployed.

Roger Grange
J.oUnearth
Indian Mound
USF's Department of Anthropology, under the direction of Dr. Roger T. Grange
Jr., chairman and associate
professor, will undertake the
laboratory evaluation of archaeological findings from a
Cherokee Indian burial mound
now lost beneath the waters
of the Keowee Reservoir in
South Carolina.
A grant of $3,000 from the
University of South Carolina
will enable study of the artifacts, which were dug in
1967 and have been stored in
South Carolina.
Dr. Grange estimates that
the burial mound probably
dates from the late 17th century and may be a site spoken
of in records taken earlier
from an archaeological investigation of Fort Prince George,

s.c.

The National Alliance of Busi- _
nessmen (NAB) is a concentrated effort by private industry, in
unique partnership with government, to attack the problem of
hard-core unemployment.
Most recent efforts to eliminate the causes of poverty have
treated the symptoms of the
problem: bad housing, ill-health
and inadequate education. If we
are to win the war on poverty,
if the ghetto resident is to be
given a chance to become part
of our society, then we must
focus on helping the poor find
and hold jobs in the private sector of the economy.
Much of the nation's hardcore poverty today is urban and
involves members of minority
groups - blacks and the Spanish speaking. It is the result of
years of deprivation and discrimination and continues to
perpetuate -itself in the ghettos
that blight our cities.
Some employers honestly believe that members of minority
groups cannot perform as well
as other workers. Some companies have systematically excluded them from all but the
most menial jobs - even when
the job applicant held a postgraduate degree. Knowing this,
fewer than half the blacks in
the United States have found it
worthwhile to complete high
school. Many others have
shrugged off attempts to enroll
them in skill training programs,
with the bitter knowledge that
th.ere were no jobs at the other
end of the classes. The result is

Visit the

that many blacks do not have
the education or skills to qualify
for industrial jobs today. A similar lack of qualification is characteristic of most other ethnic
minorities in the United States.
Neither history nor experience, however, indicates that
the present lack of qualifications in any way reflects the
potential or actual ability of
blacks or other minority groups.
Some of the nation's largest industrial employers have succesfully hired and trained thousands of the hard-core poor in
the last few years.
The nation can no longer afford quiet experiments and
token employment of the hardcore poor. Unemployment in the
ghetto, which for black youth is
as high as the national unemployment rate during the depression, is costly to industry,
to taxpayers, and to the cities
which nurture business and give
it its vitality.
The National Alliance of Businessmen is ready to help em•

ment to find the man to fit the
job, arrange for his training and
to provide the machinery that is
required by the employer to
help in retaining him in our
prosperity and our form of
American life.
But NAB Tampa needs more
solicitors! A Student Team is
desired. USF has a l w a y s
backed our government, our
city, our people.
Students are requested to volunteer two to four hours a
week. Students would be trained
by the NAB to solicit jobs from
small .business. After the hard
core unemployed is placed on
The Tampa office is the focus jobs, the students will help
for the NAB in this area. To these persons in retaining their
reach the community there are jobs.
businessmen who have donated
If you desire to join the USF
an afternoon a week to visit the
or desire more informaTeam
potential employers of the discontact Jim Loper,
please
tion,
advantaged. These solicitors
have information about NAB ac- 974-2188 or drop a card to him
tivities and pledges for potential a-t FOC 207.
Mr. Mclain, NAB representaemployers to sign with respect
will come to USF at a later
tive
to future hiring practices.
date to talk about the program
When these pledges reach the in more detail.
Tampa office, every effort is
MELVIN GARTEN
made by NAB and the govern-

ployers turn the hard-core poor
into members of the national
work force. The initiative, however, must come from employers. No one else can make the
commitment, hire the hard-core
poor, and offer the training that
will help them on the job. The
Federal Government offers financial aid to make this training economically possible, but
the commitment by the businessman to make a place for
his company for a disadvantaged person is the absolute necessity for the success of this
effort.

NEED TOBE
TURNED ON?

· 60 Students Welcome You to Our Special

New Student Building
· for Bible Teaching This Sunday at ~:30. Our Bus Serves Mature
· Students Who Want to Study God's Word as Taught by an Attor·ney, a Nurse, a .Physicist, etc. Bus Pick-up this Sunday at 9: 10
Argos, 9: 15 Fontana Hall - 11 :00 A.M. Preac'1ing.

SPENCER MEMORIAL BAPTIST CHURCH
UNIVERSITY CENTER

FLORIDA AT SLIGH - REV. WAYLON B. MOORE, PASTOR
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Sandwiches
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JACK PAXTON WELCOMES
YOU TO:
'

of ·.
~andwieh
OU,$~

· Where Better Sand✓wiches
_- Ar~ Made
· At Better Prices!

Conveniently Surrounding
U,S.F.
1.
2.
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4.
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10l24 Florida Ave.
10200 - 30th Street
909 West Kennedy
5302 Busch Blvd.
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Give Us a Call
1. 935-3985
2. 935-8204
3. 254-7461
~ 4. 988-8770
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OCTOBER
SUNDAY

*

MONDAY
COFFEE HOUSE CIRCUIT

*

2

The Uni versity Center will begin a new era in entertairwnent this Fa11 at USF as the
Intercollegiate Coffee House Circuit comes to USF. At USF the performances will be under
the sponsorship of the University Center. The College Coffee House Circuit has memb er
schools throughout the U. S. and Canada, and is designed to introduce the finest in young
entertainers to the college conmunity.
Individual schools are joined in circuits based on close geographic proximity. An
act appears for one week at each of the schools in the circu it. Eventually, the maj or
performances of USF's circuit entertainment will be given in the prooosed Rathskeller.
Some of the well - kn~~n entertainers who got their start on the Collegiate Coffee
House Circu it are "The Pi ckle Brothers", ilri an Carney, Fred Smoot, and Jerry Jeff Walker.
Check pub licity and the "Oracle", or call ext. 12637 for more information.

Aegean Sales

5

"lla.Pper "

7:30 p.m.

6

IM: Football, TableTennis and Volleyball
entry deadline

BSA

IM:

7

F3culty Rec ital:
Gary llolf

FAH 101

8: 30 p.m.
IM:

Football Clinic

Football Clinic

3

UC MOVIE:

*

" Harper "

CTR 224

8:00 p.m.
FREE STREET DANCE

*

BSA

19

* UC f'OVI E:

*

" Oklahoma "

BSA

7:30 p.m .

-

-

-IFC Rush- - - -

8
Coffee House
ENA
2:00 p.m.
IM Women: Basketball and
Tennis entry deadline
IM Women: Basketball
Clinic
Open Sales: 1969 Aegean
CTR 224

9

Experimental Theatre
* 2:00 p.m.
UC MOVIE:
"The Great Race "

*7:30 p.m.
BAND DANCE:

10
TAR

GYM

8: 30 p.m.

WE£ K E N D

*--II

Soccer:
USP vs . N. C. S tate

N. C. State
Cross Country:

BSA

Aldrid ge Invitational

Atlanta, Ga .
* UC MOVIE:
GYM
"The Great Race "
BSA
7:30 p.m.

"Tip-Tops "

20

Meet the Author
2: 00 p.m.

CTR 252

21
*UC Film Series:
"Kinetic Art"

7:00 p.m. & 9:00 p.m.

BSA

Coffee House
2:00 p.m .

23

22

Film Classics:

*

26

11:00 a .m.

"The Defector"

BSA

28
*

UC Film Series:
"Kinetic Ar t "

7:00 p.m. & 9:00 p.m.

Coffee House
2:00 p.m.

USF vs . William~ Mary

"The Defector"

Dade , Pennsaeola, Manatee,

William & Mary
Ra ndolph -Macon
* UC Program Council Retreat
Experimen tal Thea tre
USF Riverfron t
9: 30 a.m.
TAR
2:00 p.m.
Cross Country : u:;,·, Miami.
UC MOVIE :

30

29

31
Experi mental Theatre
2: 00 p.m.

ENA

BSA

* FAMILY rHGHT
5:00 p.m.

TAR

CTR and TAT

* UC r-«JVIE:
'Born Free "

ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS

*

University Center
Events

IH

I ntramura 1s

BR

University Center
Ballroom

UC

University Center
Program Council

BSA

7:30 p.m.

·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - *

25

Soccer:

USP vs . Rando l ph- Macon

and St . Leo
BSA
7: 30 p.m.
USF
*11 :00 a. m.
IM: Cross Country entry
UC MOVIE:
deadline
" The Def ector"
Deadl ine for drop without
BSA
7:30 p. m.
penalty
- - Re ader's Theatre Guild Presentation - 8:00 p.m. - TAT - -

Associated American Artists Exhibit - #1 - CTR 108 - - - - - - - -

27

* Toot, Whistle, Plunk
and Boom
CTR BR
2:00 p.m .

*

BSA

24

Soccer:

ENA

"Ma:rat/Sade "

7:30 p.m.

"J iliy Joe Royal and the
Ro11al 3 lue "

CTR Street
(CTR BR-rain)
Deadline for class changes
wi th Slo.no fee 3:00 p.m.
- *·UC W E L C O M £

8:00 p.m.

* UC r-«JVIE:

*DANCE AND CONCERT

9:30 p.m.

-

BSA

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - * UC Membership Drive - CTR Lobby - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - I FC Rush - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - *Associated AmericaR Ar tists Exhibit - #1 - CTR 108 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - i6
17
18
Experimental Theatre
15 *UC Membership Drive
14
13
TAR
2:00 p.m.
Coffee House
IM: Volleyball Clinic
Soccer:
Focus
CTR BR
Screening
ENA
2:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
USP vs . II . Vir ginia State
CTR 252
* UC MOVIE : "Oklahorra"
CTR 252
6:30 p. m.
BSA
liilf. 7: 30 p.m.
W. Virginia State
"
l:.'nds
t
"Spli
CE:
DAN
BAtlO
--r
IM: Volleyball Clinic
IM Women: Basketba 11 and
~ C 1-0VIE:
GYM
p.m.
9:00
"Oklahorra"
Tennis begins
Deadline for 1970 Aegean
* Sewing Contest entry blanks
BSA
7: 30 o.m.
page reservations
at CTR Information Desk
Artist Series:
Deadline for application
now through November 13
Lili Kraus
for graduation
TAT
8: 30 p.m.
Deadline for "X" remova 1
- • Associated American Artists Exhib i t - #1 - CTR 108 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - IFC Rush - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ·_ - ~eqean Senior Portraits - CTR 223 - - - - - - - - - - -

* UC MOVIE:
"The Great Race"

GYM

"Outlaws "

8:30 p.m .

7:30 p.m.

"Har oer''

7:30 p·.m.

"The Jeny 3utler ShOtJ"

Deadline for withdrawal
and/or droo with partial
refund

4

*UC MOVIE:

BSA

7: 30 p.m.
* CONCERT:

a -

* UC MOVIE:

SATURDAY

FRIDAY

THURSDAY

WEDNESDAY

TUESDAY

Associated American Artists Exhi bi t - #2 - CTR 108 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

NOVEMBER
WEDNESDAY

TUESDAY

MONDAY

SUNDAY

UNIVERSITY CENTER PROGRAM COUNCIL
BUS
BSA
CHE
CTR
EDU
ENA
ENR
ENG

'Sorn Pree"

BSA

7:30 p.m.

Business Admin. Building
Business Teaching Aud.
Chemistry Building
University Center
Education Building
Engineering Auditorium
Engineering Research
Engineering Building

4

3

2

Senior Class Meeting
*
CTR 252
2:00 p.m.
Focus
CTR 252
7: 30 p.m .
* Top College Girl on Campus
applications available CTR Information Desk

UC Film Series:
"Kinetic Art"

7:00 p.m. & 9:00 p.m.

FAH Fine Arts-Humanities
FOC Faculty Office and
Classroom Building
GYM Gymnasium
LIF Life Sciences Building
PED Physical Education
Classroom Bui lding
PHY Physics Building
RAN Andros Center

ADM Administration Building

Jan Segers, President
University Center Program Council

UC MOVIE:

FRIDAY

SATURDAY
Cross Country:

PREFIXES ASSIGNED TO CAMPUS BUILDINGS

The University Center offers social responsibility, leadership
experience, and the opportunity to make new acquaintances . The University Center Program Council is the organization for students who
have a desire to participate in campus activities. We welcome any
student who i s interested . The Program Council Office is located in
CTR 159 and our extension is #2637. Our Membership Drive will be
October 6 - 10 in the CTR Lobby.

*

THURSDAY

BSA

5
Coffee House
2:00 p.m.
Film Classics:

8:00 p.m.

"Personna.n

USP vs . U. of Miami

"Ear ly ~~.<sic Quarte t "

TAT
8: 30 p.m.
* UC BAND DANCE :
"Soutlte1•n Comfor t "
CTR BR
9: 00 p.m .

7

Cross Country"

Curtis Hixon

BSA
8: 00 p.m.
IM: Cross-Country begins

FSU

2: 00 p.m.
USF
* UC MOVIE: 'Sorn Pree "
BSA
p.m.
7:30
Artist Series:

8

Soccer:
USF vs. St . Louis

USP vs . U. of Florida

"Sergio Mendez and
8 roail ' 66"

ENA

RAR Argos Center
SOC Social Sciences Bldg.
SSO Social Scie nces
Office Building
TAR Theater Arts Rehearsal
Bu i lding
TAT Teaching Auditorium
UC F Universi~y Chapel
Fellwshi p
ULI Undergraduate Librar.v

6

Concert:

I

USP vs . PSU

11:00 a .m.
Soccer:

11:00 a.m. U. of Florida
Experimental Theatre
TAR
2:00 p. m.
* UC MOVIE: 'Beserk"
BSA
7:30 p.m.
Concert/Dance: "The Tams"
GYM
8: 30 p.m .

2:00 p. m.

US F

* UC MOVIE:
''8eserk ''

7:30 p.m .

BSA
BSA

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Fall Frolics - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -* Associated American Artists Exhibit - #, - CTR 108 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -"A De licate 3ala11ce" - Major Production - Centre Stage - 8:30 p.m. - - - - - - - -

'S es erk"
7: 30 p. m.

14
Dead l ine to withdraw
13
15
Cross Country:
1iithout penalty
Theatre
Experimental
entry
Contest
Sewing
Chanpionships
UC
NCAA
ENA
deadline
TfR
Wheaton, 111.
2:00 p.m.
5:00 p. m.
CTR 159 * UC f'OVIE: "Murder er' s !.oo" ~
IJl{UC !()VIE:
BSA
7:30 p.m .
"Mur der er ' s Roo"
* UC BAND DANCE/FASHION SHOW
7:30 p.m .
"Omen"
BSA
BR
CTR
9:00 p. m.
IM Women: Track and field
entry deadline
- - - - - - - - - - - "Marat/Sade " - Maj or Produc tion - TAT - 8: 30 p.m. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - * Associated American Artists Exhibit - #2 - CTR 108 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -I
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -"A Delicate 3alance " - Major Production - Centre Stage - 8: 30 n.m. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

BSA
*Viewpoint
2:00 p.m.

PARENT'S OAY

CTR BR

17

16
Faculty Reci ta 1:

UC MOV IE:
BSA

*
TAT

8:30 p.m.

*

18
Soundsati ons

Jaques Abram

"Murde re r ' s R0w"

7:30 p.m.

12

Coffee House
2: 00 p.m.

Last day to petition
for Senior Class office

*UC MOVIE:

*

II

10

9

TAT

8:00 p.m.

19
Coffee House
ENA
2:00 p.m.
UC Sewing Contest Show and
* Judging
CTR 252
8:00 p.m.
IM Women: Track and Field

IM Women:
deadline

20

21 ~.
Experimenta 1 Theatre
~ El Casino
2:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.
TAR

Archery entry

IM l~omen : Track and Field *UC MOVIE:
"Inside Daisy Clover"

7:30 p.m.

23

'!Ins i de Daisy Clove

7:30 p.m.

BSA

30

IM Women:

Archery

24

Fine Arts Chorale
8: 30 p.m.
IH Women:

,fruc

MOVIE:

25
TAT

Coffee House
2:00 p.m.

27

26

28
* UC MOVIE:

ENA

'Banning"

7:30 p.m.

Archery

BSA

THANKSGIVING

BSA

University Concert
Band
TAT
8:30 p.m.

BSA

- - - - - Dance Production - 8:30 p.m. - TAR 222 - - -_ -_ -_ -_ _- -_ _- -_ -_ -_ -_ -_ _-,
- Major Production - TAT - 8: 30 o. m. - -

'9anning"

7: 30 p.m.

MOVIE :
l'ltuc "Ins
ide Dai sy Clover"
7: 30 p.m.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Senio*rClass Voting - Officers & Program - CTR 156-A - - - - - - - - - - - Photo Contest and Exhibit - CTR 108- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Try-outs for Qtr. II Theatre Productions - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - "Marat/ Sade "
* UC ,MOVIE:

BSA

22
CTR

- - - - - - - - - - Than ksgiving Holiday - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Seni or Class Voting - Officers & Program - CTR 156-A - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - *Photo Co~~est and Exh ibit - CTR 108- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

l'ltuc 'lJMOVIE:
anning"
7:30 p.m.

29
BSA

DEC EMBER
WEDNESDAY

TUESDAY

MONDAY

SUNDAY

2

Focus
7:30 p.m.

3

University Chorus and
Orchestra
TAT
8: 30 p.m.

Senior Class Meeting
CTR 252
2:00 p.m.

THURSDAY
.

Coffee House
2:00 p. m.
Artist Series :

FRIDAY
5

4

ENA

"An Evening 1Jith { . C.
Fields " and "The Mouse
t hat Roa:t'ed"

E. Schwarz kopf

6
* UC f,[)VJE:

* UC MOVIE:

TAT
8:30 p.m.
Deadline for Miss Aegean
applications

CTR 252

SATURDAY

BSA

7: 30 p.m.

"An Evening 1Jith l . C.
Fields" and "The Mouse
that Roa1~ed"

BSA

7:30 p.m.

Photo Contest and Exhibit - CTR 108 - ---- Reader's Th~3tre Guild Production - 8:00 o.m. - TAT-- - --

8

7

9

12

II

13

* UC MOVIE:
"An t:vening 1Ji th :; . C.
Field:; " and "The Mouse
that iloa:t'ed"

QUARTER I ENOS

BSA

7: 30 p. m.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - Used Book Buy-Back - - - - - - I

i( "DIAL- 2400"...
MASTER ACTIVITIES CAL EN OAR

The University Center furnishes a FREE Publicity Service to all campus departments and organizations which
sponsor events open t o USF students.
All events will be entered, twice weekly, on a taped
mess age. This message may be heard simply by dialing ext.
#2400 (on-campus) or ca l ling 974-2400 (off-campus) . Forms
are available in the University Center Program Office (CTR
159), which must be compl eted and submitted to CTR 159 in
order for your event t o be used. Since this is a free service, exact information is necessary and the forms must be
submitted at least two weeks prior to the scheduled event.
Call ext. §2637 forfurther infonnation.

To learn what's happening on campus and in the
commu nity, check with the over-size master activities
calendar located in the southwest corridor of the
University Center. Reviewed and altered daily, this
ca l endar is the most current and comprehensive listi ng
of events and activities both on and off- campus. Offcampus listing includes events and activities in areas
of sports, culture, entertainment and general interest.

... Sandals, belts, leather tooling, purses, wallets,
pistol caddies, gun cases ... . . make them yourself in the
UNIVERSITY CHITER CRAFTS SHOP, CTR 63 (University Center
Basement). Its easier than you think! Our Craft Shop
Supervisor will show you how you can make beautiful
handcrafted leather items.
The Craft Shop is also equipped for COPPER ENAMELIflG .. . ash trays, bowls, and jewelry.
The only charge is 50¢ per quarter, pl us the cost
of your materials. Craft Shop hours will be posted in
the University Center Lobby.

Andros Center
Argos Center
Dean of Men
Dean of Women
Fine Arts Dept .
Health Center
Library

974-2477
974- 2761
974-2745
974-2655
974-2301
974-2331
974-2727

Registrar
Campus Security
Student Government
Student Organizations
Theater Box Office
University Center
U. C. Program Offi ce

FOOD SERVI CE
Food Service Areas - located in CTR, RAR , and RAN. All CTR sales are cash onl_y.
Serving Hours are as follows:
Bkft.
Lunch
Dinner

Mon.-Fri.
Sat . -Sun .
Mon . -Fri.
Sat . -Sun.
Mon.-Fri.
Sat. - Sun .

PIIOTO LAB

(Last four digits are on- campus extensions; full number is
for calling into the University from off-campus.)
974- 2872
974-2628
974- 2401
974-2615
974 - 2323
974- 2635
974-2637

. .. A fu l ly equipped photo
lab is l ocated in CTR 49.
This lab is available for
use by USF students, staff,
and faculty . Call extension
2635 for information on
qualifying to use darkroom
facilities.

* TOP COLLEGE GIRL ON CAMPUS~
Know a girl you think is an "all - arou n~" winner? Support her -in the University Center's 1970 Top College Girl
on Campus Contest! Girls may be sponsored by a group of
individual students or a recognized student organiza tion.
The entrants should hav e an "above average" G.P.R. and be
outstandi ng in campus and/or community act i vities. Each
entrant must submit a full-length photograph with her entry fonn. Deadline f or entry is Thursday, January 15. This
includes the photographs . Entry blanks and information
sheets are available at the CTR Info. Desk Nov. 10 - J an . 15.
Remember - USF's winner will be USF's official entrv in
"Glamour Magazine's" national competition for the "Top Ten
College Girls in America - 1970"

CRAFTS SHOP

UNIVERSITY CENTER HOURS
INFORMAT!Ofl DES K - in the CTR lobby provides activities
sign-up, locker rentals, ticket sales, campus notices,
lost and found, room reservations, postage stamps, post
cards, etc. Operating hours of the CTR and Info. Desk:
Mon. - thurs. 8:30 am-10:30.pm Sat. 10:00 am-12:30 m
8:30 am- 12:30 m Sun. 10 :00 am -10:30 pm
Fri.
RECREATION AREA - in the CTR Basement, includes pocket
billiards, carom, t able tennis, chess, checkers, and
pl aying cards. Equipment and/or games are issued to
students. Hours are:
Mon.-Thurs. 8:30 am-10 :15 pm Sat. 10:00 am-12:30 m
8:30 am- 12:30 m Sun. 12:30 pm-10:15 pm
Fri.

PHOflE NUMBERS

CTR
7:00 a.m~:30
To be scheduled
11:00 a.m. - 2:15
11:00 a.m . - 1:30
To be scheduled
4:30 p.m. - 6:30
To be scheduled

RAN
7:00 a.m~:30 a.m.
8:00 a .m. -10:00 a.m.
p.m.(S) 11 :00 a.m. - 2:15 p.m.
p.m.(N)
11 :00 a.m. - 1 :30 p.m.
4:30 p.m. - 6:30 p.m.
p.m.
4: 30 p.m. - 6:30 p.m.

RAR

a.m.

7:00 a.m~:30 a.m .
Closed
11:00 a.m. - 2:15 o.m.
Closed
4:30 p.m. - 6:30 o. m.
Closed

COFFEE SHOPS
SCIENCE CENTER
RAN
CTR
8:00am- 5:00pm
8:00am-12:00m
Mon.-Fri. g,ooam-11:00pm
closed
2:00pm-1 2:00m
Sat.-Sun. 2:00pm- 11:00pm
is open to
oor,
fl
4th
CTR
the
on
HEALTH SERVICE - located
students 24 hrs. a day . When CTR is closed, call ext. 2331.
LOUNGES - on the first floor of the CTR, there are four
social lounges, a color televisio n lounge and an art gallery .
CAMPUS STORES - listed below are the three USF stores with
their operating hours:
RAR and RAN
CTR Books tore
8:00 am- 8:00 pm
12:00 n- 3:00 pm
Mon . -Thurs.
4:00 pm- 7:00 pm
8 :00 am-5:00 pm
Fri.
closed
10:00 am- 1:30 pm
Sat .

AalVITIES
OF
CALENDAR
Quarter I , 1969
-U N I V E R-S I TY

OF SOU T H -F L .0 R ro A

TAM.PA , FLA. ·

PUBLISHED BY THE

U N IVE RS I T Y - C E _N T E R

I
SEPTEMBER
FREE OUTDOOR MOVIE:
9:00 p.m.

21

Argos lawn
(llSA- if rain)

FREE STREET D~NCE:
11

2cP.Je 1"' ~-v,d Light "

22

CTR Street
9: 00 p.m.
,¥.Tickets for Helcome Weekend
CTR Desk

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

28

* UC MOVIE:
"GC"od

::e-:·. ~;:.::-~ :-·

~.YE "

Panhellenic Rush

WEDNESDAY

TUESDAY

MONDAY

SUNDAY

29

Activiti es Session
23
TAT-Men
7:00 p.m.
ENA-Women
Splash Party
Argos Pool
9:00 p.m.
- - - - - - Ori entation - - - last dav to pick up
reserved 1969 Aegean

30

Classes Begin
BSA
7:30 p.m.
Panhellenic Rush
---- -- - - - -- - ---- --------- -- IFC Rush- - ---- - --------- -- ------ -- Cancellation deadline
- - - - --- - --Qtr. I Theatre Tryouts - TAR/TAT~ 7:30 p.m . - - -----with full re fund

-

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

25 * UC MOVIE:
27
Blanket Concert
26 * UC MOVIE:
24
STREET DANCE
"Good Neighbor Sam"
"Good lleighho r Sam"
Crescent Hill
9:00 p.m.
CTR Street
9:00 o.m.
BSA
7:30 p.m.
BSA
7:30 p.m.
(TAT- if rain)
(CTR BR-if rain)
Soccer Match:
CTR. Lobby * UC DANCE: "Raven"
Aegean Sales
CTR Lobbv
-~egea n Sa 1es
.
t
:J
.
s
USP •;
CTR BR
Leo"
9:00 p.m.
- - - - - - - - - - - -Registration - - - - - - - - - - - CTR Lobby
St. Leo
3:00 p.m.
Aegean Sales
---- -- --- --- ------- - -------- ----- - - ---- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Panh~llenic Ru~ h - - - - ---- - - * u. C. TOURNAMEII, S*
* PHOTO AND BRIDGE LESSONS
Students may sign up for U. C. Tournaments in billi ards, table tennis, snooker, carom, and chess Mond ay,
September 29 through Friday, October 10, in the CTR Recreation Room, located in the CTR Basement . Full-ti me
students only are eligi ble to compete.

*

The University Center will offer Photo and Bri dge Lessons during Quarter J, Sign-ups are taken at the CTR Informati on Desk . The sign-up fee is Sl.00 for each series of
lessons. Open to staff, faculty, and students.

